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CHAPTER ONE
Libel and the South

In the hours before the bloody race riots at the University of Mississippi in 1962,
highway patrolmen from around the state descended upon Ole Miss to back up federal
officers.1 African American James Meredith was attempting to desegregate the university
by court order, and a white mob with shotguns and Molotov cocktails was aiming to stop
him. Protesters flooded the Oxford campus, spurred by Governor Ross Barnett’s
rebellious threats to defy a federal court order to admit Meredith. 2 As violence erupted,
Mississippi state police melted quietly into the crowd and left the roiling campus to
federal officers, a cobbled-together pack of deputy marshals, border patrol and prison
guards who were scarcely prepared to deal with the chaos. Forbidden to use their side
arms, the officers had only tear gas to keep hundreds of rioters and anarchy at bay. By
dawn, two people were dead and 160 federal marshals were injured, many with gunshot
wounds, stretched out on a blood-covered administration building floor.
After a story on the riot called “What Next in Mississippi?” ran in the Saturday
Evening Post, the head of the Mississippi Highway Patrol, T.B. Birdsong, filed a libel
suit against the magazine seeking $1 million for himself and $1 million for each of his
220 patrolmen. 3 Birdsong said the libelous information in the article encompassed these
two sentences on the failure of his officers to take control of the deteriorating situation:
1

Among the most helpful texts in the vast literature of the civil rights movement that discuss the Ole Miss
riot for the purposes of this study are Taylor Branch, Parting the Waters, America in the King Years, 19541963 (New York: Simon & Schuster, 1988), 633-672; Gene Roberts & Hank Klibanoff. The Race Beat,
The Press, the Civil Rights Struggle, and the Awakening of a Nation (New York: Knopf, 2006), 270-300;
and James W. Silver, Mississippi: The Closed Society (New York: Harcourt, Brace & World Inc., 1966).
2
Meredith v. Fair, 306 F.2d 374 (5th Cir. 1962), ordering the reversal of a district court.
3
Curtis v. Birdsong, 360 F.2d 344; 1966 U.S. App. Lexis 7392.
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“A sizable portion of blame must go to the gray-uniformed men of the Mississippi
Highway Patrol. ‘Those bastards just walked off and left us,’ said one top official of the
Department of Justice.”4
This study will show that Birdsong’s case is just one example of the use and
abuse of libel law during the civil rights movement. This is a study of libel cases filed by
southern public officials primarily in the 1960s relating to African Americans’ increasing
fight for equal rights. Emphasis will be on little-known lawsuits like Birdsong that were
filed in the shadow of the famous New York Times. v. Sullivan case in Alabama in 1960,
through its adjudication in 1964 and in its aftermath.5 This study will expand upon the
evidence and argument that southern officials used existing libel laws to craft what
amounted to a sedition law in order to stop the press from covering the civil rights
struggle.6 The message: Criticize our government or our public officials and you will be
punished. It has been well established that had the United States Supreme Court failed to
overturn Sullivan, the case’s impact on the civil rights movement would have been
staggering. 7 Without the world looking at the South through the lens of the national press,
southern officials and other segregationists would have been free to continue to squelch
activism in their own way. “The last desperate reaction of a clinging regime was to try to
suppress the message itself,” wrote legal scholar Rodney A. Smolla. “If one could not
4

Robert Massey, “What Next in Mississippi?” Saturday Evening Post, November 10, 1962, 18-23.
376 U.S. 254 (1964).
6
Louis G. Forer, A Chilling Effect, The Mounting Threat of Libel and Invasion of Privacy Actions to the
First Amendment (New York: W.W. Norton & Company, 1987); Harry Kalven, The Negro and the First
Amendment (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1965); Clifton O. Lawhorne, Defamation and Public
Officials, The Evolving Law of Libel (Carbondale: Southern Illinois University Press, 1971); Lucas A.
Powe, Jr., The Fourth Estate and the Constitution (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1991);
Norman L. Rosenberg, Protecting the Best Men, An Interpretive History of the Law of Libel (Chapel Hill:
The University of North Carolina Press, 1986).
7
An excellent study of the Sullivan case and its impact on the civil rights movement is Anthony Lewis’
Make No Law, The Sullivan Case and the First Amendment (New York: Random House, 1991). Lewis, a
Pulitzer Prize winning reporter, covered the Supreme Court for the Times when this case was argued.
5
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stop the marches, one might at least keep the marches off television and out of the
newspapers.”8
Shattering precedent, the nation’s high court constitutionalized libel law with the
Sullivan decision, creating a new standard that required public officials to prove “actual
malice” and insuring that citizens were free to exercise their First Amendment right to
criticize the government. Sullivan is the most significant libel opinion ever written, and is
one of the most important free-expression cases in American history. 9 Under this new
standard, Montgomery, Alabama police commissioner Lester Bruce Sullivan had to prove
that New York Times published “with malice” an advertisement that included charges of
police brutality against civil rights demonstrators. That is, the Times knew the
information was false or should have known it (reckless disregard for the truth) when it
published the information. Sullivan was unable to prove such, according to the Supreme
Court, which in March 1964, reversed a record high $500,000 libel judgment that had
been affirmed by the Alabama high court.
In the Sullivan opinion, the Supreme Court turned away from centuries of
common law handed down from English courts to extend a right unique to the United
States, constitutional protections of speech critical of the government, even speech that is
false. In his study of the Sullivan case, Anthony Lewis argued what has become a
generally accepted tenet among media law scholars: Southern officials were using
existing libel law to silence their critics and stop the groundswell of national media
8

Rodney A. Smolla, Suing the Press (New York: Oxford University Press, 1986), 43. Also see Lewis,
Make No Law; Roberts and Klibanoff, The Race Beat. For an international perspective, see Mary L.
Dudziak, Cold War Civil Rights, Race and the Image of American Democracy (Princeton: Princeton
University Press, 2000). Dudziak points out the country’s leaders, both from the North and South, were
cognizant of the United States’ image as a world leader in the post-World War II era, a time when
democracy prevailed over the evils of the world’s repressive regimes. America’s civil rights conflicts were
front page around the world and in direct opposition to the image American leaders were trying to project.
9
W. Wat Hopkins, Mr. Justice Brennan and Freedom of Expression (New York: Praeger, 1991).
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coverage of the civil rights movement.10 But Lewis kept his analysis to the Sullivan case,
which was the first to reach the Supreme Court. By 1964, when Sullivan was overturned,
government officials had filed at least $300 million in libel actions against newspapers,
news magazines, television networks and civil rights leaders. 11 Sullivan and its
companion cases accounted for well under $10 million, a huge sum at the time and one
that threatened the financial solvency of the New York Times. But it was not just the
Times that felt the pain of the adverse libel judgment. Editors and publishers could not
send a reporter or photographer into the South to cover civil rights demonstrations
without fear of being sued.12 The Supreme Court’s startling decision thus widened the
doors for the national press to cover civil rights demonstrations and activities in the
South.
This study will illustrate that the use and abuse of libel law became an integral
part of the story in the battle for equal rights. In these cases, public official-plaintiffs were
angry about stories that they said reflected negatively on them. 13 Libel suits arose out of
the Ole Miss riots in 1962 as James Meredith sought to desegregate Mississippi’s
flagship university. 14 Libel suits arose out of the Birmingham bus station beatings during
the 1961 Freedom Rides.15 They arose out of the 1963 March on Washington.16 They
arose out of the Freedom Summer murders of three civil rights workers in Philadelphia,

10

Lewis, Make No Law.
Harrison E. Salisbury, Without Fear or Favor (New York: Times Books, 1982).
12
Ibid., 384.
13
This study also includes public figure plaintiffs, relevant with the extension of the actual malice standard
to public figures through a 1961 civil rights-related case.
14
Associated Press v. Walker, 388 U.S. 130 (1967); Curtis v. Birdsong, 360 F.2d 344.
15
Howard K. Smith, Events Leading Up to My Death, The Life of a Twentieth-Century Reporter (New
York: St. Martin’s Press, 1996), 274.
16
New York Times, “Curtis Publishing Is Named In a $3 Million Libel Suit,” Feb. 27, 1964.
11
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Mississippi in 1964.17 Still more were filed for coverage of Martin Luther King Jr.’s
assassination in 1968.18 These legal battles rightfully have not gotten the same attention
as bombed churches, beaten and bloody Freedom Riders or civil rights workers
mysteriously disappearing in the night. But the cases remain an important piece of the
civil rights story, nonetheless, as well as an insidious shackling of free-speech rights.
Libel law, especially Sullivan, has been widely studied. But this will be a deeper
analysis of libel within the context of the civil rights movement, with emphasis on how
the movement helped shape the law. There has been no comprehensive study focusing on
the overall role played by the increasing use of libel in the giant shadow of Sullivan.
Scholars and other media experts agree Sullivan stopped what surely would have been an
onslaught of libel cases. Yet research is scarce on the suits that actually were brought
during this era. These cases likely would have been dismissed after Sullivan was
overturned since public-official plaintiffs were required to meet the newer, tougher actual
malice standard. But that does not diminish their historical value in the context of the
civil rights movement and southern officials’ efforts to sustain the cultural norm of white
supremacy. They used the suppression of free speech to, in fact, repress the right to vote
and the right to equal protection under the law. In short, the right to the Bill of Rights had
been curtailed.
Chapter one will discuss the United States’ early sedition laws and the resulting
cases where citizens criticized the government, its officials or its policies. This
background will help illustrate that the civil rights-era libel suits studied here were
tantamount to sedition cases, serving as a necessary reminder that the government’s

17
18

E.g., Rainey v CBS, Neshoba County Circuit Court, Case No. E78-0121 (1978).
Ray v. Time, 582 F2d.1280 (6th Cir. 1978).
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attempt to silence its critics is nothing new. Here was just a new way to do it. Justice
William Brennan Jr. made the connection in the Sullivan decision, writing that the
expired Sedition Act of 1798, “because of the restraint it imposed upon criticism of
government and public officials, was inconsistent with the First Amendment.”19 This
chapter will discuss the cases arising from sedition laws enacted by the newly minted
federal government in 1798, during World War I and to a lesser extent during the World
War II and McCarthy eras. Further, this chapter will illustrate that libel became a potent
weapon to perpetuate the South’s societal norm of whiteness as antithetical to blackness
in the 1960s. Using libel, segregationist leaders attempted to maintain the fallacy of white
supremacy when faced with the groundswell of civil rights demonstrations and the
resulting media coverage. This study draws heavily from the cultural history of race
making in the United States, most notably Grace Elizabeth Hale’s Making Whiteness, a
study of the South from post-Reconstruction through the 1940s, the eve of the modern
civil rights movement.20 Hale argues that through popular culture, including such tools as
bestselling novels, films, product advertising and even media depictions of lynching,
white southerners systematically and deliberately created “whiteness” as a societal ideal
in direct opposition to “blackness” in order to reestablish the antebellum caste system.
Facing the active citizenship of their ex-slaves after the Civil War, white southerners
sought to re-establish their dominant role through a cultural system based on physical
separation and violence. Through a wide range of cultural artifacts, Hale shows what

19

376 U.S. 254 (1964), 276.
Grace Elizabeth Hale, Making Whiteness, The Culture of Segregation in the South, 1890-1940 (New
York: Pantheon, 1998).
20
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W.E.B. Du Bois called the “color line” and how it came to define identity. 21 Whiteness
became the standard while blackness was pushed to the margins and to the back of the
bus. Hale’s work on popular southern culture will help lend critical insight into the
environment in which the civil rights-era litigation was filed. This study also seeks to
expand upon Hale’s work on race making, suggesting that whites found libel as yet
another tool in the effort to maintain the status quo. Plaintiffs were only successful,
however, until the Supreme Court, through the famous Sullivan opinion written by Justice
Brennan, said no more. “[We have] a profound national commitment to the principle that
debate on public issues should be uninhibited, robust, and wide-open, and that it may
well include vehement, caustic and sometimes unpleasantly sharp attacks on government
and public officials.”22
Chapter two will provide an overview of the cases already studied by scholars,
suits filed by public officials against the media and civil rights leaders. This includes the
Sullivan case and its companion cases, which were filed against both the New York Times
and four Alabama ministers. Spawned from the same Times advertisement, “Heed Their
Rising Voices,” that brought about Sullivan, virtually identical libel suits were filed by
Alabama Governor John Patterson and three other Montgomery officials. The ad did not
name any names, but referred to “Southern Violators of the Constitution” who were
“determined to destroy the one man, who, more than any other, symbolizes the new spirit
now sweeping the South – the Rev. Dr. Martin Luther King Jr…”23 The full-page ad was
placed by the Committee to Defend Martin Luther King and the Struggle for Freedom in

21

W.E. Burghardt Du Bois, The Souls of Black Folk (Chicago: A.C. McClurb & Co., 1903; Reprint
Boulder: Paradigm Publishers, 2004), 8.
22
376 U.S. 254 (1964), 270.
23
New York Times, March 29, 1960, 25.
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the South. Within the court system, King had become a huge target of white
segregationists, charged with among other things felony tax evasion, the first such case in
Alabama’s history.24 The New York-based committee was seeking support for the
movement and help in paying for King’s rising legal bills. However, Sullivan and other
plaintiffs charged that the ad reflected negatively on them and was critical of how they
performed their duties as public officials.
Also, Birmingham leaders – most notably police commissioner T. Eugene “Bull”
Connor – filed libel suits against the Times and one of its reporters for coverage there.
These cases arose out of reporter Harrison Salisbury’s stories that ran in April 1960, two
weeks after the “Heed Their Rising Voices” advertisement appeared. Salisbury, a Pulitzer
Prize winner and a former Times’ Moscow correspondent, wrote a front page story
headlined “Fear and Hatred Grip Birmingham” and infuriated Birmingham’s
establishment.25 Connor and other Birmingham officials sought damages for Salisbury’s
story on racial tensions that said “every inch of middle ground has been fragmented by
the emotional dynamite of racism, reinforced by the whip, the razor, the gun, the bomb,
the torch, the club, the knife, the mob, the police and many branches of the state’s
apparatus.”26
What is sometimes missing from writings about these cases is their context within
the civil rights movement. For example, plaintiffs Sullivan and Connor were the police
officers who also gave mobs of Klansmen time to waylay Freedom Riders at the
Montgomery and Birmingham bus stations before calling in their officers to haul the

24

For details on the case, see Branch, Parting the Waters, 277.
Diane McWhorter, Carry Me Home (New York: Simon and Schuster, 2001); and William A. Nunnelley,
Bull Connor (Tuscaloosa: The University of Alabama Press, 1991).
26
Harrison Salisbury, “Fear and Hatred Grip Birmingham,” New York Times, April 8, 1960.
25
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wounded demonstrators off to jail. 27 It was Connor who made an international spectacle
out of Birmingham with his lunging police dogs and skin-shredding fire hoses that
washed young protesters down the street and into newspapers and broadcasts around the
world. It was also Connor, along with other city officials, who sued CBS for Howard K.
Smith’s documentary “Who Speaks for Birmingham?” Smith’s broadcasts on the
Freedom Riders’ bus station beatings threw a blinding spotlight on the city.28 Another
prominent case, A.P. v. Walker, will also be reviewed in this chapter.29 Walker, like the
lesser-known Birdsong case discussed above, arose out of the 1962 Ole Miss riots. The
case extended Sullivan’s actual malice requirement to public figures, thus continuing the
Supreme Court’s rewriting of libel law through civil rights-related suits.
Chapter three will attempt to break new ground by identifying little-known cases
where public officials filed libel suits against the media and civil rights activists. The
intent here is to show a historical pattern of public officials’ efforts to silence all critics
and agitators. Along with Birdsong, cases include a suit filed against the less-heralded
civil rights activist Aaron Henry. This was unusual because public officials targeted the
speaker quoted in a story rather than the media outlet. Henry, a Clarksdale, Mississippi
pharmacist and long-time head of the state NAACP was sued successfully by the local
sheriff and district attorney after he was quoted by the Associated Press as merely saying
there was a “diabolical plot” against him because of his civil rights leadership.30 Another
case was filed by an Alabama sheriff against Ladies Home Journal over a story about the
27

This point has been widely established in the literature. See e.g., Howard K. Smith, Events Leading Up to
My Death, The Life of a Twentieth-Century Reporter (New York: St. Martin’s Press, 1996); J. Mills
Thornton III, Dividing Lines, Municipal Politics and the Struggle for Civil Rights in Montgomery,
Birmingham and Selma (Tuscaloosa: The University of Alabama Press, 1991).
28
Smith, Events Leading Up to My Death, 268.
29
Associated Press v. Walker, 388 U.S. 130 (1967).
30
Henry v. Collins, 380 U.S. 356, grouped with Henry v. Pearson.
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March on Washington in August 1963. Etowah County, Alabama Sheriff Dewey Colvard
said Curtis Publishing libeled him in the article, “Sophronia’s Grandson Goes to
Washington,” which was written by the playwright Lillian Hellman. 31 Still other libel
suits that have received little scholarly attention were filed by Neshoba County,
Mississippi Sheriff Lawrence A. Rainey against several media outlets that covered the
story about the three murdered civil rights workers during the Freedom Summer of
1961.32 Rainey was suspected of being involved in the deaths of Andrew Goodman,
Michael Schwerner and James Chaney, who disappeared while investigating the burning
of a black church that was also a voter’s registration site. All told, Rainey filed six
separate suits against the media – refusing to yield years after the Sullivan verdict made it
incredibly difficult for him to recover damages. In one example, Rainey sued Orion
Pictures and movie producer Fred Zollo for $8 million, arguing that fictionalized
accounts in the movie Mississippi Burning (1988) actually portrayed him. “They have
sure done some terrible harm,” Rainey said. “Everybody all over the South knows the one
they have playing the sheriff is referring to me.”33
James Earl Ray, Martin Luther King’s assassin, sued Time magazine, among
others, for coverage of the shooting, the resulting manhunt and murder trial. This suit was
among the first that helped jurists establish the “libel proof doctrine,” which now applies
to the notorious and infamous, typically habitual criminals and high-profile murderers. In
essence, Ray’s reputation was so bad after King’s murder that he was to be considered

31

Lillian Hellman, “Sophronia’s Grandson Goes to Washington,” Ladies Home Journal, December 1963,
80.
32
E.g., Rainey v. Orion Pictures (1989), No. E89-0014, filed in Neshoba County Circuit Court.
33
Allison Graham, Framing the South: Hollywood, Television, and Race During the Civil Rights Struggle
(Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins University Press, 2001), 147.
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libel-proof. Nothing could be written that would actually libel him or worsen his
reputation, according to the court.34
Chapter four will illustrate that the northern media were not the only ones getting
sued over the civil rights story. Several cases that have received little attention include
libel suits against Pulitzer Prize winners publishing in Mississippi, Hodding Carter Jr. of
the Greenville Delta Democrat-Times and Hazel Brannon Smith of the Lexington
Advertiser, and in Alabama, Buford Boone of the Tuscaloosa News. While these three
publishers became well known for their civil rights-era journalism, less is known about
southerners’ attempts to silence them using libel law. Former Major General Edwin A.
Walker sued Carter for slander based on remarks the publisher made about him at the
University of New Hampshire’s Distinguished Lecture Series in October 1962. Walker
sought $2 million.35 Smith was sued by the local sheriff for an editorial she wrote about
his harassment of black citizens. Smith opined that the sheriff should resign after he
harassed a group of black men and accidentally shot one person in the leg.36 In addition,
Ku Klux Klan Imperial Wizard Robert M. Shelton sued the Tuscaloosa News and Boone
in 1964 and again in 1965.37 Shelton sought a total of $1 million in damages for two antiKlan editorials that he said subjected him to “public contempt, ridicule and shame.”38
Chapter five will offer conclusions and suggestions for further research. Relevant
cases discussed in this study were found through LexisNexis using a variety of keyword
searches. However, some cases that would be relevant to this study have not been
34

Ray v. Time, 452 F. Supp. 618, 622 (W.D. Tenn. 1976), affirmed by the Sixth Circuit Court of Appeals,
582 F.2d 1280.
35
Walker v. Carter, Cause No. 6182, Circuit Court of Washington County, Mississippi.
36
Arthur J. Kaul, “Hazel Brannon Smith and the Lexington Advertiser,” in The Press and Race:
Mississippi Journalists Confront the Movement, ed. David R. Davies (Jackson:University Press of
Mississippi, 2001).
37
“Shelton Files New Suit Against News,” The Tuscaloosa News, July 15, 1965.
38
Ex parte Tuscaloosa Newspapers Inc., 1967 Ala. LEXIS 914, 281 Ala. 170, 200 So.2d 471.
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reported in any legal journals because they only reached the trial level. Other cases were
found using a keyword search of the New York Times archive from 1955 to 1970. Editors
and reporters at the Times were particularly attuned to the use of libel during the civil
rights movement since this is the newspaper that faced the brunt of the suits. Still other
cases were located in more general works on the history of the movement and were given
only brief attention. A few were identified through citations in other libel cases. Others
were located through local newspaper coverage of the court proceedings.
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CHAPTER TWO
Silencing the dissenters

When Montgomery, Alabama police commissioner L.B. Sullivan sued the New
York Times for libel in 1960, he had long been accustomed to reading newspapers run by
editors who thought like he thought.39 That is, blacks had their place in society and be
damned if they ever tried to step out of it. But Northern journalists had begun swooping
into his state in the 1950s to write about race, telling the story of the civil rights
movement as it unfolded and telling the story from the unheard of African Americans’
point of view. With that, Sullivan would become but one government official in the South
who would use libel law to shut down speech critical of his actions, speech he found
threatening. But long before this, government officials’ silencing of unpopular speech
using libel had found a comfortable place in American history.
The ink was still drying on the First Amendment when Congress passed its first
sedition law in 1798.40 This law did nothing more than stop speech critical of government
officials, in this case, President John Adams and the Federalist Party. Tensions with
France and fear that the upheaval of the French Revolution might spread to the United
States helped prompt the Federalist-controlled Congress to look for ways to silence
agitators and critics.41 As paranoia and fighting through party newspapers increased,
President Adams’ Federalists attempted to muzzle enemies and dissenters with the Alien
39

New York Times v. Sullivan, 376 U.S. 254 (1964).
The standard history of the Alien and Sedition Acts of 1798 is James Morton Smith, Freedom’s Fetters,
The Alien and Sedition Laws and American Civil Liberties (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1956).
41
Invaluable discussion of events leading up to the passage of the Alien and Sedition Acts of 1798 can be
found in Norman L. Rosenberg, Protecting the Best Men, An Interpretive History of the Law of Libel
(Chapel Hill: The University of North Carolina Press, 1986). John C. Miller’s The Federalist Era, 17891800 (1960) is also an excellent introduction to the earliest party system.
40
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and Sedition Acts of 1798. Congress voted on the acts along party lines on July 4,
ironically, and set an expiration date of 1801, when Adams’ term as president expired. 42
This would protect Adams from criticism and leave the next president, possibly a
Republican, to fend for himself. The Sedition Act criminalized writing, publishing or
speaking in “a false, scandalous and malicious” manner about the government, Congress
or the president, “with the intent to defame” them or arouse “the hatred of the good
people of the United States.” It was widely considered a blatant attempt to hush critics
and the Republican newspapers that supported Thomas Jefferson. Those convicted faced
a fine of up to $2,000 and two years in jail. 43 America’s colonial courts had long relied on
English common law, where criticism of government officials was automatically
considered seditious. It was assumed that such criticism was false, scandalous and
malicious and that such expression would likely provoke public unrest. Truth was not a
defense. It was actually worse for the speaker or writer when the words were true because
truth could be more damaging than a falsehood. The jury’s job was to decide whether the
speaker said or published the words, and it was up to the judge to decide if the speech
was seditious.44
The most famous case in America is an anomaly but provides a glimpse of what
would eventually be. German immigrant John Peter Zenger, publisher of the New York
Weekly Journal, was charged with seditious libel in 1734, though he was really just

42

Rosenberg cautions against characterizations that only Federalists sought to silence critics and that
Jeffersonians were libertarians by modern standards. Though the latter considered the acts unconstitutional,
they did not believe in absolute freedom of political expression. They did not focus on protection of
government as an entity but rather protection for the reputations of public leaders, or the “the best men.”
43
Proponents of the acts were quick to point out that the law differed from traditional seditious libel tenets
in that it included the principle of truth as a defense. 1. U.S. Statutes at Large, Chap. 75, 596, as discussed
in Rosenberg, Protecting the Best Men.
44
See generally Smith’s Freedom’s Fetters, and John C. Miller, Crisis in Freedom (Boston: Little, Brown,
and Company, 1951).
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printing the words of his boss, James Alexander. In an unprecedented move, the jury
disregarded common law, finding Zenger not guilty of seditious libel for his newspaper’s
criticism of the unpopular New York governor William Cosby. The eloquence of
Zenger’s lawyer, Alexander Hamilton, is widely credited for the jury’s radical departure
from tradition. He settled the question of whether Zenger had published the criticism by
admitting outright that he printed the material, and instead convinced the jury that it was
a citizens’ right to truthfully criticize their elected officials.45 But this case was a
deviation from the norm, and the law did not change. When the Bill of Rights was
adopted in 1791, federal common law and state laws were already in place to criminalize
speech critical of the government and punish violators with jail terms and fines.46 But it
did plant the seed, that the utterance of words critical of the government should not be a
crime.
Truth as a libel defense was an American invention, starting with the 1798 Alien
and Sedition laws. Adams and his fellow Federalists even tried to spin the passage of the
repressive acts as a good thing for the press, because truth would defend them. 47 But that
did not mean much. Most of the judges were Federalists, and they required defendants to
prove every word they had written or spoken, no matter how trivial or minute. All 10

45

For details on the Zenger trial and free speech in general, see Lucas A. Powe, Jr., The Fourth Estate and
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convictions under the acts were of Republicans, and eight of those were editors of the
country’s most influential Republican newspapers. Still in its infancy, the United States
government had become quite successful in silencing its critics.48
Jefferson, James Madison and others widely denounced the acts as
unconstitutional, and the laws began fanning dissent rather than squelching it. In the
Virginia and Kentucky Resolutions of 1798 secretly penned by Madison and Jefferson,
they furthered their radical argument that the Sedition Act was unconstitutional and that a
democratic government cannot be libeled. Madison insisted a free press is “the only
effectual guardian against every other right.”49 Much has been written about the framers’
intent at the time of the drafting of the Constitution.50 “Congress shall make no law
…abridging freedom of speech or of the press…” Did they mean for the First
Amendment to free the press from prior restraint? Madison certainly had formulated his
thoughts and made them known not long after, most notably in his Virginia Resolutions.
He and his fellow Virginians made a “remarkable…declaration that was brand new in the
history of Western political thought: an absolute restriction on the authority of the
national government to issue any restraints at all on the press.”51 As Altschull aptly
questions, why would the First Amendment merely restate the common law definition of
a free press, which was free only from prior restraint?52
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This flew in the face of the most quoted English jurist of the era, Sir William
Blackstone, who argued against prior restraint but believed publishers should be held
accountable for libel after publishing. He wrote in his influential Commentaries in the
1760s: “Every freeman has an undoubted right to lay what sentiments he pleases before
the public; to forbid this, is to destroy the freedom of the press: but if he publishes what is
improper, mischievous, or illegal, he must take the consequences of his own temerity.”53
In short, speak now and pay for it later. Since he was one of the founding fathers,
Madison’s criticism of the acts had received considerable attention and helped launch the
most substantial debates of American libertarian theory up to that time. Madison argued
the American system of government was fundamentally different than that of England,
with its prior restraints and licensing of printers. In the United States, the people, not the
government, were sovereign. 54
The Alien and Sedition Acts, which contributed to Adams’ defeat by Jefferson in
the presidential election of 1800, expired when Jefferson took office. No test case of their
constitutionality made it to the Supreme Court, but Jefferson pardoned those convicted
under the act, and Congress later agreed to return their fines. In Anthony Lewis’ words:
“As a political tactic, the Sedition Act was a disaster…But the act did make an
inadvertent contribution, and important one, to the American system of government. It
made large numbers of Americans appreciate the importance of free speech and freedom
of the press in a democracy.”55
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The tradition of prior restraint dates to at least 1538 when England’s Henry VIII
sought to control this new, powerful printing technology through his official Crown
licensers. Unlicensed printers were simply jailed. Some form of licensing remained in
place for the next 150 years, with its most noted criticism coming from John Milton’s
classic assault on censorship, Areopagitica, printed in 1644.56 Though the poet was
mainly ranting against authorities for failing to grant him a divorce from his 16-year-old
bride, he did it eloquently. His argument against pre-publication censorship was hailed as
an awe-inspiring call for liberty by First Amendment theorists. “…though all the winds of
doctrine were let loose to play upon the earth, so Truth be in the field, we do injuriously,
by licensing and prohibiting, to misdoubt her strength. Let her and Falsehood grapple;
whoever knew Truth put to the worse, in a free and open encounter?”57 This idea,
Milton’s self-righting principle, is commonly referred to as “the marketplace of ideas”
theory.58
A stronger call for liberty in speech came in 1859, from British philosopher and
liberal thinker John Stuart Mill, most noted, as an enduring defender of a free press.
Censorship would only bring about “ignorance and imbecility, against which [the press]
is the only safeguard.”59 His treatise On Liberty marked the most notable call for freedom
of expression since Milton, and it was a call heard loudly in America.60 “We can never be
sure that the opinion we are endeavoring to stifle is a false opinion; and if we were sure,
56
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stifling it would be an evil still,” he wrote.61 Scholars find Milton’s marketplace of ideas
theory well entrenched in Mill’s works, though his essay did not use the precise
nomenclature. Justice Oliver Wendell Holmes Jr. would refer to the concept in his most
important free speech cases,62 and Justice William Brennan Jr. would use Milton and Mill
as cornerstones in the New York Times v. Sullivan decision in 1964.
With the unpopularity of the Alien and Sedition Acts of 1798, it took more than a
century and a very controversial war for Congress to pass another sedition law
proscribing expression critical of the government and its policies. This came on the eve
of World War I, German immigrants and others had become vocal in their aversion to
fighting their homelands. Many saw this as a war started by the wealthy that would have
to be won on the backs of the penniless foot soldier. Hysteria and paranoia pervaded as
Congress approved the Espionage Act of 1917. The law criminalized speaking or writing
with the intent to hinder the United States’ war efforts, making it illegal to cause or try to
cause insubordination or disloyalty in the military or obstruct recruiting. 63 It was also
illegal to mail any material that violated the act. Those convicted faced up to a $10,000
fine and 20 years in jail.
In 1918, the Sedition Act was an all but reincarnated version of the Federalists’
law from 1798. It criminalized speech or the publishing of “any disloyal, profane,
scurrilous or abusive language intended to cause contempt” for the government,
Constitution, the flag or the military uniform. 64 Roughly 2,000 people were tried under
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these laws, resulting in the conviction of about 900 people, most of whom were aliens,
radicals or publishers of foreign language magazines and newspapers, with the most
noted being socialists and German immigrants.65 Once again, government officials were
quite effective in silencing their critics.
The United States Supreme Court initially went along with public officials’
efforts to silence speech they did not agree with. Among the most notable cases arising
from the acts are Schenck v. United States and Debs v. United States, incitement cases
where the court unanimously agreed in 1919 that seditious utterances were not protected
speech. 66 These cases mark the most active struggle by the court to find the line between
unpopular speech and genuine threats to national security. The question in Schenck: Was
the country’s ability to raise a fighting force for World War I threatened by war
protestors’ expression? New York socialist Charles T. Schenck sent leaflets to men of
draft age, encouraging draftees to “assert their rights” by refusing to serve. Justice
Holmes first articulated his clear-and-present-danger test in Schenck, writing that
expression is not protected when words “are used in such circumstances and are of such a
nature as to create a clear and present danger that they will bring about the substantive
evils that Congress has a right to prevent.”67 So if the speech is evil, Congress could stop
it. Take this line of thought and place it in the South in the 1960s. Speech advocating
civil rights was evil and it, too, could be stopped, according to those in control of the
government.
65
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In 1919, the Supreme Court upheld Schenk’s conviction, agreeing unanimously
that the possibility draftees would refuse induction amounted to a clear and present
danger to the country. Justice Holmes said speech critical of government officials’
actions or policies may be curbed more frequently during wartime because of the
increasing danger to national security. Before this, the court used the ambiguous “bad
tendency” test, where speech could be punished even if there was no identifiable danger
related to it.68 Eugene V. Debs’ case, decided the same day, was also part of this line of
incitement cases where government critics and threats to the status quo were targeted.
The Socialist Party leader and perennial presidential candidate was convicted under the
Espionage Act for an anti-war speech in Canton, Ohio, where he said “men were fit for
something better than slavery and cannon fodder.”69 Debs, a major public figure who
received more than one million votes (or 6 percent) in the presidential election of 1912,
was found guilty of attempting to incite insubordination in the armed forces, as well as
obstructing military recruitment and for encouraging support of the enemy. 70 On each of
three counts, he was sentenced to 10 years in prison.71 Yet again, government officials
had succeeded in legally silencing the opposition, in this case, the anti-war socialists’
leading spokesman.72
The pivotal point in which the court began to change its thinking about freedom
of expression revealed itself in Justice Holmes’ remarkable dissent in another incitement
68
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case, Abrams v. United States, decided just months after Schenck and Debs. This was the
most serious discussion of seditious libel as a violation of the First Amendment to date
and marked the beginning of modern debate on the meaning of free speech. 73 In this case,
Jacob Abrams and three other young Jewish-Russian immigrants were convicted of
attempting to interfere with the war against Germany after they dropped leaflets written
in English and Yiddish from a Lower East Side factory window urging workers to strike
in protest of the war that was being carried out by an unjust government.74
Justice Louis D. Brandeis joined Justice Holmes’ dissent, agreeing that the four
were essentially convicted for their socialist and anarchist views – and their criticism of
the government. Holmes wrote: “I wholly disagree with the argument…that the First
Amendment left the common law as to seditious libel in force.”75 In Abrams, Holmes
famously referenced the marketplace of ideas philosophy, implying the principle, but
never actually using the term. He wrote of the importance of “a free trade in ideas” and
“that the best test of truth is the power of the thought to get itself accepted in the
competition of the market.”76 In the Sullivan decision 45 years later, Brennan would point
to Holmes’ words in this case as a guiding force for unpopular speech during the civil
rights movement: “Although the Sedition Act was never tested in this Court, the attack
upon its validity has carried the day in the court of history.”77
The eight months between the Schenck and Debs cases and the Abrams case have
been given considerable scrutiny by First Amendment scholars trying to figure out what
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changed Holmes’ mind. 78 One influence was Holmes’ correspondence with U.S. District
Court Judge Learned Hand, considered the greatest judge never to sit on the Supreme
Court. Hand had rejected the court’s “bad tendency” test two years earlier in a sedition
case against socialist publication The Masses, substituting a tougher test of “direct
incitement of violent resistance” in deciding whether speech was seditious.79 In his
dissent, Holmes called Abrams’ circulars “silly leaflets” that the “defendants had as much
right to publish as the Government has to publish the Constitution of the United States.”80
This was the beginning of the judiciary’s slow evolution to a more libertarian
interpretation of the First Amendment that would reach its height with the Warren Court
in the 1950s and 1960s as the civil rights movement took off. 81
Just as the Espionage Act of 1917 helped Congress silence mostly socialist and
immigrant dissent during wartime, the Alien Registration Act of 1940 was aimed at
domestic communists.82 The first peacetime sedition law since 1798, it criminalized the
advocacy of the violent overthrow of the government and the publishing or distributing of
material advocating it. Chafee estimated that about 100 people were fined or imprisoned
under the Smith Act between 1940 and 1960.83 Among the most noted cases was Dennis
v. United States, where the Supreme Court, using the clear and present danger test,
upheld the conviction of 12 leading members of the Communist Party who had been
78
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charged with conspiring to teach and advocate communist doctrine.84 Caught up in anticommunist hysteria, the court pointed to the advocacy of the overthrow of the democratic
government by force and worried about an “armed internal attack.”85 Justice William O.
Douglas dissented: “Free speech is the rule, not the exception …Communism has been so
thoroughly exposed in this country that it has been crippled as a political force. Free
speech has destroyed it as an effective political party.”86
The 1954 Senate censure of Wisconsin Senator Joseph McCarthy helped take the
wind out of Smith Act prosecutions as the crusade to find communist infiltrators ebbed.
And McCarthy-era prosecutions died out with the Supreme Court’s decision in Yates v.
United States in 1957.87 Oleta Yates and 13 other Communist Party leaders were
convicted of violating the act by writing of the necessity to overthrow the government by
force. The Supreme Court agreed with the defense, that this was abstract doctrine that
presented no imminent danger. The court distinguished the difference between teaching
or discussing the violent overthrow of the government as abstract theory or doctrine and
actually teaching it to bring about specific action. Abstract doctrine was protected by the
First Amendment, the court said, instructing the government to prove the Yates
defendants directly advocated illegal action. The government then dropped the case, and
no other charges were filed under the Smith Act. The Supreme Court’s decision in Yates
underscored First Amendment rights and would help insure that such laws might not be
enacted in the future.
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The Warren Court’s more liberal decisions regarding a host of issues in the 1950s
and 1960s, including segregation and free speech, were unprecedented. But no one would
suspect that the court would extend free speech rights as far as it did with the Sullivan
decision in 1964. Before Sullivan, libel law was common law. Under what was termed
“strict liability,” a libel plaintiff could win his case merely by proving that someone
published a defamatory statement that identified him. That statement was automatically
presumed false and damaging to the plaintiff’s reputation. And it did not matter how
careful the journalist had been in getting the information.
Scholars have suggested that the circumstances surrounding Sullivan were so
blatantly racist, so over the top, the Supreme Court was compelled to address it. Forer
summed up what many analysts of Sullivan have concluded: “The lawsuit was
preposterous, and the verdict outrageous.”88 This case amounted to unjust punishment of
those critical of government officials and their policies. Members of the court also
figured that Alabama segregationists would just devise another case to harass agitators
and critics if they did not quash Sullivan.89 Lewis, the Times reporter who covered the
Sullivan case argued before the Supreme Court, wrote that in Sullivan “the sense of
unfairness was intensified by the context of racial hostility.”90
Regardless of how ridiculous or unfair a decision may seem, the Supreme Court
may only review decisions under the federal Constitution or under federal law. Libel up
to that point was governed by state law and was completely outside the protection of the
88
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First Amendment. But in the Times’ petition for certiorari, lawyers stuck to their First
Amendment argument. They wrote that Alabama state law was so restrictive it
“transforms the action for defamation from a method of protecting private reputation to a
device for insulating government against attack…The opinion of the [Alabama] Court
conclusively demonstrates the chilling effect of the Alabama libel laws on First
Amendment freedoms in the area of race relations.”91 So not only would the case
transform libel law and protect government critics, it would go on to change the way the
United States looked at, thought about and discussed the issue of race.
The public conversation about race had long been established. Narratives of white
supremacy have long woven their way through popular books, movies, advertising and
the press. As the civil rights movement gained momentum and press coverage ballooned,
Times southern bureau chief John N. Popham, whose family had come to Virginia in
1680, acknowledged the narrative of white supremacy in his native South. “I can never be
angry about the last-ditch fights of some of these people, because I understand what made
them.”92
That race making has received a great deal of attention by scholars.93 In her
cultural history, Making Whiteness, The Culture of Segregation in the South, Grace
Elizabeth Hale studied southerners’ attempts to reestablish the antebellum caste system
between Reconstruction through World War II.94 White middle class southerners were
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able to maintain “whiteness” as separate from “blackness,” creating their own dominant
sphere. Using a variety of tools, they were able to maintain distinct racial identities and
segregation. 95 For example, Hale focuses on some of the country’s first blockbuster films
such as D.W. Griffith’s Birth of a Nation and David O. Selznick’s Gone with the Wind in
an analysis of the emerging post-Reconstruction culture.96
Hale tracks the transformation of the image of the loyal servant to the black
animal rapist as depicted in Thomas Dixon’s 1905 best-selling novel The Clansman,
which was made into a motion picture in 1915, Griffith’s wildly successful Birth of
Nation. The post-Civil War story depicts whites as powerless victims who can only stand
by and watch their nightmare unfold: blacks control the government and legalize
intermarriage. After the attempted rape of a white woman, the Ku Klux Klan hunts down
the animal. Griffith even had a white actor in black face play the would-be rapist so a real
black man would not be touching a white actress.97 In the end, the Klan is victorious and
Christ floats into the sky to proclaim the “beginning of the millennium.”98
Gone with the Wind was the next generation’s Birth of a Nation.99 Written in
1936, Margaret Mitchell’s 1,039-page novel was a mighty success, with seven million
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copies sold over the next 30 years.100 The premiere of the 1939 film was a Hollywood
spectacle planted deep in the stereotypical Old South, on Atlanta’s Peachtree Street. The
festivities included a Junior League Gone With the Wind Ball for celebrities and notable
Atlantans, a glitzy event that historian Taylor Branch characterized as that evening’s
“center of the universe.”101 No blacks were allowed to attend the gala or premiere as
guests. But Hollywood did recruit local blacks to give an authentic southern feel to the
event as bit players in the romanticized Old South setting, which included a replica of
Tara, Scarlett O’Hara’s white-columned Georgia plantation. The only black leader there
was the Reverend Martin Luther King, whose Ebenezer Baptist Church choir performed
spirituals for the guests. Dressed in Aunt Jemima bandanas and aprons, they entertained
at an event that excluded even Hattie McDaniel, the first African American to win an
Oscar for her performance as Mammy. Also left out was Butterfly McQueen, who played
Prissy in the film and who had starred in some of the most notable productions of the
Harlem Renaissance. Young Martin Luther King Jr. even had a role in the spectacle, his
first appearance in the national spotlight, as a member of the “slave choir” from his
father’s church. In a widely circulated photograph at the time, he is sitting front and
center on the steps of the Tara replica, flanked by the black choir members from his
father’s church. 102 Gone With the Wind contributed to the establishment of American
whiteness and racial identity, and southerners praised it lavishly. “Americans were
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reinforced mightily in the Never-Never Land of Dixie, where the social order contained
no middle class and the darkies were gay.”103
It was not just the Junior League set who relied on their whiteness to navigate the
post-Reconstruction social order. Du Bois pointed out that after the Civil War, the black
and white underclass missed out on the opportunity to unite against the propertied, or
bourgeoisie, to improve their lot.104 They might be lowly, poor whites figured, but at least
they were above the black underclass. The white underclass identified first as white,
having more in common with the white bourgeoisie than with blacks of their own class.
Working class whites were typically paid more than blacks, for starters. But they also had
what Du Bois called a “public and psychological wage” that their whiteness insured. He
rightly predicted in his 1903 classic, The Souls of Black Folk: “The problem of the
twentieth century is the problem of the color line…No sooner had Northern armies
touched Southern soil than this old question, newly guised, sprang from the earth – What
shall be done with Negroes?”105
Hale also gives considerable attention to race making through literature, including
the work of journalist-turned-author Joel Chandler Harris, who wrote Uncle Remus as a
celebration of the past. It is one of the first and longest lasting works sentimentalizing the
black characters of the paternal plantation.106 In this series of popular stories, an ex-slave
tells stories to the white Little Boy, talking of the harmony of the good old days and
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“uppity city niggers” as troublemakers.107 During the Civil War, Remus had hidden his
master’s livestock in the swamp when the Yankees came through. His character became
cliché, the protector of his mistress and her silver, armed with an ax. Remus loved his
masters, as Hale puts it, more than his freedom.108
As the consumer culture began to take root by the turn of the century, the
construction and retention of racial identities also found form in advertising.109 Hale
traces a host of prominent advertising campaigns of the era, from the Gold Dust Twins’
washing powder to Aunt Jemima’s ready-made pancake mix. They existed to make their
white masters’ lives easier and more comfortable. The Aunt Jemima trademark was
created when pancake mix maker Chris Rutt saw an 1889 blackface minstrel show in St.
Joseph, Missouri. Rutt, a newspaperman and entrepreneur, hired a former Kentucky slave
named Nancy Green to dress in a mammy costume and flip pancakes made from his
premade mix at the 1893 World’s Columbian Exposition in Chicago.110 Aunt Jemima
became “one of the most enduring advertising trademarks and thus one of the most
subversive racial stereotypes,” according to Morris.111 The Gold Dust Twins were blackfaced caricatures, unmistakable representations of slave labor with the slogan: “Let the
Gold Dust Twins do your work.” Hale characterizes Aunt Jemima, the Gold Dust Twins,
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even Uncle Ben and Rastus, the Cream of Wheat character, as nationally known
“spokesservants,” representations of the Old South Negro packaged for the white
consumer.112
Trade cards, a popular advertising vehicle especially in the late 1800s, are also
notable here, sporting such ads as those for Henry’s Carbolic Salve, which “would almost
make a nigger white.”113 Companies chose their brand names to showcase the difference
between blackness and whiteness. Consider the Nigger Head brand, for example, a name
used for canned fruits and vegetables, stove polish, tobacco and even oysters.114 One card
for Master Soap had a black man playing a tambourine and dancing. Another for Black
Coats Thread featured a black girl standing in the rain. A white girl told her to come
inside and out of the weather, but the black girl says she is “like Black Coats Thread, the
color won’t come off by wetting.”115 Central to the selling were the boilerplate
representations of blackness as part of popular consumer culture.
Making whiteness with gusto, white supremacist organizations in the South
created their own propaganda machines that cranked out newspapers, newsletters, flyers
and even television and radio programming. Consider the work of the White Citizens’
Councils, for example. This organization was formed in 1954 in Indianola, Mississippi by
14 men in response to “the terrible crisis,” Black Monday, the day the U.S. Supreme
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Court ordered school desegregation. 116 Within two years, the organization boasted 80,000
members in the state and soon began publishing an official journal, The Citizen, carrying
a logo that read “Remember Little Rock,” in reference to the desegregation of Central
High in 1957.117 The organization even produced its own television show, the Citizens’
Council Forum, which was broadcast on at least 40 television and 200 radio stations in 39
states, where “outstanding Senators and Congressmen talk about Fundamental American
Principles.”118 The Citizens’ Council was able to produce the show using money from
such black tie affairs as the $25-a-plate fundraising dinner in the Victory Room of the
Heidelberg Hotel in Jackson. Then governor-elect Ross Barnett gave a special address at
the 1959 dinner called “The Voice of the South.”119 The organization even sponsored a
high school essay contest with $500 prizes going to the best boy and best girl entries.
Winning titles were: “Why Separate Schools Should Be Maintained for the White and
Negro Races,” and “Why I Believe in Social Separation of the Races of Mankind.”120
So here is the backdrop of New York Times v. Sullivan, a case spawned out of a
racist society, one that would constitutionalize libel law and forever cut off this particular
channel of censorship by government officials. When Montgomery police commissioner
L.B. Sullivan sued the Times, he had long been accustomed to reading newspapers whose
editors thought like he thought. For example, in the 1950s and 1960s, newspapers across
the South often wrote glowing editorials about the activities of their city’s Citizens’
Council chapter. Editors gushed over the group that almost always included “the finest
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white citizenry” such as bankers, lawyers, businessmen and farmers.121 The Meridian
Star in Mississippi encouraged readers to join their local Council. The News and Courier
in Charleston, S.C., urged their local chapter to “be strong” to protect the state during the
crisis of the 1954 desegregation decision, Brown v. Board of Education. And the Jackson
Daily News offered support under such headlines as “Citizens’ Council Gets Credit.”122
But even this support was too mild for some white supremacist groups. The Women of
the Ku Klux Klan published The Kourier Magazine in Atlanta.123 Along with its
newspaper, The Fiery Cross, the White Knights of the Ku Klux Klan maintained a robust
pamphlet and flyer circulation. For example, the Klan distributed 100,000 flyers in West
Tennessee warning: “Negroes and Whites are being served together at Woolworth’s
lunch counter in violation of our Southern Heritage. Attention White Men, caution your
wives and daughters that they may be associating with negroes if they eat at Woolworth’s
lunch counter.”124
Hale also brings spectacle lynching within the whiteness pop culture frame.
“Lynchings conjured whiteness, then, through their spectacle of a violent African
American otherness as much as through the narratives of white unity they generated.”125
Newspaper coverage of the lynchings were “central to the power” of the event.126 As the
coverage increased, so did the crowds. Newspapers such as Alabama’s Dothan Eagle ran
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“lynch party” announcements as late as the 1930s. The lynchings usually included a prehanging torture session and even castration for the entertainment and amusement of
whites. Lynching photos were turned into souvenir postcards and sold for ten cents each
– a whole new form of commercialism to insure racial order.127 Further, Hale writes: “No
one is ever more white than the members of a lynch mob.” This made other types of
mistreatment “seem tame” and “in the end blackness was destroyed and whiteness was
all.”128 Repressive laws dictating where African Americans were permitted to sit, drink,
eat or go to the bathroom seemed minor by comparison, thus reinforcing the status quo.
By the 1950s that status quo was being challenged by members of the elite
northern press, most notably the New York Times, and later, newsmagazines such as
Newsweek and Time, along with NBC and CBS news. Roberts and Klibanoff identify a
new beat that began to emerge in midcentury newsrooms of many major metropolitan
dailies in America.129 Reporters had long covered the cops beat, the courts beat, the
education beat and the city government beat. A few key newspaper reporters began to
recognize the growing story emerging from early demonstrations. They dubbed it the race
beat, and their reporting began to break down southerners’ white-good and black-bad
dichotomy.
Scholars have well documented the role of the northern press in spurring the civil
rights movement. As Swedish economist Gunnar Myrdal noted in his famous work An
American Dilemma: “…the Negro is increasingly given sympathetic publicity by
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newspapers, periodicals, and the radio…one result is that the white Northerner is
gradually waking up and seeing what he is doing to the Negro...the North is getting
prepared for a fundamental redefinition of the Negro’s status in America.”130 Martin
Luther King Jr. knew that publicity was of the utmost importance to the cause, and
southern officials working to keep protests at bay knew it.131 As the racial order was
increasingly threatened in the 1950s and 1960s with voter registration drives, freedom
rides and sit-ins, the media reacted accordingly by sending across the country and the
world the now iconic images of the struggle.132 More than half of all American homes
had a television by 1954, and the numbers were steadily rising. 133 Writes Hale of the
changing conversation: “African Americans had finally found a way to counter the black
mammy…and Uncle Remus and the rapist, with more modern and persuasive images:
white customers pouring ketchup and abuse on black college students at lunch counters,
police dogs biting black children in public parks, and firehose torrents rolling black
bodies down city sidewalks.”134 These photos blew up the images of blackness as inferior
and whiteness as supreme. Now the issue surrounded moral supremacy.
Along with stopping the demonstrations, southern whites sought to stop outsiders
from revealing the state of the South to the outside world. It makes sense that they would
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turn to the courts. And it goes without saying that the cult of whiteness had long oozed
into the legal system. The legal history of black as racial otherness in the United States is
as old as America itself. The three-fifths compromise between northern and southern
states, for example, which established the apportionment for the House of
Representatives, counted slaves as “three-fifths of all other persons.”135 At the
Constitutional Convention of 1787, Gouverneur Morris of Pennsylvania questioned the
establishment of racial otherness, and how black would be considered in its relationship
to white: “Upon what principle is it that the slaves shall be computed in the
representation? Are they men? Then make them citizens and let them vote. Are they
property? Why then is no other property included?”136
In 1896, the United States Supreme Court had famously endorsed the black-white
distinction in one of its most far-reaching rulings related to race, Plessy v. Ferguson,
which established the separate but equal doctrine.137 Fair-skinned Homer A. Plessy,
whose great-grandmother was black, challenged the 1890 Louisiana Separate Car Act,
buying a ticket to ride a white car from New Orleans to Covington, Louisiana, a bedroom
community on the north shore of Lake Ponchatrain.138 When a conductor came by to pick
up his ticket, 29-year-old Plessy told him he was seven-eighths white, an octoroon, and
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he refused to ride in the blacks-only car. Police arrested him for violating the Jim Crow
statute.139
The court decided the law should reflect the racial difference that it said was the
essence of human nature itself. 140 The bottom line, in Hale’s words: “Plessy could not be
both black and white.”141 The court institutionalized differences based on race,
perpetuating the power structure built on what scholars have called “race reputation.”142
In so doing, “the possessors of whiteness were granted the legal right to exclude others
from the privileges inhering in whiteness; whiteness became an exclusive club whose
membership was closely and grudgingly guarded.”143 Even when the legal tide began
turning away from them, as the NAACP began winning its arguments before the United
States Supreme Court, whites skirted or ignored the rulings. From property rights and
voting rights to equal facilities in interstate transportation and education, whites found
ways to defy the court orders – in some instances for decades.144
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Libel and whiteness were well acquainted prior to the rash of Sullivan-like cases
that cropped up during the civil rights movement. Consider, for example, lawsuits where
whites were identified as black, dating from the late 1700s to as recently as 1957. In one
case, when the Natchez Times incorrectly identified a white woman as a “Negro,” it was
libelous in the eyes of the court in 1954.145 The newspaper had published a story
identifying the woman as the black driver in a car crash. The story said she was in the car
with two black men. The Mississippi Supreme Court wrote that “there is direct proof that
some of her friends and acquaintances exhibited an attitude of ridicule and semi-criticism
towards her” after the article appeared.146 The court recognized “the reputational interest
in being regarded as white as a thing of significant value, which, like other reputational
interests, was intrinsically bound up with identity and personhood.”147 It upheld an
Adams County jury award of $5,000, a substantial amount at the time.
These pre-Sullivan libel cases documenting efforts to keep whiteness and
blackness as two distinct and opposing categories may not have involved public officials,
but their inclusion in this study should provide further insight on the early use of libel
during the era and the culture that brought about the 1960s litigation. It was routine, for
example, for the Commercial Appeal in Memphis to shell out money to whites
mistakenly identified as blacks in the police blotter. Rather than go to court where the
newspaper would likely lose a libel case, editors created a policy where it would
automatically give $150 to the misidentified white person if they agreed they would not
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file suit.148 Turner Catledge, a Mississippi native and executive editor at the New York
Times during the civil rights era, worked at the Commercial Appeal in the 1920s and
noted how the error could occur. “A white man who happened to be dark-skinned, or
have a dirty face…might be marked down by the desk sergeant as a Negro. Then the
police reporter, never actually seeing the man, might copy off the police blotter that soand-so, Negro, had been arrested for such-and-such.”149 The Commercial Appeal’s policy
even created a cottage industry for local attorneys, who would watch for the mistakes,
visit the man in jail, talk him into signing a paper and pick up the $150 from the
newspaper. The lawyer gave $50 to the jailed man, paid his fine and kept the rest of the
money for himself. One of the reporters even “got into a racket with a police sergeant and
several shady lawyers whereby wrong designations would be put down deliberately.”150
On the other end of the spectrum, the Anderson Daily Mail chose to fight a case
of mistaken racial identity to the South Carolina Supreme Court in 1957. But it lost. The
court held that the newspaper had libeled a white woman by including her name under
the headline “Negro News.” The brief mention of the woman was included next to a
photograph of a black soldier who had been hospitalized. The newspaper mistakenly said
the young man was her son.151 In this case, the court referred to a line of South Carolina
cases dating to 1791, justifying its opinion that “there is still to be considered the social
distinction existing between the races, since libel may be based upon social status.”152
The court also said: “Although to publish in a newspaper of a white woman that she is a
Negro imputes no mental, moral or physical fault for which she may justly be held
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accountable to public opinion, yet in view of the social habits and customs deep-rooted in
this state, such publication is calculated to affect her standing in society and to injure her
in the estimation of her friends and acquaintances.”153 Her race reputation had been
harmed. Bottom line, the court specifically asked “Is it libelous per se to identify a white
person as a Negro?” Before the Sullivan case in 1964, the answer was yes.
This study seeks to further the making whiteness scholarship, extending the
construct to the use of libel as yet another way to secure the separateness of the two races
in the American South. In the 1960s, libel became a potent weapon to perpetuate the
societal norm, a new way to maintain white supremacy when faced with the grassroots
civil rights demonstrations and the increasing media coverage. The media was changing
the public conversation about race, and viewers and readers were no longer seeing Gone
With the Wind’s pastoral images of the South. Faced with disruption of the status quo,
southern leaders were able to take the work of the era’s leading journalists out of the
public sphere and bog their newspapers down in the court system. The tools of popular
culture aided the establishment in maintaining the status quo for the first half of the
century, and the increasing use of libel could be added to the toolbox for the second half.
Or so they thought.
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CHAPTER THREE
Libel: A New Way to Fight the Movement

It was a Wednesday in May 1961, exactly seven years since the earthquake Brown
vs. Board of Education desegregation case rattled the South. Ten Freedom Riders were
rolling from Nashville to Birmingham, trying to draw attention to yet another unenforced
court ruling, a mandate desegregating interstate travel. 154 Birmingham police
commissioner Bull Connor, a cardboard cutout of the southern lawman, had his police
officers pull the bus over as it reached the outskirts of his city. Connor boarded at the
front and saw two Freedom Riders, one black and one white, sitting together in the seat
directly behind the driver. He told Paul Brooks and Jim Zwerg to separate, but the
Freedom Riders did not budge. Smiling, Connor said they were breaking Alabama law
and had his officers arrest them. This, “the most powerful racist in Alabama,”155 was the
officer who once told Newsweek: “We ain’t gonna segregate no niggers and whites
together in this town.”156
Connor had been a local baseball broadcaster who got his nickname for his
uncanny ability to shoot the bull on the radio during periods of inactivity on the field.
“Bull” also seemed to fit his reputation as the sauntering cop that elite Birmingham
whites relied on to browbeat and intimidate blacks who stepped out of their place.157
Connor had ties to the Ku Klux Klan and had a reputation of only halfheartedly
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investigating the many racial bombings across the city nicknamed “Bombingham.”
Rather than integrate Birmingham’s 68 public parks, 38 swimming pools and four golf
courses, for example, the all-white city commission followed Connor’s recommendation
to shut them down.158
By May 1961, Connor had known about the Freedom Rides for more than a
month. The FBI kept the Birmingham Police Department updated on the Riders with the
idea that local law enforcement could help protect the demonstrators. However, keeping
Birmingham’s law enforcement in the loop would have the opposite effect. Connor could
not afford direct and blatant association with the Klan, but his police sergeant Tom Cook
was an enthusiastic Klan supporter who shared the Riders’ itinerary with the white
supremacist group and helped prepare “a rude welcome for the invading ‘niggers’ and
‘nigger-lovers’ who were about to violate the timeworn customs and laws of the
sovereign state of Alabama.”159 Martin Luther King Jr. had been warned that the
Freedom Riders were heading for trouble when they crossed into the state, and he in turn,
warned them before they hit the Deep South.
Anything but subtle, Connor remained confident that he could maintain the status
quo, and he rode with the Freedom Riders into the Birmingham station on the bus he
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boarded that day. Once in the terminal, he ordered his officers to cover the bus windows
with newspaper and tape so members of the press could not see in. Inside the darkened
bus, officers inspected each bus ticket, and used their billy clubs on anyone trying to head
for the door.160 Freedom Rider John Lewis, later a United States congressman from
Georgia, had been badly beaten in the Greyhound terminal in Rock Hill, South Carolina,
a few days before. He was relieved when he saw reporters in Birmingham as the bus
pulled into the terminal. He remained optimistic since the demonstrations were finally
getting the attention of the national media. “There was no purpose in offering yourself up
to your sworn enemies if no one was watching,” pointed out David Halberstam, then a
reporter for The (Nashville) Tennessean who covered the protests.161 After about two
hours in the dark bus, Connor had the demonstrators arrested and taken to jail, what the
veteran protestors called “Connor’s Chapel for Freedom.”162
Just as Connor covered the windows to shut out the media’s view that day at the
bus station, he sought to shut out the world’s view of his brand of law and order in
Birmingham. He sought to shut down coverage of the race story being broadcast around
the country night after night. In so doing, Connor and other southern officials turned to
the court system and libel law in their quest to get northern newspapers to go back home
and mind their own communities. By 1964, when the U.S. Supreme Court heard the first
such libel case, New York Times v. Sullivan, government officials had filed at least $300
million in libel actions against newspapers, news magazines, television networks and
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civil rights leaders. 163 Connor and his fellow Birmingham officials would later sue the
New York Times over Harrison Salisbury’s story “Fear and Hatred Grip Birmingham.”164
Prompted by Salisbury’s reporting, Howard K. Smith of CBS headed to Birmingham to
see if the Times reporter was exaggerating the shocking conditions in the South and found
it even worse than Salisbury wrote. Connor and other Birmingham officials would then
sue CBS for the documentary “Who Speaks for Birmingham?”165
But it all started with the best known libel case, the one that would reach the U.S.
Supreme Court first, that of Montgomery police commissioner Lester Bruce Sullivan.
After a New York Times advertisement called “Heed Their Rising Voices” ran on March
29, 1960, Sullivan sued the Times and four African American ministers for libel. 166 The
ad claimed that unnamed public officials used violent and often illegal measures to stop
civil rights protests in the South. The ministers named in the suit were well-known
leaders in their communities – Ralph C. Abernathy, J.E. Lowery, S.S. Seay and Fred L.
Shuttlesworth. But they did not know about the ad before it was published, much less
agree to have their names included at the bottom of the page.
The full-page advertisement had been placed by the New York-based Committee
to Defend Martin Luther King and the Struggle for Freedom in the South, which was led
by A. Philip Randolph, the revered president of the Brotherhood of Sleeping Car Porters.
King was charged with felony tax evasion and perjury in filing state income tax returns,
the first such charge in Alabama’s history, and the committee was seeking support to help
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pay his mounting legal bills.167 Those charges came just days after King had endorsed the
sit-in movement that started at Woolworth’s lunch counter in Greensboro, North Carolina
and swept across the South. The ad in the Times quoted an editorial printed in the same
newspaper a week before. “The growing movement of peaceful mass demonstrations by
Negroes is something new in the South…Let Congress heed their rising voices, for they
will be heard.”168 The ad went on to say demonstrators were “being met by an
unprecedented wave of terror.” It said students were expelled from Alabama State
College for singing “My Country, ‘Tis of Thee” on the capitol steps in Montgomery. It
said “truckloads of police armed with shotguns and tear-gas ringed the [campus]” and
“their dining hall was padlocked in an attempt to starve them into submission.” The ad
did not name any names, but referred to “Southern Violators of the Constitution” who
were “determined to destroy the one man, who, more than any other, symbolizes the new
spirit now sweeping the South – the Rev. Dr. Martin Luther King Jr…” The ad said “the
Southern violators” had bombed King’s home and had “arrested him seven times for such
petty offenses as speeding and loitering.” Further, the ad read that “obviously their real
purpose is to remove him physically as the leader to whom the students and millions of
others look for guidance and support…” The signatures of such big names as Eleanor
Roosevelt, Jackie Robinson, Sidney Poitier, Marlon Brando and Harry Belafonte were
followed by sixty other supporters, including 20 black ministers from the South.
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Montgomery officials would probably have never seen the ad if it was not for Ray
Jenkins, editor of the afternoon newspaper, the Alabama Journal. He came across it while
flipping through the Times on his lunch break. 169 The ad had a local angle. King had been
the pastor at Montgomery’s Dexter Avenue Baptist Church before moving back home to
Atlanta, so Jenkins wrote a short story detailing its content. Grover Hall Jr., the editor of
the dominant paper in town, the Montgomery Advertiser, picked up on the story and ran
with it after that. Hall was the son of a crusading editor who won a Pulitzer Prize in 1926
for editorials criticizing the Klan. But the son, more conservative than the father, was
furious about the Times ad. Hall editorialized in the Advertiser that the ad was full of
“lies, lies, lies…and possibly willful ones” on the part of “abolitionist hellmouths.”170
The next day, Sullivan wrote to the Times demanding a retraction, insisting it charged
him of “grave misconduct” and that it was “false and defamatory.”171 He sent the same
letters to the four Alabama ministers Abernathy, Lowery, Seay and Shuttlesworth, who
did not even know their names where included in any ad until then. Sullivan was a well
known figure in state and local politics from the early 1950s until his death in 1977. He
headed the Alabama state police during the 1950s. A Kentucky native and son of a
sheriff, Sullivan also was reported to have close ties to the Ku Klux Klan. 172
The New York law firm representing the Times responded to Sullivan on April
15, informing him that it was investigating the matter, but also asked Sullivan to explain
how the ad reflected on him since he was never named. Sullivan did not respond. Instead,
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he filed a libel suit in the Circuit Court of Montgomery County against the Times and the
four ministers, seeking $500,000. Sullivan was the former state director of public safety
who was elected to a similar position in Montgomery after the bus boycott on a pledge to
bring new business to the state capitol. Three weeks before the Times ad ran, he had
lauded the cooperation between a hoard of 5,000 whites and the police who successfully
halted black demonstrators marching to the state capital building. 173 The marchers were
protesting the expulsion of Alabama State students who had requested service at the
capital building’s basement cafeteria.174
Sullivan had been incensed at the temerity of the students’ demonstrations,
appearing on television, red-faced with eyes bulging. “I want to assure the citizens of
Montgomery that we are prepared to take whatever actions that might be necessary to
maintain and preserve the time-honored traditions and customs of the South.”175
As money poured into King’s defense fund in response to the ad, Alabama
Attorney General MacDonald Gallion announced that Governor John Patterson asked
him to study how he might sue the Times and the ads’ sponsors for libeling Alabama
officials.176 Three weeks after Sullivan filed suit, Patterson, also a former state attorney
general, demanded that the Times run a retraction, insisting he was accused of “grave
misconduct” as the head of the state. Alabama law required that public officials seek a
173
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retraction before filing a libel suit. If no retraction is made, they may recover punitive
damages. In response, the Times ran an apology in a story under the headline “Times
Retracts Statement in Ad.”177
Patterson filed suit anyway. It was identical to Sullivan’s, naming the Times and
the four ministers, demanding total of $1 million in damages.178 One exception, however,
Patterson named King in the suit. By naming the Alabama ministers, he and Sullivan had
assured that an Alabama Court would hear the case. Otherwise, the law could have
allowed the Times to move the case to a federal court, and likely a more sympathetic one.
Patterson had a long history of fighting desegregation. As state attorney general he
secured a court order in 1956 barring NAACP activities in Alabama and fining the
organization $100,000 for failing to turn over its membership roster and contribution
list.179 The NAACP shut down its offices in Birmingham and fled to Atlanta. Seven years
later the U.S. Supreme Court would rule against the state in the case.180 It was also
Patterson who engineered the state’s perjury case against King. State officials had
charged King with diverting church and civil rights contributions to his personal bank
account without declaring them on his tax return. It was not long after Sullivan filed his
suit that a white jury found King not guilty in the perjury case. As Roberts and Klibanoff
put it: “Now the governor decided on a different strategy against King.” Libel. 181
Following Sullivan and Patterson, three more Montgomery officials followed with libel
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suits. Mayor Earl James, city commissioner Frank Parks and former city commissioner
Clyde Sellers each sued the Times and the four ministers for $500,000.
Just weeks after the advertisement “Heed their Rising Voices” ran, the Times
managed to stir up another hornet’s nest 90 miles up the road in Birmingham, Bull
Connor’s fiefdom. Times editors had realized their lead civil rights reporter Claude Sitton
needed more help as protests spread across the South in early 1960. They sent in another
of the newspaper’s stars, Harrison Salisbury, who had won a Pulitzer Prize for
international reporting and had witnessed untold atrocities covering war in Europe. In one
story filed from Alabama, he compared the atmosphere in Birmingham to that of Stalin’s
Moscow, though that was later edited out as too inflammatory. In his memoir, Salisbury
wrote that it was easy to see that Birmingham was not your run-of-the-mill story. “…I
quickly compiled a list of horrors – beatings, police raids, floggings, cross burnings,
assaults, bombings (dynamite seemed to be as common as six-packs), attacks on
synagogues, terror, wiretapping, mail interception, suspicion of even worse…I soon
realized that I had stumbled into a part of the United States where I had to apply the
conspiratorial rules of reporting I had practiced for years in the Soviet Union.”182
On page one, the Times ran Salisbury’s story on racial tensions under the headline
“Fear and Hatred Grip Birmingham.” He wrote: “No New Yorker can readily measure
the climate of Birmingham today…Ball parks and taxicabs are segregated. So are
libraries. A book featuring black rabbits and white rabbits was banned. A drive is on to
forbid ‘Negro music’ on ‘white’ radio stations.”183 Salisbury also wrote of black men
standing guard at night over black churches that were likely bomb targets because the
182
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police would not help. He quoted anonymous sources, both black and white, who said
they were afraid they would be killed if they spoke out. He quoted “an educator” as
saying: “I’m ashamed to have to talk to you off the record… these are not ordinary times.
The dangers are very real and people up North must realize that.” Salisbury also wrote
that police commissioner Connor “ran on a platform of race hate.” He quoted an
anonymous businessman, who said “Bull is the law in Birmingham, like it or not.”184
The Birmingham News reprinted the story under the page-one headline: “New
York Times Slanders Our City – Can This Be Birmingham?” An accompanying editorial
said that Salisbury’s story was “another journalistic and literary libel against the South”
and complaining that it was “an amazing recital of untruths and semi-truths.”185
Salisbury’s story brought more libel suits against the Times. Connor and other public
officials demanded a total of $3.5 million from the newspaper and $1.5 million from
him. 186 Plaintiffs in still other libel cases included Birmingham commissioners James
Morgan and J.T. Waggoner, each asking $400,000. Not long after, a Birmingham city
detective named Joe Lindsey sued, asking for $150,000.187 A private communiqué
between Waggoner and his lawyer, James A. Simpson, casts some doubt on whether
Waggoner felt defamed personally. Simpson told Waggoner the suit would help deter
newspapers such as the Times from committing “ruthless attacks on this region and its
people. I am sure this is the primary motive which has prompted you to embark upon this
troublesome litigation.”188
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The story also brought libel suits from the bedroom community of Bessemer.
Salisbury wrote of a lawless atmosphere where the police acted like hoodlums, beating
civil rights protesters and sympathizers. “If fear and terror are common in the streets of
Birmingham, the atmosphere in Bessemer, the adjacent steel suburb, is even worse.”189
Salisbury wrote about the “flogging” of a 19-year-old white woman named Barbara Espy.
“She was seized by four or five men, dragged into a car, beaten until she signed a
confession that she had been ‘dating’ Negroes. She has since sworn out warrants charging
that she was abducted and beaten by a sheriff's deputy, an alderman and three other
persons. The sheriff repeatedly refused to entertain charges against his deputy. The
Federal Bureau of Investigation has been asked to look into the case for possible
violations of civil rights… The list of beatings, intimidations and violence could be
continued almost indefinitely.”190
Three Bessemer city commissioners filed identical suits, also asking for $500,000
each.191 A few months later, a Bessemer grand jury indicted Salisbury on 42 counts of
criminal libel. No one could remember such a case in the previous quarter of a century
and legal researchers on the case could find no direct precedent.192 Salisbury faced
$21,000 in fines and 21 years in jail. 193 It was evident, Salisbury later said, that the suits
made news outlets covering the civil rights story “think twice about reporting the facts,
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harsh and raw as they often were.”194 Hall’s Montgomery Advertiser discussed the same
trend in a story about the rash of libel cases: “State Finds Formidable Legal Club to
Swing at Out-of-State Press,” and “the recent checkmating of the Times in Alabama will
impose a restraint upon other publications.”195 Lawyers for the Times advised reporters to
steer clear of Alabama for fear of bringing more libel suits or risk being served with a
subpoena. Sitton, the Times’ most noted civil rights reporter, later told Salisbury, “Boy
did I cuss you out. Your damn stories kept me out of Alabama for over a year.”196 But
Sitton’s coverage of the movement was affected for much longer than that. On the advice
of their lawyers, Times editors killed a Sunday story Sitton wrote in late 1962 about a
change in the Birmingham city government that might “depose Commissioner Eugene
(Bull) Connor, whom Negroes regard as one of the South’s toughest police bosses.”197
Times lawyer Tom Daly advised editors that the story “might indicate malice” in the
pending Sullivan suit before the Supreme Court.198 It did indeed appear that “public
officials had achieved their objective, Jim Crow could return to its good old days,
operating with virtually no scrutiny.”199
The libel actions had become a “state political weapon to intimidate the press,”
Anthony Lewis later wrote. “The aim was to discourage not false but true accounts of life
under a system of white supremacy: stories about men being lynched for trying to vote,
about cynical judges using the law to suppress constitutional rights, about police chiefs
turning attack dogs on men and women who wanted to drink a Coke at a department194
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store lunch counter. It was to scare the national press – newspapers, magazines, the
television networks – off the civil rights story.”200

Coordinated efforts?
To what extent were the suits planned and coordinated by the groups of plaintiffs
in Montgomery and Birmingham? Scholars have looked for such documentation, finding
little direct evidence. T. Eric Embry, one of the lawyers representing the Times who
would later sit on the Alabama State Supreme Court, reportedly said that the judge in the
Sullivan case, Walter Burgwyn Jones, helped plan the libel actions. He said a group “met
in Jones’ office and concocted all these lawsuits.”201 Regarding any coordination,
Salisbury only said: “Gossip in the Montgomery courthouse had it that Jones sat in with
the Montgomery citizens who masterminded the ‘libel suit’ strategy.”202
Diane McWhorter’s Pulitzer Prize winning book Carry Me Home also ponders
the question. State senator James Simpson had long been the man behind the Bull in state
and local politics. Simpson, a lawyer who represented iron and steel corporations and
Birmingham’s elite, had backed Connor in a successful run for state representative in
1934. Connor was wildly popular at the time and played up his role as representative of
the common man, with his bad grammar and folksy demeanor. And like Simpson,
Connor ran as a racist extremist. Simpson served three terms in the senate and was
considered one of the most powerful men in Alabama. After three years in the state
house, at the urging of Simpson, Connor made a successful run for Birmingham city
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commissioner, developing Birmingham into what was widely considered a police state
with close ties to the Klan. Simpson often said: “He may be a son of a bitch, but he’s my
son of a bitch.”203 Simpson represented Connor and the other Birmingham officials in
their libel suits. “He took the Times’ affront personally: After all, he had helped create the
[government] Salisbury had so witheringly invoked.”204 In a letter to his clients, Connor,
Morgan and Waggoner, Simpson worried that Salisbury’s criminal libel indictment in
Bessemer might hurt their case. Simpson said the Bessemer case “may make a martyr out
of Salisbury or the people may conclude that he has been punished sufficiently and by the
time the jury gets around to our case, the keenness of what we hope will be their
resentment at his falsehoods may be dulled.”205 Montgomery attorney M. Roland
Nachman encouraged Sullivan and other commissioners to file suit, later insisting that
they occurred independently from the Birmingham cases.206 Alabama’s State Board of
Education also contemplated filing suit based on the Heed “Their Rising Voices” ad, but
appeared to discuss the matter independent of Montgomery and Birmingham officials.207
There also was a 1963 letter unearthed years later in the Birmingham city files
written by an assistant city attorney discussing a possible libel suit relating to a pamphlet
circulated by a civil rights organization headed by Rev. J. L. Ware and alleging police
brutality. 208 According to the Inter-Citizens Committee, Inc., a 26-year-old black World
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War II veteran, Theotis Crymes, was driving to his home in Montevallo, Alabama, when
he was stopped by police. The pamphlet said Helena, Alabama police chief Roy Damron
shot Crymes in the back while he was standing with his hands on the police car. Crymes
was paralyzed from the waist down. After the FBI identified Damron as the shooter, the
officer was indicted by a federal grand jury, and later acquitted by an all-white jury.
Birmingham assistant city attorney William A. Thompson suggested the authors of the
pamphlet be prosecuted for criminal libel, citing city code.209 The Birmingham law read
“Any person who publishes a libel of another which may tend to provoke a breach of the
peace shall be punished, on conviction, as provided in Section 4.”210 It appears that
Birmingham officials were more interested in using libel law to keep the peace,
reminiscent of the incitement cases from the eras of John Adams’ federalists, World War
I and during the midcentury Red Scare. In 1963, Thompson argued that a libel “need not
be directed toward a particular person.”211 It is arguable, then, that this ordinance allowed
for prosecution of seditious libel.

Connor versus CBS
A year after the suits were filed against Salisbury and the Times, Connor once
again turned to libel law when faced with coverage of the demonstrations in Birmingham.
But this time, his wrath was aimed at CBS reporter Howard K. Smith, who had made his
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mark as a correspondent during World War II, one of “Murrows Boys” who helped CBS
dominate television news in the early days of broadcasting. Smith had come down to
Birmingham to check out Salisbury’s reports for the Times, and found that the reporter
had not exaggerated. 212 Many of his black sources were afraid to go on the air or be
identified, yet Smith felt like the documentary would be in good shape to air after a week
of editing and refining back in New York. He decided to delay his trip home after
receiving a Klansman’s tip that something big was going to happen at the bus terminal
the next day, which also happened to be Mother’s Day. The Freedom Riders were making
their way into the Deep South.
Staked out at the Greyhound station before their bus arrived, Smith noticed police
activity that would become their MO during demonstrations – Connor’s men just melted
away, refusing to keep order or protect demonstrators. Hundreds of whites milled around
the terminal, which was across the street from police headquarters and Connor’s office.
The only national newsman on the scene, Smith later wrote: “All at once, in
midafternoon, policemen began moving from the street into the basement of the Police
HQ … within five minutes there were no police to be seen anywhere.”213
When the bus pulled in, the melee soon became a bloodbath, Smith reported. “The
riders were being dragged from the bus into the station. In a corridor I entered they were
being beaten with bicycle chains and blackjacks and steel knucks. When they fell they
were kicked mercilessly, the scrotum being the favored target, and pounded with baseball
bats.”214 Smith then saw a white man look at his watch and shout to the others that it was
time to leave. The police arrived moments after the whites fled in cars and on foot. Smith
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broadcast hourly for the remainder of the day, and the Times, still steering clear of
Alabama, published one of his broadcasts as text.215 The reporter received so many death
threats over the next few days he had to hire bodyguards. The mayor of his hometown,
Monroe, Louisiana, sent him a telegram asking, “When are you going to do something
we can be proud of?”216 Smith’s producer David Lowe had warned him that the response
to CBS coverage was going to be bad in the South, telling him before the broadcast, “You
know how this report is going to turn out. However balanced we try to keep it, the
Establishment is going to look awful because its position is awful.”217
After the bus station beatings, the local Birmingham press, typically silent on civil
rights issues or critical of the demonstrators and out-of-town troublemakers, actually
began to cover the news with some semblance of balance. The Birmingham News asked
in an editorial headlined “Where were the Police?”218 The News accused Connor of
knowing that the white “hoodlums” were waiting to waylay the Freedom Riders and that
he sat in his office at City Hall and did nothing about it. “The Birmingham Police
Department under Mr. Connor did not do what could have been done Sunday.” In the
same edition, Connor defended his department’s performance by pointing out that he had
let many officers off for Mother’s Day. And he showed his disdain for the unwelcome
invaders of his city: “I have said for the last 20 years that these out-of-town meddlers
were going to cause bloodshed if they kept meddling in the South’s business.”219
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Smith’s documentary aired to a national audience at 9 p.m. on May 18, 1961.220
He gave time to both black and white citizens in a long series of interviews. In one
interview, Birmingham Post-Herald columnist John Temple Graves insisted that
Salisbury’s reports were incorrect, that there was no “reign of terror.” Birmingham
attorney William S. Pritchard blamed “northern agitators” for wreaking havoc in his city,
causing Negros to “believe that they are the equal to the white man in every respect and
should be just taken from savagery and put on the same plane with the white man in
every respect. That’s not true. He shouldn’t be.” Pritchard continued his racist diatribe on
the air, insisting that “even the dumbest farmer in the world knows that if he has white
chickens and black chickens, that the black chickens do better if they’re kept in one yard
to themselves.” Shuttlesworth, one of the defendants in the Sullivan case, was among the
few blacks willing to go on the air.221 The civil rights leader talked of the beatings, of the
attempts to bomb his church and home, including a blast on Christmas in 1956 that blew
him out of his bed, amazingly unharmed. “I have to have somebody guard my home at
night…the police won’t do it…Life is a struggle here in Birmingham, but it’s a glorious
struggle.”222 At the end of the hour-long documentary, after recounting the latest beatings
of the Freedom Riders at the bus terminal, Smith quoted a May 16 Birmingham News
editorial agreeing with Salisbury’s story, that “fear and hatred did stalk Birmingham’s
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streets yesterday.”223 Yet, back in New York, CBS officials were running scared, critical
of Smith’s civil rights coverage and insisting he should have been more balanced. Then
they suspended the venerable reporter, one who had long been a household name.
Simpson, the attorney for Connor and two other Birmingham officials, wrote CBS
demanding a retraction. The letter insisted that Connor, Mayor James W. Morgan and
Commissioner J.T. “Jabbo” Waggoner, were embarrassed both personally and as public
officials and that the broadcast falsely accused them of being derelict in their work. The
letter also said they were falsely reported to be “guilty of or encouraged or condoned
ethnic, racial or religious intolerance.”224 Connor denied that he “aided, abetted,
encouraged or approved delay in the arrival of police” to the scene of the Mother’s Day
massacre at the bus station. After receiving the letter, CBS attorneys flew from New York
to Birmingham to meet with Simpson. During the almost three-hour meeting, CBS
representatives tried with little success to convince Simpson that the broadcast was
truthful and presented both sides of the story.225 In a letter to his clients, Simpson
discussed the issue of balanced reporting and encouraged them to proceed with the suit:
“You cannot cure a libel after you have once stated it by showing that someone else
disagrees with you or takes a different view.”226 CBS retracted the story in the
Birmingham News on November 30, 1961 and broadcast a retraction on the local station
WBRC-TV.227
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CBS executives had been most concerned with the network’s image in the South.
Smith remembered CBS creator William S. Paley once complaining: “While you boys
are attending awards ceremonies for your latest bold thrust, it is left to me to look after
the source of your livelihood, the offended Southern station owners who threaten a mass
disaffiliation. You give me a stomachache.”228 CBS officials fired Smith and prepared for
a court battle with Connor and his cohorts.229
When the Freedom Riders moved on from Birmingham to Montgomery, federal
officials realized too late that Sullivan was in cahoots with Connor.230 He also gave a
mob of Klansmen time to confront the Freedom Riders at the bus station before calling in
police.231 “The local cops had agreed to give the Klan fifteen minutes to welcome them
and work them over, and then, the damage done, the cops were to arrive. Fifteen minutes
to have their pleasure.”232 After the riot, Sullivan told reporters in the terminal parking
lot: “I really don’t know what happened. When I got here, all I saw were three men lying
in the street. There was two niggers and a white man.”233 But it became apparent that he
and other city leaders were getting worried about how the lawless beatings would look in
press reports. He said later that afternoon: “We all sincerely regret that this happened
here in Montgomery…it could have been avoided had outside agitators left us alone.
Providing police protection for agitators is not our policy, but we would have been ready
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if we had had definite and positive information they were coming.”234 A Klansman was
later overheard heralding Sullivan for working with his organization. “Sully kept his
word. He said he’d give us half an hour to beat up those God-damned sons of bitches and
he did.”235
On to Trial
Sullivan’s case was the first to make it to trial, and things looked bad for the
defendants from the beginning. Embry, the Times attorney, as well as the lawyers for the
four Alabama ministers, objected to the use of the word “nigger” in opening statements,
but Judge Walter B. Jones overruled because this was the customary pronunciation. 236
Also, white attorneys refused to address one of the ministers’ lawyers, Fred Gray, with
“Mr.” and instead insisted on calling him “Attorney Gray.”
As it turned out, there were minor mistakes in the “Heed Their Rising Voices” ad.
Sullivan pounced on them as evidence of falsity and libel. If the ad carried false
statements, it contained false criticism of him, his lawyers argued. King had been arrested
four times in Alabama rather than seven. The students had sung “The Star-Spangled
Banner” at the Alabama state capitol, not “My Country ‘Tis of Thee,” which the ad
claimed. The police did not “ring” the Alabama State campus, but rather amassed along
one side of it with carbines, sub-machine guns, tear gas and drawn rifles. Also, nine
Alabama State University students were expelled, but this was for demanding service at a
lunch counter in the Montgomery County courthouse, not for leading the demonstration
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at the Capitol building. The dining hall had not been padlocked, and nobody tried to
starve the students. In fact, students who had protested were not allowed to register for
the next semester, so they did not have access to the cafeteria between semesters. During
this “week of grace,” registered students get temporary meal tickets to tide them over.237
All of this was bad news for the Times. If Sullivan could show that there were errors in
the ad, however insubstantial, he could win a libel case. Truth is an absolute defense in a
libel suit, long established in common law and through various state statutes.
A series of witnesses for the plaintiff testified that the ad reflected badly on
Sullivan. This included Montgomery Advertiser editor Hall, who had previously
editorialized that the Times ad was made up of “lies, lies, lies…and possibly willful
ones.”238 On cross examination, Embry tried to get witnesses to say the ad made Sullivan
even more popular in the community rather than damage his reputation. Two witnesses
said they had not seen the ad until Sullivan’s attorney showed it to them. On cross
examination, all six witnesses said they believed the ad was false and none thought any
less of him because of it. Sullivan also testified that he had not been shunned or
ostracized after the ad ran. He said no one suggested he be removed from office and that
he had lost no compensation. 239
An all-white jury in Montgomery awarded Sullivan $500,000 in damages and the
Alabama Supreme Court affirmed the decision. 240 The court agreed that the ad referred to
Sullivan and that two paragraphs in question were libelous per se. Under Alabama law,
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this meant that the words tend to injure a person’s reputation, trade or business, or charge
him with an indictable offense or bring him into public contempt. While the case was on
appeal, authorities seized Shuttlesworth’s late-model Plymouth, which brought $400 at
auction, to help pay the judgment. They also sold off land owned by the three other
ministers, bringing $4,350 at auction.241
Montgomery mayor Earl James’ libel trial against the Times and the four
preachers came next, in February 1961. Jet reported that the beards that James and five
jury members wore were in preparation for the upcoming Civil War centennial event
commemorating the Confederacy. 242 Judge Jones, who presided over the Sullivan case
the previous November, was to administer the oath of office to a Jefferson Davis reenactor at the upcoming 100th birthday event honoring the Confederate States of
America.243 In keeping with tradition, he strictly enforced segregation in the courtroom.
Jones also was the judge who issued a state injunction barring the Freedom Riders from
the state, though demonstrators obviously ignored it.244
After the Alabama jury found for Sullivan and then James, Times managing editor
Turner Catledge said he was “frightened as hell at this new weapon of intimidation which
seems in the making.”245 In a massive letter writing campaign, he tried to impress upon
other editors around the country that they too would be in danger of being dragged into
southern courts should the Times lose its appeal. He also worried about the financial
hardships the Times was enduring with the wave of suits, complaining the newspaper’s
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bank accounts “were coming out ‘cleaned.’ This is an expensive business.”246 He wrote
to a friend at the Associated Press that if the Supreme Court upheld the Alabama
judgments “then all of us are out of business, because we will not be able to do our
jobs.”247

To the Supreme Court
Up to this point, the U.S. Supreme Court had not considered a libel case in the
freedom-of-speech context. Libel laws were state laws, and the First Amendment did not
protect libel or slander.248 In the U.S. Supreme Court’s reversal of Sullivan, it established
the landmark actual malice standard, marking not only a fundamental change in the law
but in setting a course for First Amendment theory that would help alter the course of the
civil rights movement. The Supreme Court ruled that in order to win a suit, a public
official like Sullivan must prove the Times knew the material was false or that it
exhibited “reckless disregard for the truth” when it printed the information. In his famous
opinion, Justice William Brennan Jr. wrote that some errors are inevitable in an open
debate of public issues and that freedom of expression needs “breathing space” to
survive. False and defamatory statements should therefore be protected.249 In a case
against a public official relating to his official conduct, merely allowing for truth as a
defense does not protect speech as it should because it does not take into account self
censorship. People will be less likely to speak if they fear they will have to prove the
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truth of every utterance in court. Brennan referenced John Milton and John Stuart Mill on
the important role false statements play in a hearty debate, quoting Mill: There is a
“clearer perception and livelier impression of truth, produced by its collision with
error.”250
The court agreed that the defendants were being punished for criticizing the
government, hence, seditious libel had been resurrected. This was the very thing, Brennan
said, that the First Amendment was supposed to guard against. Brennan drew from James
Madison’s “central meaning” of the amendment, that the people were sovereign, not the
government. He wrote that “the great controversy over the Sedition Act of 1798…first
crystallized a national awareness of the central meaning of the First Amendment.”251 In
his analysis of Sullivan, Hopkins saw Brennan’s heavy footprints through the social
responsibility theory. 252 It is each citizen’s duty, not just right, to question and even
criticize the government. Further, Brennan drew on the work of Justice Oliver Wendell
Holmes Jr. in applying the marketplace of ideas theory relating to the hazards of a
sedition law: When given an opportunity, truth will win out over falsity. 253 Justice Hugo
Black, an Alabama native, met the issue of race head on in his concurring opinion in
Sullivan, arguing that libel law was being used to beat down the civil rights movement:
“One of the acute and highly emotional issues in this country arises out of efforts of many
people, even including some public officials, to continue state-commanded segregation of
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races in the public schools and other public places, despite our several holdings that such
a state practice is forbidden by the Fourteenth Amendment.”254
Sullivan shifted the burden of proof in libel cases from the defendant to the
plaintiff and introduced the notion of fault in this context. The plaintiff has to show that
the defendant published false information with a high degree of fault, that is, knowingly
or recklessly. 255 With Sullivan, the court allowed for honest mistakes in writing and
speaking about a public official and relating to his public conduct.256 However, not all of
the cases filed in the shadow of Sullivan automatically went away for the defendants after
the Supreme Court’s reversal. For example, Connor’s case against the Times dragged on
for two years after the Supreme Court ruled in Sullivan, for a total of six years in the
court system. Other officials kept trying the same tactic, with the added burden of
proving actual malice, filing libel cases in southern courts for years after the Sullivan
ruling in 1964. Southern plaintiffs and their attorneys appeared not to see the actual
malice standard as insurmountable, and merely added the “actual malice” language to
their original complaints already in the court system. 257

After Sullivan
In Connor’s battle against the Times, an Alabama jury heard the case in U.S.
District Court relating to Salisbury’s story “Fear and Hatred Grip Birmingham.”258
Among the libelous statements, Connor said, was that he campaigned on a platform of
254
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race hate. Connor testified at trial that he “still advocate(s) the supremacy of the white
race,” and that he believed strongly in maintaining segregation, but denied that he
campaigned on such a platform or that he hated anyone. Connor also said the Times
libeled him by reporting that Shuttlesworth was a frequent target of police harassment.
Shuttlesworth told Salisbury he had been arrested three times in a 72-hour period, that his
telephone was tapped and that he had several civil-rights related cases on appeal. 259 The
court responded somewhat wryly: “A random glance at [court records] indicates that Rev.
Shuttlesworth has indeed been involved in extensive appellate litigation.”260 A sampling
of Shuttlesworth’s arrests, for example, include parading without a permit, failure to obey
an officer, vagrancy, conspiring to commit a breach of the peace, disorderly conduct,
criminal contempt for statements made at a press conference and for violating
Birmingham’s segregated bus ordinance.261 Connor also complained that the Times told
only one side of the story and that Salisbury did not try to verify facts or contact him.
Connor had demanded a retraction after the story ran, so the newspaper printed his letter
and an editor’s note recognizing that the Times failed to “stress the obvious fact that an
overwhelming percentage of the citizens of that city lead happy and peaceful lives in a
growing and prosperous community… (and) that this substantial element of the citizenry
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deplores any lawlessness that may exist in their city.”262 It also ran a rebuttal by the
Birmingham Chamber of Commerce.263
At the District Court trial, even the judge questioned whether Connor was actually
harmed by the article. From the bench, Judge H.H. Grooms told the jury before releasing
them for deliberations that when they considered whether Connor suffered damage from
the article, that they also might consider whether “instead of being damaged, Mr.
Connor’s political, social and financial prestige has likely been enhanced by The New
York Times publication in Alabama…”264 After almost nine hours of deliberations, the
Birmingham jury found that the Times acted with actual malice and awarded Connor
$40,000 in compensatory damages rather than the $400,000 in compensatory and
punitive damages he had requested. Connor told reporters he was pleased with the
amount. “I appreciate it,” he said from the courthouse steps.265 This was September 1964,
six months after the Supreme Court reversed the Sullivan case. The two other libel suits
filed by Mayor Morgan and Commissioner Waggoner came to trial with Connor’s suit,
but Grooms dismissed them because neither of their names were mentioned in
Salisbury’s story.
The Times appealed Connor’s case in 1966, and the Fifth Circuit Court reversed
the district court under the Sullivan rule. It held that Connor could not recover damages
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because he failed to show that the Times acted in reckless disregard for the truth.266 It also
ordered Connor to pay $2,617.50 in court costs.267 In its reversal, the court praised the
Times’ coverage. “…they have exhibited a high standard of reporting practices. Salisbury
did contact persons representing different viewpoints and made a conscientious effort to
interview Connor and others…there is no evidence that he misquoted his sources or gave
the information acquired from them a different slant than intended…Clearly these are not
the actions of a sensation-seeking publication or of careless and shoddy reporting.”268
After referencing the new actual malice standard in Sullivan, the court said that a reporter
may rely on statements made by a source – even though they show only one side of the
story – without fear of libel suits filed by public officials. However, Edward R. Murrow
found grave defects in Salisbury’s stories. After Murrow worked on stories from
Birmingham in 1961, he said the situation was much worse than Salisbury had reported,
that he had never seen such an atmosphere except in Hitler’s Berlin just before World
War II.269

Extending the Sullivan rule to public figures
The Supreme Court continued its rewriting of libel law through civil rights related
cases with A.P. v. Walker, a suit resulting from coverage of the 1962 Ole Miss riot.270
With this case, the court left no doubt that it considered coverage of the movement – and
the national conversation about it – protected by the First Amendment. Former Major
General Edwin A. Walker had commanded federal troops at Little Rock’s Central High
266
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School in 1957 when President Eisenhower intervened during desegregation efforts there.
Five years later at Ole Miss, Walker was widely reported to have unofficially led the
white supremacists’ forces during the violent desegregation protest. Walker, a Texan who
had been highly decorated for commanding troops in World War II and Korea, had been
disciplined for insubordination after distributing extremist right-wing literature to his
troops while serving in peacetime Europe, and as a result had resigned from the military
in 1961. 271 He had despised the Little Rock assignment and later said he regretted
obeying Eisenhower’s orders to desegregate Central High.272 An unsuccessful run for
governor of Texas followed. Walker remained active in politics, primarily as an extreme
right-wing pundit with his own fan club of sorts, “Friends of Walker.”
Over a Shreveport, Louisiana radio station, Walker issued a “call to arms” at Ole
Miss to join Mississippi Governor Ross Barnett in fighting James Meredith’s
enrollment.273 During the broadcast, he called the Supreme Court “the anti-Christ” and
urged “ten thousand strong…to bring your flags, your tents and your skillets!”274 The
next day, he renewed the call during a television interview in Dallas. The day after that,
he rallied listeners on a New Orleans radio station. At a September 30, 1962, press
conference in Oxford, he again urged whites to stand by defiant Governor Barnett.
Meanwhile, President Kennedy urged peace as Meredith was escorted on campus.
When the melee commenced that night, Walker was front and center, egging on
the protesters, according to scores of reports from journalists on the scene. Karl Fleming
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of Newsweek later said Walker hopped onto a Confederate statue to encourage the crowd.
“This time I’m on the right side,” he shouted, waving his signature Stetson. “Don’t let up
now. You may lose this battle, but you will have to be heard. You must be prepared for
possible death. If you are not, go home now.” 275 Associated Press cub reporter Van
Savell wrote in his dispatch that he was standing less than six feet from Walker when he
rallied his impromptu battalion. Savell, who, at age 21 and dressed like a college student,
was able to fit in with the mob unnoticed. He also was a Mississippi native and former
reporter for the segregationist Jackson Clarion-Ledger. His report was a hard news story,
but also a scene setter told partially in the first person:
Walker first appeared in the riot area at 8:45 p.m., Sunday near the
University Avenue entrance about 300 yards from the Ole Miss Administration
Building. He was nattily dressed in a black suit, tie and shoes and wore a light tan
hat.
The crowd welcomed Walker, although this was the man who commanded
the 101st Airborne Division during the 1957 school integration riots at Little
Rock, Arkansas. One unidentified man queried Walker as he approached the
group. ‘General, will you lead us to the steps?’
I observed Walker as he loosened his tie and shirt and nodded ‘Yes’
without speaking. He then conferred with a group of about 15 persons who
appeared to be the riot leaders.
The crowd took full advantage of the near-by construction work. They
broke new bricks into several pieces, took survey sticks and broken soft drink
bottles.
Walker assumed command of the crowd, which I estimated at 1,000…276

The next morning as the riot quelled, federal marshals arrested Walker and
charged him with sedition and insurrection. He was held by federal officials on a
$100,000 bond and sent to a Springfield, Missouri psychiatric facility for examination.277
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Doctors pronounced him sane, but a federal grand jury in Oxford later refused to indict
him. 278 Walker sued the Associated Press and Savell for the stories about his actions in
the Ole Miss riots. He denied categorically that he had any part in charging the marshals,
which had been widely reported. He said he had counseled restraint and peaceful
protest.279 He filed still more libel suits against 15 other media outlets for more than $33
million in damages.280 They were virtually identical. According to Walker, he had been
libeled with the report that he “led a charge of students against federal marshals on the
Ole Miss campus” and the words “Walker assumed command of the crowd.”281
It was post-Sullivan 1964 when Walker’s first case came to trial. Since Walker
was not a public official he did not have to prove that the A.P. acted with actual malice.
A particularly generous Shreveport, Louisiana jury awarded Walker $ 3 million even
though he had only asked for $2.25 million.282 He also found early success when a Texas
jury awarded him $500,000 in compensatory damages, and $300,000 in punitive
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damages.283 But the United States Supreme Court found this ridiculous. In its 1967
reversal, the Court extended the Sullivan rule to public figures.284 It reasoned that “public
men” are often in a position to exert an enormous amount of influence on the public in
their words and actions. They are often speaking about issues that are of public interest,
the court said, pointing to Walker’s media blitz leading up to the riot. And, like public
officials, public figures can counter stories about them through ready access to the media,
so they have plenty of opportunities to give their side of the story or counter any
inadvertent mistakes the press might make.
Holding that the Associated Press did not publish the story with reckless disregard
for the truth, the Supreme Court bought the argument as sold by the A.P.’s attorneys, that
Walker “willfully, aggressively and defiantly thrust himself into the vortex of the
controversy” at Ole Miss, a controversy “of profound political and social importance and
national public interest.” And because of Walker’s stature, he was “in a position to
significantly influence the resolution” of the “Oxford confrontation,” a showdown
“which arrested the attention of the entire nation, and which has become a milestone in
the century-long battle for racial equality.” 285 Attorneys for the A.P. also pointed to what
they saw as an obvious attempt by southern officials to stop coverage of the civil rights
movement. “These cases were for the most part filed in forums in Southern or border
states where it could reasonably be anticipated that juries would share the belief, widely
held in the South, that the South’s position in the segregation controversy had been
grossly falsified and maliciously reported by the national news media, and might
283
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therefore be influenced, in determining the issues of liability and damages, by the
widespread regional feeling that ‘irresponsible outsiders’ should be taught a lesson.”286
In reversing the judgment, the Court said there was no evidence that the reporter
had “personal prejudice” against Walker. Savell’s reporting was accurate given that
witnesses for both the plaintiff and the defendant testified that Walker assumed command
of the crowd and led a charge. The court also said the nature of Savell’s work, rapid
dissemination of wire reports as events unfolded, should allow for innocent mistakes and
there “was not the slightest hint of a severe departure from accepted publishing
standards.”287
This chapter reviewed and in some instances delved deeper into libel suits
previously studied by media law scholars. What follows are the libel cases that wound
quietly through the courts that have heretofore gone unnoticed by historians. Bull Connor
and General Walker were well known, of course. But they were not the only famous, or
perhaps infamous, players who attempted to stop the media from covering their roles in
the movement. Perhaps this dearth in scholarship is due to the fact that libel suits do not
spark the emotion so easily prompted by bullets and billy clubs. Some of the plaintiffs
and defendants are obscure, what Dittmer would call “local people.”288 However, libel
suits were filed for coverage of some of the most notable moments in the history of the
civil rights movement. Suits working their way through the court system alongside
Sullivan were filed by Neshoba County Sheriff Lawrence Rainey, who captured the
nation’s attention as a suspect in the murder of three civil rights workers in Philadelphia,
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Mississippi. Other plaintiffs were Martin Luther King Jr. assassin James Earl Ray and
Robert Shelton, Alabama’s imperial wizard of the Ku Klux Klan. Some of their cases
would remain in the court system for years, and even decades, after the Sullivan decision.
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CHAPTER FOUR
The Suits in the Shadow

The pastoral images of the South’s magnolias and mint juleps continued to
crumble with the powerful work of photographers like Charles Moore in the 1960s. He
spent years on the front lines of the civil rights struggle, camera in hand. And when Air
Force veteran James Meredith desegregated Ole Miss by court order in 1962, Moore was
the only photographer trapped inside the Lyceum administration building on the
university campus with scores of United States marshals. In his photos, the officers
looked like invading aliens with their gas masks and white domed helmets.289 To
southerners, the marshals might as well have been. They were here to destroy a way of
life, to breakdown the whiteness myth that had enjoyed decades of cultivation.
Moore’s pictures show rows of bandaged and bloody federal officers. Earlier in
the day, Moore had been all over Oxford, Mississippi with his camera, capturing images
of jeering Ole Miss students and other locals sitting on each another’s shoulders and
waving Confederate flags the size of bed sheets. The South looked bad and Mississippi
Highway Patrol Commander T.B. Birdsong hated the way the national media portrayed
his troopers. He especially hated what they wrote. These journalists were taking over
some of the traditional tools – newspapers and magazines – that white southerners had
long utilized to help them maintain blackness and whiteness in distinct opposition. The
image of the black animal rapist so aptly described by Hale was thrown out the window
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by clean-cut, necktie-bedecked Air Force veteran James Meredith. 290 He was the civilized
one and the white protestors were the animals, according to media images sent around the
world. That role reversal represented a direct threat to the race making that had formed
the bedrock of southern society.
Stinging from the coverage in the days following the riot, Birdsong was
particularly irked by a story in the Saturday Evening Post called “What Next in
Mississippi?” by Robert Massie. He was a freelancer living in New York who witnessed
the Oxford riots on September 30, 1962.291 Like the scores of other reporters on the
scene, Massie portrayed the white protestors as the armed aggressors and the marshals as
overwhelmed. Governor Ross Barnett had whipped the protestors into a frenzy, appearing
on statewide television and declaring on the radio that Mississippi was a sovereign state
that would not obey the court’s desegregation order. Racial mixing, according to Barnett,
was unthinkable and would lead to the demise of the pure white race. “NEVER!…We
will not drink from the cup of genocide.”292
Birdsong filed a $220 million class action suit for Massie’s article that said his
men failed to help federal marshals rein in the mob that night.293 Birdsong said he and his
men were libeled in these two sentences about the riots that killed two people and
wounded more than 100 others: “A sizable portion of the blame must go to the grayuniformed men of the Mississippi Highway Patrol. ‘Those bastards just walked off and
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left us,” said one top official of the Department of Justice.”294 Birdsong took exception to
“those bastards,” which he said were “obscene and fighting words” that reflected on his
personal reputation and that of his officers.295
The work of other reporters lends credence to Massie’s veracity in the Post
article. For example, Karl Fleming of Newsweek saw Mississippi state troopers doing
little to control the riot and he overheard one officer scornfully dub the marshals
“Kennedy’s Coon Clan.”296 With another Newsweek reporter, Fleming had darted into an
adjacent building and watched the battle from the windows of a science lab classroom.
He wrote that “the badly outnumbered and outgunned marshals were fighting for their
lives.”297 Fleming said that during the riots he was stunned to see the patrolmen driving
away from the scene. “I counted sixty-eight cars in all – past our window and out of the
campus, leaving the marshals on their own. The front entrance to the campus was now
unguarded, and more rioters poured in, armed with .22 squirrel guns, high-powered rifles,
shotguns, knives, clubs, and blackjacks.”298
Birdsong’s official police report of the riots paints a completely different picture
of the state troopers’ actions. Birdsong, code named “Unit A,” faults the marshals for
starting the riot and characterizes the National Guard as overtly hostile to his police
force.299 Birdsong wrote in his report that before the riot started, several of his officers
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saw an unprovoked marshal strike a student with his billy club. “Students came to his
rescue and Highway Patrolmen stepped in and sent the crowd back across the street …the
marshals were told by the Patrolmen that they had come close to causing a riot and that
their cooperation was necessary to prevent one getting started…the crowd was complying
excellently with the Patrolmen’s directions.” Birdsong continued: “Suddenly…someone
shouted ‘Gas,’ and the marshals began firing immediately…there was no incident or
provocation that prompted the firing of gas.”300 Birdsong said the marshals fired their gas
guns point blank at his troopers’ backs instead of the customary method of firing them at
the feet of the crowd. One trooper, Birdsong wrote, was even knocked unconscious and
hospitalized by such a blow. After they had retrieved their gas masks from their cars, the
troopers returned to their posts, according to the report. However, the gas was so
overwhelming, “Unit A” ordered the men to regroup on Highway 6 and await further
instructions. Birdsong said that he met with the federal officers inside the Lyceum
administration building and they agreed the state troopers should move out of town to set
up roadblocks for any more rioters arriving on campus. He said his officers held their
posts “throughout the night without sleep and no relief.” At dawn, Birdsong said, a
detachment of the 503rd Military Police Battalion confronted his troopers at the roadblock
on Rebel Drive and Fraternity Row. The MPs had fixed bayonets and marched the state
troopers to the shoulder of the road before releasing them a couple of hours later.301
Stories of what happened and when are bound to differ amid such chaos.
Historian Taylor Branch confirms some of Birdsong’s version of events, writing that
there were a “few remaining highway patrolmen struggling against the mob, these most
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dutiful of the Mississippi officers were rewarded with a dose of gas from behind at pointblank range. A casing knocked one patrolman unconscious and the gas nearly killed
him.”302 FBI agents said they heard Birdsong’s withdrawal order on the state patrol’s
radio frequency at about 7:25 p.m. Birdsong’s report had the time at 2100 hours, or 9
p.m. Branch wrote that by 7:40 p.m. “it was generally established that most of the
highway patrolmen had vanished.”303
Stories like Massie’s for the Post overwhelmingly painted the Mississippi officers
in a bad light. He wrote that a state patrolman laughed as white protesters slashed the
tires of an army truck. He also said a state trooper stood by while a mob beat up a news
photographer. “An Oxford woman rushed over to the state trooper. ‘Aren’t you going to
stop them?’ she cried. The patrolman grinned at her. ‘I don’t see nothin’, lady, do
you?’”304 There is no question that this characterization of the trooper as the antithesis of
the southern gentlemen flew in the face of the carefully cultivated image that the South
had made. Birdsong demanded a retraction and Post editors refused. Though the riot
occurred in Mississippi and all plaintiffs were residents of that state, Birdsong sought
$220 million in a class action suit filed in U.S. District Court in Birmingham, Alabama, a
court known for its willingness to punish members of the northern media. Birdsong said
the Post libeled all 220 officers in the state highway patrol, but lawyers for Curtis
Publishing argued that a class action suit, by its very definition as a large group of
plaintiffs, cannot a libel suit make.305 The individuals in such a case are not
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identifiable.306 Curtis’ lawyers argued that this was “an impersonal criticism of
governmental operations.”307 The court ruled that the case could be heard in Alabama,
and Curtis Publishing appealed to the Fifth Circuit on the grounds that Alabama courts
had no jurisdiction in Mississippi. 308 The riot did not occur in Alabama. The writer did
not even pass through Alabama while working on the story, and none of the parties
involved in the case had any connection to Alabama.
Before the Fifth Circuit, well after the U.S. Supreme Court overturned New York
Times v. Sullivan, Curtis Publishing argued that the actual-malice doctrine applied here
because the alleged libel concerned criticism of public officials in the performance of
their official duties. The appeals court reversed the lower court’s decision.309 But it did
not even reference the Sullivan ruling, by then two years old. There was no discussion
about the need to prove actual malice when writing about a public official. Instead, the
appeals court focused on jurisdictional problems and the use of the words “those
bastards.” The appeals court found it was easy to see why Birdsong sought an Alabama
court, which had proven that its “long-arm” statute was more generous than that of
Mississippi. Alabama courts had become notorious for ruling that northern publications
should have to answer to Alabama citizens for coverage of the civil rights movement, as
illustrated by cases filed by L.B. Sullivan, Bull Connor and others. The Fifth Circuit
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agreed with Curtis Publishing that the word “bastard” did not defame Birdsong: “It is not
entirely clear whether the plaintiffs are alleging that by the use of the phrase ‘those
bastards’ the allegedly libelous article questioned the legitimacy of their birth.”310 The
court said no reasonable person would believe that the reporter accused every patrolman
on duty at Ole Miss “of having been born out of wedlock.” The court said that the words
“reflect more on the character of the user” than on the person to whom they are
referring.311

Sheriff Dewey Colvard’s Cow Prods

Playwright Lillian Hellman attended the 1963 March on Washington as a
freelancer for Ladies Home Journal, writing a story sprinkled with memories of race
relations in the South from her perspective as a New Orleans native.312 She had planned
to meet up with a young marcher from Louisiana, the son of her childhood nanny,
Sophronia. Though she and Sophronia’s son did not find each other in the sea of
demonstrators, Hellman found plenty of material in her interviews with other marchers,
focusing on three youths from Gadsden, Alabama.
She wrote of police officers there using electric cow prods on black protesters in
Alabama. She quoted a young man who said: “…it’s just awful when you’re sweating,
it’s just awful how it comes through you. But nobody screamed except one boy when
they put the cow prodders to his pants. You know, the place in his pants.” The youth told
310
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Hellman that his friend “still drags his legs, and the doctor said maybe he always would.”
A teen girl also told Hellman that police put the prod to her breast during a protest in
Gadsden. Hellman quoted Alabama Senator John Sparkman as saying the use of cow
prods was nothing new in police departments. Other participants in the Washington
march described mistreatment at the Alabama State Penitentiary, where they were taken
after picketing in Gadsden. People were crammed into cells with no beds or blankets and
given “dirty food” twice a day. 313 In the South, race making had created black as animal
and white as master, so the protestors were being treated like the cattle they were thought
to be.
The editors at Ladies Home Journal were thrilled with the imagery in the story
Hellman filed. Editor Caskie Stinnett sent Hellman an edited copy of the article marked
with only minor changes before it was published in December 1963. He gushed: “I can’t
say that I’m surprised at receiving such a fine article from you because I was quite sure
that we would, but I wanted you to know that I was genuinely delighted.”314 Before
Hellman’s story ran in the magazine, another Journal editor asked her to take more
assignments, also praising her story: “It’s a wonderful piece – filled with meaning and
beautifully writen [sic], and I’m proud to publish it in our magazine.”315
Hellman did not name names in her story, but Etowah County, Alabama Sheriff
Dewey Colvard said Curtis Publishing libeled him in the article, “Sophronia’s Grandson
Goes to Washington.”316 Colvard said the “sensational” story was “wholly untrue and not
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founded in fact,” demanding $1 million in compensatory and $2 million in punitive
damages.317 At this point, Curtis Publishing was drowning in litigation, but not all of it
relating to civil rights stories. By the end of 1963, the company was facing almost $30
million in libel suits.318 With declining circulation figures and advertising revenues,
editors had tried to reverse course by turning the flagship Saturday Evening Post into a
“sophisticated muckraker.”319 Some sloppy journalism followed, most notably a gaff
published in the Post, “The Story of a College Football Fix,” which used unreliable
sourcing to accuse University of Alabama football coach Bear Bryant of “fixing” a game
with Wally Butts of the University of Georgia.320 Once a prosperous trailblazer in the
magazine industry, the struggling company was eager to settle out of court whenever it
could. So when the Gadsden sheriff threatened to sue, the gun shy Journal issued a
retraction. The bellicose Hellman was furious, and in a letter to the magazine editors,
said: “…I wish to disassociate myself from the above retraction. What is true should not
be obscured by fear of lawsuits.”321 Hellman, linked with many left-wing causes, was
known for her strong personality and for standing by her convictions. For that, she had
been blacklisted in Hollywood during the 1950s when she refused to denounce friends
who had been labeled as communists.322
Colvard had originally filed suit in the Circuit Court of Etowah County, but Curtis
Publishing was able to get the case transferred to U.S. District Court for the Northern
District of Alabama, citing conflict-of-interest concerns since Colvard would be party to
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a libel case in his own county. Like other members of the northern media, Curtis had
originally tried to get the case thrown out all together for lack of jurisdiction.323 Alabama
Courts, however, had consistently rejected that idea. By the end of 1964, Curtis was
ready to settle out of court. The company reported a net loss of $4.2 million for the third
quarter of that year and an operating deficit of $8 million for the first half of the year.324
But with the timing of the Sullivan decision, the law was now on Curtis’ side. Just like
Sullivan, Colvard was an elected police official. And just like Sullivan, he sued though he
was never even named in the article. A federal judge in Birmingham dismissed the suit
six months after the Sullivan doctrine was created.325 This was one of the fastest reactions
to Sullivan by a southern court, and Colvard, unlike Bull Connor, did not appeal.

Aaron Henry and the ‘Diabolical Plot’
Mississippi’s NAACP president Aaron Henry was driving about 30 miles south of
his home in Clarksdale when he picked up a white hitchhiker in March 1962. After the
teenager, Sterling Lee Eilert, settled in the front seat and the pair was back on the road,
Henry asked the Memphis youth if he could find him a white woman. When Eilert
refused, Henry said he could stand in as a substitute and reached for the 18-year-old’s
crotch. Eilert then jumped from the slow moving car and ran, noting the make and model
of Henry’s vehicle and the last few digits of his license plate number.326 This is the story
that Clarksdale police chief Ben Collins spread around anyway. He arrested Henry on a
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general charge of misconduct the same day and jailed him overnight. At a justice of the
peace hearing two days later, the hitchhiker testified that the Clarksdale pharmacist had
picked him up then propositioned him for sex. 327
Henry said he had never seen Eilert before and accused Collins and Coahoma
County district attorney Thomas H. (Babe) Pearson of setting him up to make everyone
believe he was homosexual. Henry said Collins and Pearson must have enlisted the
teenager to make the charges against him. He was fined $500 and sentenced to six
months in jail on a charge of disorderly conduct.328 He said the usual accusation that
NAACP leaders were communists or communist sympathizers was not doing enough to
discredit civil rights leaders, so this was what Collins and Pearson must have come up
with instead. “There’s not a soul involved in this except that goddamn Ben Collins and
that chickenshit Babe Pearson,” Henry said to some friends, later wishing he had not been
so vocal in public.329 But he worried that charges of homosexuality would scare away
would-be participants in the movement and figured Collins and Pearson would do
anything to discredit him.
Vera Pigee, a civil rights activist who worked regularly with Henry, told him a
few days later of an anonymous phone call she had received. The caller whispered to her
that Henry was lucky to be alive. The caller said he had agreed to hang Henry in the jail
the night he was charged but decided not to go through with it. Police were to explain the
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next day that he committed suicide in disgrace over the morals charge.330 Henry’s friend
Medgar Evers encouraged him to tell U.S. Justice Department official John Doar about
the incident, and they made a late-night appointment to meet while Doar was in Jackson.
United Press International reporter John Herbers saw Henry leaving the federal building
after midnight and called him the next day to ask what was going on. “I told him
everything that had happened and almost everything I suspected,” Henry later wrote in
his memoir. 331 Henry doesn’t remember using the words “diabolical plot.” He thought
later that Herbers suggested it and he agreed. Regardless, Herbers quoted him as saying
there was “a diabolical plot cooked up” by Pearson and Collins to discredit him. 332
Further, Henry said he asked the Justice Department to investigate his Saturday night
arrest and said he had “unimpeachable witnesses to prove” he had not left Clarksdale
over the weekend.333
Clarksdale officials were furious about the temerity of one of their second-class
citizens. “Babe Pearson phoned me and said, ‘Look here, nigger, I just got through
reading the paper where you have been talking about me. Listen goddammit, I’m gonna
stop you from talking about me.”334 Pearson filed a $25,000 libel suit against Henry
several days later based on the UPI story and Henry’s “diabolical plot” quote.335 Collins
also filed suit, this one for $15,000, for the same story.336 Henry, Pearson and Collins had
already had a long history together as leaders of the black and white communities. Henry
worked for equal rights. Pearson and Collins had long worked against him.
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This suit was unusual in that Pearson and Collins went after the civil rights leader
rather than the media outlet distributing the message. It harkened back to Sullivan,
though, where four civil rights leaders were named as defendants along with the New
York Times. In one of Sullivan’s companion suits, the one filed by Alabama Governor
John Patterson, Martin Luther King Jr. was also added as a defendant. Clearly, in their
efforts to keep whiteness supreme, southern officials had become interested in punishing
the disenfranchised speaker as well as the media messenger.
Henry had grown up in Clarksdale and whites did not consider him a threat. But
Henry served as a staff sergeant in an all-black trucking unit in World War II and
returned eager to change society, like so many other black soldiers. Blacks had fought
Nazism and fascism overseas, and it was time to insist on exercising their rights back
home. In 1946, when Henry returned to Clarksdale, he became the first black to register
to vote in Coahoma County. He faced no opposition from whites. A handful of other
black men, mostly World War II veterans, saw that Henry was not harassed for
registering so they followed suit, all voting in the next Democratic primary.
There was no pharmacy school for blacks in Mississippi, so he attended Xavier
University in New Orleans on the GI Bill, graduating in 1950 with a bachelor’s degree in
politics and government, as well as pharmacy. He then returned to Clarksdale with his
new wife Noelle to open a drugstore. The Fourth Street Pharmacy became the unofficial
headquarters for civil rights workers for the next three decades. Two years after he
moved home, Henry led the push to establish an NAACP chapter in Clarksdale after two
white men raped two black teenagers and went free. He was elected president of the local
chapter at the organizational meeting in 1952. Originally the idea was to get NAACP
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legal help when court cases arose, but national NAACP representatives such as attorney
Thurgood Marshall visited Clarksdale from time to time and promised astonishing things.
The desegregation of Ole Miss was one. Medgar Evers became one of the first members
of Clarksdale’s chapter, and he would become its best known.
In 1956, the state legislature established the Mississippi Sovereignty Commission
to fight enforcement of school desegregation, suffrage and other civil rights. Along with
conducting a massive public relations campaign, the Sovereignty Commission funneled
funds to the local Citizens’ Councils and set up an intricate spy network to undermine
civil rights efforts. The commission employed investigators and paid informers to watch
the troublemakers. Sovereignty Commission records detail the close tabs segregationists
kept on Henry, showing an eagerness to follow his actions closely and discredit him if
need be.337 In 1957, Clarksdale’s white leaders told Sovereignty Commission
investigators they would rather have Henry lead the local chapter of the NAACP because
they knew him. “…he acts in the open and makes it easier to keep up with the activities
of the Negros in [the] area. About all that Henry and his crowd have done is to talk…”338
They noted that Henry planned to run for the state NAACP presidency and that he
appeared to have enough support to be elected. White leaders “found him to be lesser a
radical than the current group of state officials.”339
Henry was elected NAACP state president in 1959. It was customary for a state
officer to resign his local post, but because no one wanted to take the Clarksdale
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leadership position for fear of white reprisal, Henry kept that position simultaneously.
Reprisals would come, however, as Clarksdale whites began to worry about Henry’s
growing influence, and the Citizens’ Council plotted to neutralize him. In a 1959 memo
to the director of the Sovereignty Commission, an investigator wrote “…the Citizens’
Council in Clarksdale is giving thought to measures of bringing pressure against Henry
for the purpose of having him move away from Clarksdale. It is believed that if Henry
leaves this area, the NAACP will die as he is the main one and keeps it alive.”340
Pharmaceutical companies were refusing to sell to him, so Henry had to drive to
Memphis to replenish his stock at a higher price. Business was down because he had been
forced to pass the extra cost on to his customers. White leaders also discussed how to get
Henry’s wife fired from her teaching job in the Coahoma County school system. Several
members of the Citizens’ Council had accused the school superintendent L.L. Bryson of
“playing politics” in his refusal to fire Henry’s wife and the wives of other NAACP
members.341 Because of Bryson’s refusal, whites began actively campaigning against his
re-election as superintendent. It was clear that whites were worrying more about the
possibility Clarksdale’s black community gaining any political power. About 700 black
citizens were on the voting roles and about 400 actively voted.342 Bryson lost reelection
and white leaders expected the new superintendent “to get rid of” Noelle Henry. 343
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Clarksdale’s state legislators were gleeful when they thought they had evidence of
Henry violating state tax laws in 1960.344 The local tax commissioner said Henry reported
that he sold several hundred dollars of school supplies to the county, reporting that the
materials were tax exempt when they were not. State legislator Kenneth Williams “was
very anxious that Aaron Henry be criminally prosecuted for this violation rather than
have him pay a penalty and back taxes. Williams said that [local attorney] John Stone had
told him they had never used the criminal provisions to put anyone in jail under this
particular tax law, but when Williams told Stone that Henry was President of the NAACP
in Clarksdale, Stone said that this might put a different light on the situation.”345 State tax
commissioner Noel Monoghan agreed to send an investigator to Clarksdale to look into
the matter within 10 days. A Sovereignty Commission memo also noted: “Mr. Monoghan
said that Kenneth Williams has tried every way possible to ‘get’ Aaron Henry. He had
tried to get Henry in handling dope and liquor, but Henry has always been too smart to
fall for such.”346
Henry also became even more noted as a troublemaker for complaining of police
brutality against blacks on the part Clarksdale officers and the state patrol.347 The
Sovereignty Commission then noted that whites were complaining that blacks were
addressing them by their first names in retaliation for not being properly addressed at Mr.
and Mrs. themselves. They blamed Henry and the NAACP for the fracas threatening to
disrupt the status quo. “…the Citizens’ Council are [sic.] trying every way possible to
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deflate Aaron Henry in the eyes of the negroes of the community so they will realize he
can’t do them any good.”348
After blacks were excluded from Clarksdale’s annual Christmas parade, Henry
and the NAACP called for a boycott of area stores with the slogan, “If we can’t parade
downtown, we won’t trade downtown.” Clarksdale businesses began hurting immediately
since more than half the city population was black, and county attorney Pearson charged
seven black leaders with restraint of trade in conspiring to boycott.349 Five of them,
including Henry, were convicted, fined $500 and sentenced to six months in jail. All
appealed. “The five Negroes convicted in this case are five of the most vicious agitators
in Mississippi,” wrote Sovereignty Commission investigator Tom Scarbrough. “I do not
know what this group will do next, but they are not going to remain quiet for long. Most
of this group are school teachers or housewives teaching in Coahoma County. Steps
should be taken by those in authority to cut off as much of this gang’s income as possible.
This was discussed at the December 28th meeting in the Mayor’s office.”350
Noelle Henry’s teaching contract with Coahoma County Schools was not renewed
for the 1962-63 school year. At that time, teachers were required to provide a list of all
organizations they belonged to, and Henry listed the NAACP, the only teacher in the state
to do so.351 A public school teacher for 11 years, she tried to get an explanation for her
firing, but the school board refused to talk about it. She filed suit in 1962, charging that
she was being penalized because she was a member of the NAACP and her husband was
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state president. At trial, school representatives said they did not renew her contract
because her husband had been convicted on the morals charge. They also pointed to the
libel suit working its way through the courts, denying that her NAACP membership had
anything to do with her firing. U.S. District Court for the Northern District of Mississippi
refused to issue an injunction requiring that Henry be re-employed by the school district,
and the Fifth Circuit affirmed. The appeals court said the superintendent had broad
discretion in recommending teachers for employment and that Henry failed to prove that
her husband’s civil rights activism had anything to do with her firing.352
Meanwhile, Aaron Henry continued to fight the morals charge. After he was
found guilty at the justice of the peace trial, Henry made an unsuccessful appeal to the
circuit court. Henry and six other witnesses testified that he was in Clarksdale when the
hitchhiker said he was picked up. Henry also made sure to tell the court that he was not
homosexual. 353 The Mississippi Supreme Court reversed the circuit court conviction on a
technicality, agreeing that Collins searched Henry’s car illegally. 354 However, the court
reversed itself a few weeks later holding that while the search was illegal, defense
attorney Jack Young lost the right to object to it because he did not do so during the
trial. 355 State Attorney General John Patterson issued a statement commenting on the high
court reversing itself, praising the “judicial courage and the legal talent exhibited by [the
court]. It is indeed indicative of the high caliber of justices making up our court.”356
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To Patterson, also a plaintiff in a Sullivan companion suit, one threat to the
southern way of life had been neutralized. Here was race making at its highest level in
Mississippi, and at the same time, Henry’s libel suit proceeded. A jury in Coahoma
County Circuit Court agreed that Pearson and Collins had been libeled, awarding both
officials the amount they asked for, $25,000 and $15,000, respectively. 357 Pearson’s
lawyer, Charlie Sullivan, who later ran unsuccessfully for governor, told the all-white
jury that Henry made false statements about the county attorney intending to defame him.
He said Pearson was afraid he would not be re-elected because of Henry’s “diabolical
plot” comment. If he lost the next election, Pearson would lose his salary, which
amounted to $16,800 over a four-year term. On cross examination, however, Pearson said
he had received no calls or criticism since the article ran. 358
On the witness stand under Sullivan’s hostile questioning, a frazzled Henry
testified that he did not remember using the word “diabolical” and denied using the word
“plot.”359 Henry said: “I am saying the words ‘diabolical plot’ were developed during the
conversation.” However, Sullivan produced a letter written by Henry the day before the
news story came out where Henry used the words “diabolical plot” in complaining about
Pearson and Collins’ harassment.360 Along with talking to the UPI reporter, Henry had
given an interview to AP reporter Van Savell, who testified at trial that Henry used the
words “diabolical plot” during the conversation.361 In his closing argument, Pearson’s
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attorney told the jury that not so long ago, if a black man had made such a statement
against a white man he would not have lived to see the sun rise. Pearson was merely
asking for $25,000 instead. “If Aaron Henry had accused this man of being a dirty crook,
there was a time when there would have been a killing that night.”362 He made a similar
statement at Collins’ libel trial the next week. The juries awarded Pearson and Collins
full damages, and the Mississippi Supreme Court affirmed in 1963, holding that evidence
“showed positively that no one had framed the defendant or cooked up any plot,
diabolical or otherwise, to have him arrested.”363
This was the same year more than 78,000 disenfranchised voters cast ballots in a
mock election called the Freedom Vote. Both Democrat and Republican tickets ran on
segregationist tickets. Henry ran at the top of the Freedom Vote ticket with Edwin King,
a white minister from Jackson. The vote was held over a three-day period in 200
communities, in churches, schools, poolrooms and “votemobiles.”364 This was also the
year that Henry’s home was bombed. Up to this time, physical threats against Henry and
his family had been nominal, limited to harassing phone calls and intimidation on the
street. While the family was asleep, two firebombs were thrown into Henry’s house on
Easter weekend in 1963. Michigan Congressman Charles Diggs was a guest in the home
at the time, and the bombing made it into newspapers around the country. The fire
department took almost 30 minutes to arrive, and Henry and Diggs had gotten most of the
fire extinguished by the time they got there. Chief Collins said the following morning that
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there was supposed to be a third bomb, and it would be dangerous if they didn’t find it.
Two white men were eventually charged with the crime. At trial, however, the first was
found not guilty by an all-white jury and the charges against the second man were
dropped. After the bombing Henry put a huge sign in his front window that read: “Father
Forgive Them, For they know not what they do.”365 In May 1963, an explosion ripped a
hole in the drugstore. No charges were ever filed in that incident.
In 1965, the U.S. Supreme Court agreed to hear Henry’s appeal of the Collins and
Pearson libel suits.366 It was one year after the Sullivan ruling, and the high court held
that Henry’s remarks amounted to fair criticism of public officials. The court reversed,
holding that the Mississippi high court’s decision violated the First Amendment since this
was merely a criticism of public officials’ performance of their public duties. Not long
after the case was decided, Henry bumped into Ben Collins while at the jail posting bond
for a friend. “Ben stopped me and said, ‘Say, fellow, when you gonna pay me?’…‘When
am I gonna pay you?’ I said. ‘Ain’t you heard what the court said? You are gonna have to
pay me.’ Ben looked perplexed for a second and then said, ‘Is that right. Well, I sure ain’t
got it.’” After that, the pair bantered back and forth about the case when they saw each
other at civil rights demonstrations. “About this time, the question of my life insurance
became a joke with Ben, and I never really minded,” Henry said. 367 Henry, who had been
jailed more than 30 times for his civil rights work, was elected to the Mississippi House
of Representatives in 1979.
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James Earl Ray and the Libel-proof Doctrine
Cultural historian Grace Elizabeth Hale writes, “No one is ever more white than
the members of a lynch mob.”368 She has shown spectacle lynching within the pop
culture frame of whiteness, illustrating that newspaper coverage of the lynching is
“central to the power” of that event. Given this, James Earl Ray had achieved the
pinnacle of race making in his efforts to secure white supremacy. The confessed assassin
of Martin Luther King Jr. reveled in the media coverage of his murder of the civil rights
leader. Ray enjoyed his prominence in the newspapers he read every day in his jail cell,
but he did not like the way journalists were covering this most spectacular lynching of
all. 369 Where were his accolades? Even the southern press distanced itself from this
particular race making effort. But to Ray, the national news magazines and northern
reporters were the worst. He first began plotting his libel suits in jail within weeks of his
June 1968 arrest, targeting several publications for coverage of King’s murder, the twomonth manhunt, his capture and initial incarceration in Tennessee.370 Atlanta attorney
J.B. Stoner originally agreed to represent Ray in a series of libel suits just months after
Ray’s capture. Puffing on a cigar and smiling broadly, Stoner held a press conference
outside the Tennessee State Prison in Nashville after visiting Ray, promising to punish
the media for what he considered unfair coverage.371 Stoner, an avowed white
supremacist, would later be convicted of the 1958 bombing of a Birmingham church. 372
When Ray hired him, he was head of the National States Rights Party and often carried a
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briefcase bearing a sign that read “Rights for Whites.”373 He even made statements to
reporters such as: “We didn’t shed no tears when Saint Martin Lucifer Coon was shot.”374
Ray’s criminal lawyer at the time, former Birmingham mayor Arthur Hanes,
refused to have anything to do with Stoner, threatening to abandon Ray if he allowed
Stoner to represent him in the libel cases – or in any legal matter. So Ray asked Hanes to
represent him in his civil suits, as well. Meanwhile, freelance writer William Bradford
Huie convinced Ray to give him exclusive rights to his story for $40,000.375 The resulting
book, He Slew the Dreamer, published in 1970, was a first-person account of Huie’s
investigation of Ray, including his written correspondence with him and conversations
with Hanes. Huie, a tenth-generation Alabama native who had sold 40 million books and
had several of his works turned into Hollywood films, was becoming known for elbowing
in on the hottest civil rights story of the day. Other reporters scornfully dubbed his work
“checkbook journalism,” and he was best known for causing a firestorm with his paid-for
exclusive interview with the white men who were found not guilty of Emmett Till’s
murder in Money, Mississippi. 376 They later confessed to Huie in an article for Look
magazine, providing a step-by-step story showing how they tortured and executed the
black youth for whistling at a white woman.377
Indeed Huie’s checkbook gave him access that no other reporter could get,
including virtually unlimited letters to and from James Earl Ray and chats with Ray’s
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attorney. “He’s burned up at some of his publicity and wants me to sue some magazines
for libel,” Hanes told Huie in July 1968. 378 Hanes complained that the press was calling
Ray the killer, rather than the alleged killer and that reporters were “beating him to
death” in their stories.379 The more reporters waded into his seedy past as a life-long con,
a bumbling burglar and a prison escapee, the madder Ray got. “He’s mad about all the
lies that have been printed about him,” Hanes said to Huie. “One magazine says his father
died as an alcoholic. Ray says the man is not only alive but he’s too stingy to buy
whiskey. He says all the stories about him chasing whores and wasting money in
nightclubs are lies. He says, ‘Every newspaper and magazine is trying to make me look
like nobody in the world likes me.’”380
As Huie’s investigation continued, he came to believe Ray acted alone rather than
as part of a larger conspiracy. And he was not surprised when Ray pled guilty to King’s
murder in March 1969 and was sentenced to 99 years in prison. Realizing that he had
been portrayed as a villain rather than a hero, Ray spent the rest of his life insisting that
his confession was coerced and trying to secure a trial. He also had plenty of time to file
those libel suits. Ray, who lived in solitary confinement for the first five years, declared
himself a pauper and acted as his own attorney in his civil cases. Court costs were even
waved. His most notable libel suit was actually combined with a suit for civil rights
violations.
In January 1976, Time magazine revisited King’s assassination, focusing on the
emerging controversy surrounding the FBI’s harassment of the civil rights leader.381
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Reporter George McMillan had spent about seven years researching a book about the
murder and this article was based on that book. The Time story said Ray was a drug
dealer while in prison in Missouri, known as the “merchant” who dealt in speed, prison
food supplies and other contraband. The story also quoted former inmates as saying Ray
fantasized about killing King while he was incarcerated in Jefferson City. Fellow convict
Raymond Curtis said Ray figured there must be a bounty on King’s head and that he
jokingly called King his “retirement plan.”382 Ray sued Time and McMillan in federal
court in Memphis, seeking $500,000 in punitive damages from each defendant.383 He also
named Huie and Gerold Frank, who had authored an earlier book about Ray. Still other
defendants were Tennessee assistant attorney general W. Henry Haile, U.S. District
Judge Robert M. McRae Jr. and McRae’s clerk Brenda Pellicciotti.
Ray accused Huie and Frank of furnishing false information about him to
McMillan through their separate books on the assassination. Haile was the state assistant
attorney general who opposed Ray’s efforts to withdraw his guilty plea. Ray complained
that Haile acted in collusion with Time and McMillan, helping supply information to the
magazine and timing the article to influence the Sixth Circuit Court of Appeals’ ruling in
his criminal case. In so doing, Ray said Haile and the others conspired to violate his civil
rights. McRae was the federal judge who denied Ray’s motion to withdraw his guilty plea
for King’s assassination. 384 He accused McRae and his clerk of playing politics by
refusing to forward parts of the hearing transcript to the appeals court. Ray also lumped
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an additional defamation of character complaint against Huie stemming from an
interview Huie did with Dan Rather on CBS in 1976.
This was not Ray’s first libel suit against Frank, author of An American Death, a
1972 book about King’s assassination and the hunt for and subsequent court
machinations involving Ray. 385 Ray first sued him in 1973, also in federal court in
Memphis, but that case was dismissed for lack of jurisdiction since the writer lived and
worked in New York City. 386 This second go around with Frank, Ray alleged that Frank
supplied Time writer McMillan with substantial portions of his article. However, Frank
said he never talked to McMillan about helping him and did not know a story about Ray
was to be published by Time until it hit the newsstands. Frank pointed out that the only
possible reference to him in the article was a mention of “experienced writers who spent
years researching books on the assassination.”387 On top of that, Frank argued, any
background McMillan would have used from Frank’s book was not actionable because
the one-year statute of limitations had passed. Frank complained to the court: “For a
second time, at great expense and inconvenience, I am forced to defend myself some
1,000 miles from my residence against the meritoriously bankrupt suits of a convicted
slayer who obviously has nothing better to do with his time but institute these frivolous
suits.”388
Huie also questioned how he could be sued for the Time article since he had
nothing to do with its publication. Ray complained that he initially cooperated with Huie
on a book entitled They Slew the Dreamer, rather than He Slew the Dreamer. For Ray,
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this could have been a celebration of race making with Huie, a southerner. Instead, it
turned out to be a condemnation. While doing his research on the murder, Huie had come
to the conclusion that had Ray acted alone and Ray did not know of Huie’s change of
heart until the book was released. After defendant McRae requested dismissal, claiming
judicial immunity, Ray dropped the judge and his clerk as parties to the suit. Another
flaw in Ray’s case – the civil rights law he relied on protects against violations in state
law, and McRae was a federal officer.
Time’s lawyers all but scoffed at Ray’s claims: “It is inconceivable that a single
article published nearly eight years after the assassination, the last of his many criminal
adventures, could further affect or damage his reputation.”389 They argued that the story
had nothing to do with the case before the Sixth Circuit, but rather was prompted by
revelations of the FBI’s “vicious vendetta” against King. They also charged that the suit
was nothing more than an indirect attack on the Sixth Circuit decision, pointing out that
Ray did not even allege injury to his reputation in his libel claim. Further, they argued the
story might have even helped Ray’s case, quoting sections of the article that questioned
whether the crime had been solved, thus casting some doubt on Ray’s guilt. For example,
McMillan wrote: “Nearly eight years later, the widespread feeling still persists that
King’s murder has not been solved.” And “Certainly there are a number of unanswered
questions.” And “Did Ray…really kill King? The evidence against him is persuasive, but
it is also largely circumstantial. The case might be tough to prove in court.”390 Time also
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argued that Ray was a public figure.391 He had “injected himself into the controversy
about the assassination of Dr. King by pleading guilty to the assassination and by
providing information about it to writers with the understanding that his revelations
would be published.”392
Judge Harry Wellford dismissed the case, ruling that Ray was “libel proof.”393 He
had pled guilty to murdering King and was sentenced to 99 years. Wellford also noted
that Ray had pled guilty to two prior felonies and was a prison escapee. Since Ray was a
habitual criminal, subject to widespread publicity, it would be impossible to injure his
reputation further, Wellford said.394 The courts had previously noted that Ray was
“internationally famous” and Wellford held there was no question he was a public figure
for First Amendment purposes.395 Any coverage about Ray was of public interest, and he
would have ample opportunity to refute the articles he deemed false or unfair. Wellford
also agreed that this was clearly an attempt on Ray’s part to get a review and retrial of his
criminal case.
It was 12 years after Sullivan and nine years since the court had extended the
actual malice standard to public figures when Ray sued Time. His chances of getting a
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favorable judgment, even in southern courts, had long passed. Southern judges and juries
had begun seeing the writing on the courtroom wall, and public sentiment had turned
against the violent extremists of Ray’s ilk. Through a series of libel cases, many not
relating to the civil rights movement, courts had applied the Sullivan edict and worked
through some of the finer points of the actual malice standard. But still, for extremists
like Ray, took a bit longer to get the message. He died in prison in 1998, having never
won a libel case.

Sheriff Rainey and “Mississippi Burning”
Of all the southern lawmen during the civil rights era, perhaps Neshoba County,
Mississippi Sheriff Lawrence Rainey was the most litigious. Between 1966 and 1989,
Rainey filed six separate libel suits against the media, all stemming from questions about
his involvement in the notorious 1964 murders of three civil rights workers. Rainey was
suspected but never convicted of the crime that garnered national attention, became a
defining moment in the civil rights movement and was later the subject of the 1988 film
“Mississippi Burning.” Films had long been a part of the race making culture. But like
James Earl Ray, Rainey found himself portrayed as the villain of the story rather than the
hero.
The three workers, Michael Schwerner and Andrew Goodmen, white men from
New York City, and James Chaney of Meridian, Mississippi, who was black, were in
Neshoba County investigating the burning of a black church that was also a base for voter
registration. It was June 1964, Freedom Summer, and hundreds of civil rights volunteers
were setting up schools and working voter registration drives in the state. Cecil R. Price,
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Rainey’s deputy, stopped the civil rights workers’ car on June 21, hauling the men to jail
in Philadelphia, one on speeding charges and the others for allegedly burning the church
themselves. After several hours in jail, they were released and then disappeared into the
night. Federal authorities discovered their bodies six weeks later, buried in an earthen
dam in Neshoba, after receiving a tip from a paid informant.396
There was wide speculation that Price and members of the Ku Klux Klan killed
the three men, but no state charges were ever filed. Federal authorities did bring suit in
1965 against Rainey, Price and 16 others for violating the civil rights of the three
workers.397 The Federal Bureau of Investigation said Sam Bowers, the Klan’s imperial
wizard, gave the order to eliminate Schwerner, whom the KKK had nicknamed “Goatee.”
The FBI said the murders were planned and organized with Edgar Ray Killen, Bowers’
right-hand man in the eastern Mississippi KKK, along with other Klansmen. Rainey and
seven other defendants were acquitted of the charges. Price, Bowers and five others were
convicted. The jury could not agree on the remaining men, all suspected Klansmen.
The murders and trial captured the nation’s attention and spawned scores of
articles and books. But the era of D.W. Griffith’s wildly successful Birth of a Nation had
long since past. In 1915, the film’s white-sheet bedecked cavalry saved white purity from
black contamination. But now the Klan was being criticized even in some southern
newspapers. Other southern publications maintained a stony silence. This time, it was not
the black animal rapist that was evil, according to many mainstream reports. It was the
white sheriff.
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Rainey hired James McIntyre, his lawyer in the federal trial, and started filing
libel suits. In 1966, Rainey, Price and Neshoba Justice of the Peace Leonard Warren sued
the New York Herald Tribune Company, WCC Books and William Bradford Huie for
Huie’s news articles and his book Three Lives For Mississippi. 398 Rainey sought $3
million in damages, claiming 33 separate passages in the book libeled him. For example,
Huie wrote that most of the violence against civil rights workers and blacks occurs in
small towns like Philadelphia and McComb, with the larger cities being “relatively safe
for ‘agitators.’ The big-city politicians know “the smart way to resist ‘agitators’ in
Mississippi is not to break their heads but to protect them and let time and circumstance
break their hearts. The men with power in Mississippi know this. Only the peckerwood
politicians and the jerks in the backwoods don’t know it.”399 Rainey also objected to the
characterization of Neshoba as a “maximum-danger county.” Huie wrote that the three
civil rights workers “knew it was one of the counties where the sheriff had been elected
on the promise that he’d ‘handle the niggers and the outsiders.’ They knew the sheriff and
his only deputy had friends who were Ku Klux types.”400 Huie also quoted an anonymous
elderly black resident of Neshoba discussing the presence of the media and the outside
civil rights workers for the summer: “When you leave, then it gets might [sic.] lonesome
out here. There ain’t nobody under these pine trees except us and the big man with guns
buckled on and the red light flashing on top of his big car.”401
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Price filed an identical lawsuit against the New York Herald Tribune Company,
WCC Books and Huie, also seeking $3 million.402 He objected to 31 separate passages in
Huie’s book. Among them: “Sheriff’s deputy Cecil Price believed he was protecting the
State of Mississippi, and acting in its best interest, when he arrested Michael Schwerner
and when he delivered him to his murderers.”403 Neshoba County Justice of the Peace
Leonard Warren also sought $3 million, objecting to 15 specific passages in Huie’s book
and the general implication that he was involved in the murders. In his book, Huie
described Warren this way: “A third, but not usually uniformed, law-enforcement figure
at the courthouse is Justice of the Peace Leonard Warren. His office is in the courthouse,
and most miscreants are brought before him. He attracts attention by being the physical
opposite of Rainey and Price: skinny, no more than 140 pounds, chicken-necked, with a
prominent Adam’s apple. He, too, likes to don the cattleman’s hat, the gun, and the
nightstick and work as a part-time cop.”404
Like Price and Rainey, Warren objected to being called a “white supremacy
terrorist” and to Huie’s description of “a Master Plan for Protection” that the killers were
to have carried out.405 Huie describes the four-part plan for maintaining the racial status
quo, each “successively more violent, with all plans ‘activated as necessary.’”406 Plan
One involves cross-burnings and leaflets. Plan Two progresses to arson and dynamite.
Plan Three calls for whippings. Plan Four is extermination. Huie wrote: “During the
second week in May 1964 a decision to activate Plan Four was reached by a group of
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terrorists in Mississippi.” The target was “the Jew-Boy with the beard.” Mickey
Schwerner.407 Clearly, the spectacle lynching was no longer hailed as heroic. Where the
southern press remained silent, the northern press was condemnatory.
Whether Rainey was a public official or public figure for libel purposes would
plague him for a quarter of a century after the murders. The law was against him, but he
also was his own worst enemy. Rainey had basked in his legend following his December
4, 1964 arrest. He told reporters, “It took me an hour to get to work today, I had to shake
so many hands.”408 Rainey had essentially said the publicity surrounding the murder of
civil rights activists improved a man’s status in the South in the 1960s. So how could he
be defamed by the resulting coverage?
Broad coverage of the murders had seared his image into the national
consciousness. For starters, there is the famous photograph of a smirking Rainey, stuffing
a huge wad of Red Man tobacco in his mouth during his arraignment in the federal case
where he was accused of violating the three workers’ civil rights. After that photo
appeared in magazines and newspapers across the country, Toledo, Ohio-based Pinkerton
Tobacco Company mailed Rainey a case of Red Man. 409 Rainey also appeared in
advertisements for a Mississippi chiropractor.
But when Rainey’s term as sheriff ended in 1967, the then infamous former
lawman said he could not find a job. When he sued Time magazine the next year, he
claimed that he had a “priceless, untarnished, and unblemished and unassailable
reputation” when the article was published.410 Rainey sought $50,000, claiming his
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reputation had been ruined by a story that suggested he was a “Klan sympathizer or
member” and that the story erroneously said he was convicted with Bowers and five other
co-defendants of violating the three workers’ civil rights.411 The following passage from
the February 1968 Time article was the crux of the complaint and seemed to be more
about a Klan lawyer who did not even represent Rainey: “Whenever Ku Klux Klansmen
needed legal aid in Mississippi, they invariably turned to Lawyer Travis Buckley. A
cocky, stocky, pugnacious little man with jug ears, Buckley, 35, was chief defense
attorney in last October’s trial of Imperial Wizard Sam Bowers, Neshoba County Sheriff
Lawrence Rainey, and 17 others accused of conspiring to kill three civil rights workers in
1964. Bowers and six co-defendants were convicted, but Buckley filed an appeal that has
kept them all out of jail. Next on his agenda was the defense of Bowers – and another
gang of Klansmen – in the fire-bomb murder of Vernon Dahmer, a Hattiesburg, Miss.,
N.A.A.C.P. official. As always, Buckley was outwardly confident.” Once again, Rainey’s
turned to James McIntyre, his lawyer in the civil rights cases, to represent him. In 1969,
five years after Sullivan, a U.S. District judge in Meridian dismissed Rainey’s case
against Time.412 Time argued successfully that Rainey was public official when the events
took place and that he remained a public figure.
Undeterred, Rainey filed still more libel suits, moving from the written word to
made-for-TV movies and a Hollywood film. Along with Price, Rainey sued CBS and the
producers of the television movie “Attack on Terror: The FBI versus the Ku Klux Klan in
Mississippi.” Price and Rainey sued when it first aired in 1975 and again when it was
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broadcast late-night in 1977.413 Both men sought $1.5 million in compensatory and
punitive damages for each broadcast. In its defense, CBS said producers consulted with
FBI officials involved in the case, relied on government documents and uncontested court
testimony in telling the story, which was based on Don Whitehead’s book of the same
name. The film was made in good faith, without malice, CBS asserted. It did not use
Rainey or Price’s names, or the names of the town or county where the murders occurred.
In this post-Sullivan world of libel, CBS also argued that the story involved public
officials and was a matter of public interest. Rainey and Price again had the burden of
proving malice, that CBS acted with reckless disregard for the truth.
This was not the only difficulty for Rainey and Price in the CBS case. The pair
had signed releases in 1968, giving actor Jack Lemmon and his Jalem Productions, Inc.
the right to use “the character, personality, physical attributes and/or biographical
information concerning me and to portray in any way it deems appropriate.”414 In
exchange for $6,000 apiece, both Rainey and Price agreed they would not sue for libel,
slander, invasion or right of privacy. The agreement even allowed Jalem to use the real
names of the civil rights workers. Inexplicably, the agreement Rainey and Price had
signed off on involved the making of the movie called “Three Lives for Mississippi,”
based on the book by Huie. Two years before, they had unsuccessfully sued the writer
claiming that the book had libeled them. The movie was never made, however, and CBS
bought the rights originally purchased by Jalem. There was no stipulation in the
agreement regarding the selling of those rights.
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In his claim, Rainey said he was fired from his job as a security guard after the
movie’s 1975 airing on CBS. He said when his term as sheriff ended in 1967, he “was
refused employment in Mississippi and surrounding states because of the adverse
publicity surrounding the trial.”415 Since then, Rainey said, he worked at “numerous
meager jobs” and after the publicity subsided he was able to find a job as a security
guard. His situation had been improving, Rainey said, until CBS brought the incident up
again. Rainey complained that the film depicted him as “a person bent on violence, that
he had conspired with others to kill and murder three human beings, and that he was and
is guilty of un-American racial prejudice against persons of other than the White Race
and guilty of conduct unbecoming to public officers.” Further, he said CBS and movie
director Quinn Martin portrayed him as “a white supremacy terrorist” and “a Ku Klux
Klan sympathizer and/or member.”416
U.S. District Judge Harold Cox granted CBS’ motion for summary judgment in
1976, citing Sullivan. He said the plaintiffs were public officials at the time and the
events depicted in the movie were of national interest. In dismissing the case, Cox
pointed out that Rainey and Price did not claim the movie was false, “instead these
plaintiffs complain only that eight years have passed and these defendants should have let
sleeping dogs lie.”417
The dogs were definitely revived in 1988, when the movie “Mississippi Burning”
appeared in theaters across the nation. In the film starring Gene Hackman and Willem
Defoe, FBI agents poured into fictional Jessup County to investigate the murder of three
civil rights workers. The large, tobacco-chewing sheriff was Ray Stuckey, a thinly veiled
415
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stand-in for Lawrence Rainey. Rainey sued again, claiming that he was identifiable as the
sheriff in the movie and seeking $8 million from Orion Pictures.418 In his 1989 claim,
Rainey said “the film depicts [me] as a terrorist…They didn’t use my name…they
intended that sheriff to be me...the character in the movie was a big man like me, and he
chewed tobacco like I chew tobacco all the time…The actor had twice as big a chew of
tobacco as I ever had, but they might as well have called him Lawrence Rainey.”419 He
also said he had not been a public official since 1967 and therefore “had not had access to
the media.” He was leading a “quiet and peaceable life with his family” until the movie
was released.420 However, Rainey did appear on the morning new shows, as well as
Nightline and a Current Affair, after the movie was released.421 This is the very activity
that the nation’s high court referred to in enunciating public officials’ higher standard in
proving fault in Sullivan. Public officials by their very definition are newsworthy
characters and are often discussed in the context of important public events. Therefore,
they have easy access to the media in order to refute false or misleading statements about
them.
Orion’s attorney, Jackson, Mississippi-based Jack Ables III, pointed out that in
the movie, Sheriff Stuckey is not present at the shooting. In the film the sheriff’s alibi is
solid – he was playing poker with his wife’s brother and his two cousins, losing $11.38
during the night.422 (In real life, Rainey said he was in a Meridian hospital at his ill wife’s
bedside.) Most notably in this case, however, Orion sought to prove truth, which is an
418
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absolute defense in defamation suits. Ables warned in early court documents that the
defense would prove Rainey was involved in the murders.423 “Because Rainey seeks
relief for defamation based on the ‘implication’ of involvement in the events, Orion is
entitled to prove the truth of Rainey’s involvement in the events he alludes to in his
complaint.”424 Ables then set out to prove Rainey was a member of the Klan, to establish
his presence at Klan meetings, laying out details of his harassment and even the murder
of two other black men while he was sheriff. Ables also said he would introduce evidence
that was not available in the 1965 trial that would prove Rainey was involved in the
conspiracy to kill Schwerner, Goodman and Chaney.
In court documents, Ables said Rainey and the other defendants in the civil rights
case “took the defensive tack that membership in and activity by the ‘White Knights of
the KKK’ in 1964 was noble, selfless, and patriotic. The 3,000-page transcript is replete
with this drivel. Rainey then presented himself as a ‘Christian’ sentinel guarding white
Neshoba Countians against hordes of black communists who were there, among other
things, marshaling local blacks to sign pledge cards to rape a white woman at least once a
week all summer during 1964.”425
In his deposition during the Orion case, Rainey again denied he was involved in
the murders. “I wasn’t even in the county that week.”426 When Ables pressed him and
questioned the veracity of his alibi, it was if the former sheriff was on trial for murder.
Rainey: “You see, that’s been 25 years ago.”
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Ables: “I understand that. But this is the biggest thing that ever happened in your
life, I imagine.”
Rainey: “Yeah, and the aggravatingest thing.”
Ables: “I’m sure it is. Nobody much let this get out of your memory all these
years, have they?”
Rainey: “And these dad-blamed moviemakers and news reporters and all, they
just keep it going.”427
Perhaps most damning, Ables introduced as evidence a 1970 oral history with
Paul B. Johnson, Jr., who was governor of Mississippi from 1964 to 1968.428 In the
interview, Johnson implicated Rainey and Price in the murders. “Actually, one thing that
is not known to the people anywhere in this country is that these Klansmen – of course I
knew them very well – did not actually intend to kill these people. What happened was
that they had been taken from the jail and brought to this particular spot. There were a
good many people in the group besides the sheriff and deputy sheriff and that group.
What they were going to do, they were going to hang these three persons up in a big
cotton sack and leave them hanging in the tree for about a day or a day and a half, then
come out there at night and turn them loose. They thought that they’d more or less scare
them off.” But, Johnson said, they accidentally killed Chaney, the black civil rights
worker, who “was acting kind of smart aleck and talking pretty big, and one of the
Klansmen walked up behind him and hit him over the head with a trace chain that you
use, you know, plowing and that sort of thing…the chain came across his head and hit
him just above the bridge of the nose and killed him as dead as a nit. After this boy had
427
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been killed, then is when they determined, ‘Well, we’ve got to dispose of the other two.’
Very, very few people know.”429
Ables also waded through several of Rainey’s defense tactics as carried out by his
attorney, James McIntyre, during the federal government’s trial for civil rights violations.
Among them, McIntyre said at trial that the three bodies were illegally exhumed because
the FBI had no permit for exhumation from the Mississippi State Board of Health. Ables
asked during the deposition, “I’m just wondering, why would you need a motion to be
made like that?”430 He also said he was preparing to call witnesses who could testify of
the sheriff’s involvement in the murders. Rainey dropped the case against Orion in
August 1990. His attorney filed a motion to dismiss the suit, and the judge’s order of
dismissal came down the next day. 431 Rainey, the stalwart of southern libel plaintiffs, had
reached the end of the line. Race making as a southern mainstay was reaching the end of
the line. Twenty six years had passed since the Sullivan decision came down. Members of
the media, exercising their First Amendment right and responsibility to report on events
about public officials and on events of public interest, had spent untold millions trying to
defend that right. But they would not be the only ones paying such a high price.
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CHAPTER FIVE
Fighting Southern Editors

The northern media were not the only ones getting sued over the civil rights story.
Several libel battles that have received little attention include suits against Pulitzer Prize
winners publishing in the South. Any journalist who threatened the status quo could
become a target. This included Buford Boone of the Tuscaloosa News in Alabama, and in
Mississippi, Hodding Carter Jr. of the Greenville Delta Democrat-Times and Hazel
Brannon Smith of the Lexington Advertiser. While these three editors became well
known for their civil rights-era journalism, less is known about southerners’ attempts to
silence them using libel law. They were revered nationally but hated in their own
communities. All three won their Pulitzers for progressive editorials on civil rights, and
those awards merely underscored the prevailing belief in their own hometowns that they
were traitors to the southern cause.432
Narratives of white supremacy had long woven their way through the southern
press, contributing to the cult of whiteness. Blacks were only covered in the mainstream
southern press when they were accused of crimes. Coverage of births, deaths, marriages
and graduations was nonexistent and in keeping with the making of racial otherness.
Packaged for the white consumer, newspapers across the South wrote glowing editorials
about the activities of their local White Citizens’ Council chapter, for example, which
typically included what they called “the finest white citizenry.” It was unacceptable when
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white journalists wrote about blacks without using subversive racial stereotypes per
tradition. When they did, they paid for it.

Buford Boone and the Imperial Wizard
Buford Boone grew up working on his family’s comfortable 100-acre farm in
middle Georgia in the 1910s and early 1920s. He would become an unlikely foe for one
of the most infamous white supremacists of the civil rights era.433 Like most southern
editors, Boone was not liberal. Nor was he an integrationist. However, he was considered
an extremist for his moderate views on race and his stance that desegregation laws must
be obeyed. Boone’s ancestors were Confederates on both sides of his family, and a greatgrandfather had been killed at Bull Run. But his grandfather, who also had been injured
in the war and lived well into his 90s, slowly evolved to believe black people should be
treated as human beings. The farmer and state legislator even said so publicly later in life
and planted the seeds his grandson would grow years later.434

Boone earned his degree in journalism from Mercer College in Macon and took
his first job as a reporter for the Macon Telegraph. When the United States entered World
War II, he became a wartime special agent for the Federal Bureau of Investigation,
writing speeches for J. Edgar Hoover. After the war, he returned to the Telegraph as
managing editor before being wooed to the Tuscaloosa News as editor and publisher in
1947. He won the Pulitzer Prize 10 years later for editorials on Autherine Lucy’s attempt
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to desegregate the University of Alabama in Tuscaloosa. The United States Supreme
Court ordered Alabama to accept Lucy in 1956, but university leaders used mob violence
as an excuse to expel her after three days, supposedly for her own protection. Boone’s
editorials condemned the protestors, who hurled bricks, eggs and insults at the library
science graduate student. He shamed university leaders and took the position that the law
had to be obeyed: “…the community of Tuscaloosa should be deeply ashamed – and
more than a little afraid…No intelligent expression ever has come from a crazed mob,
and it never will.”435 Boone urged calm and reasonable discussion of civil rights issues,
but he did not editorialize on every civil rights story that arose. He spoke up when the
story was in his own backyard, introducing radical ideas like suffrage and truly equal
education for blacks. In Alabama, Boone’s moderation resulted in canceled subscriptions,
late-night telephone threats and bricks thrown in his windows. When Boone was not at
home, callers would tell his wife that he was in danger.436

Boone had long condemned the Ku Klux Klan. In 1949, he wrote a four-part
series exposing the local Klan’s secret start-up meetings, asking how a group labeled
“subversive” by the United States attorney general was able to meet in the Tuscaloosa
courthouse on Friday nights.437 Boone used an unnamed source attending the meetings to
report the goings on verbatim. At a May 6, 1949 meeting, for example, Klansmen
discussed a membership application from a “possible candidate for sheriff.”438 Boone
wrote that at another meeting there was discussion about a local police officer who had to
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work the night shift and could not make it to the gathering. During the meeting,
Klansmen also complained about several undesirable situations in town, such as whites
and blacks crowding into the same elevator at the First National Bank Building and how
some black dishwashers in local restaurants laughed and talked with white waitresses.
Boone also discussed the ceremonial elements of the meetings, referencing his interview
with an anonymous member, and writing that an entire meeting was used to demonstrate
and practice the Klan’s secret handshake.439
After the series ran, Boone editorialized that the local Klansmen “are more than a
little gullible. They are forking over $10 [dues] for the privilege of affiliating with an
organization which in present times is becoming more and more a discredit to itself…We
wouldn’t classify the members of the local Klan as hoodlums, although they could
become hoodlums under the protection of their masks and robes.”440 Boone also said he
had a list of the members of the local Klan, about 40 men, but had decided not to publish
them “at present. We have placed the list in safekeeping. Whether it is brought out and
published, or is given to law enforcement officers called upon to investigate illegal
activities by hooded men in this area, will depend entirely upon the local Klan.”441

Tuscaloosa’s white supremacists responded with a demonstration of their own.
With the help of the Birmingham Klavern, a group of 126 donned their white robes and
hoods and paraded around the Tuscaloosa News building on a steamy June night in 1949.
But the Klan remained quiet in the months following their march, and other journalists
praised Boone for putting the fledgling local group on the defensive before it got too
439
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bold.442 In town, there was a flurry of discussion about the series, and some businesses
selling the newspaper refused to display a Tuscaloosa News placard advertising the
series. Some parents insisted their sons no longer work as newsboys, afraid they might be
attacked.443 Like Hodding Carter and Hazel Brannon Smith, Boone became well known
outside the state.444 He even turned down an offer from New York publisher Alfred A.
Knopf to write a book on the southern moderate position. Boone told Knopf he was busy
running a daily newspaper and did not want to become too detached from the
community. 445 He barely had time to do a little fishing and some volunteer work in town.

In his coverage of the Klan, Boone began a long battle with Robert Shelton, a
Tuscaloosa tire salesman who would become infamous as the Imperial Wizard of the
United Klans of America, Knights of the Ku Klux Klan. For years Shelton sent the editor
hate mail in response to his editorials. He blasted Boone during his speeches on the back
of flatbed trucks at his Klan meetings. And he took the fight into the Alabama court
system in July 1964, filing a libel suit against Boone and the News less than four months
after the United States Supreme Court overturned New York Times v. Sullivan.446 Shelton
sought $500,000 for an editorial headlined “Ready for Mob Control?” where Boone
wrote that the Klan was a lawless gang that police must rein in. 447 He wrote: “Supreme
commander of these reckless and irresponsible white elements is a sickly-looking,
pitiable little man named Robert Shelton. He has no life savings at stake in any private
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business enterprise. He has been reduced to living as a human jackel on a racket known
as the Ku Klux Klan.”448 Boone’s editorial ran in response to a series of violent racial
clashes in Tuscaloosa in July 1964. Among them, whites had kicked several black men
out of Tom’s Snack Bar. Whites also marched in front of the movie theater bearing signs
that read, “Will you pay a buck to sit next to a coon?”449 Boone called those signs
“asinine” in his editorial. Members of the Klan raided as many as 3,000 papers from the
News coin machines in an attempt to deter the coverage.450 As Boone challenged the
supremacy of whiteness, the Klan resorted to thieving like a pack of juvenile delinquents.

Shelton’s libel suit included a litany of complaints typically found in libel cases.
He said he suffered embarrassment by Boone’s editorial and damage to his character and
reputation, that he was subject to “public contempt, ridicule and shame,” and that he
suffered in his “profession, business or trade.”451 Boone used the suit to try to delve
deeper into Klan activities. During discovery, Boone’s attorney Bruce McEachin sought
membership rosters of the state and county Klan, any photos of Klan meetings, rallies, or
cross burnings, copies of the Klan’s newspaper The Fiery Cross, copies of the group’s
bylaws and other written Klan material. He also sought Shelton’s income tax returns to
determine whether the Imperial Wizard had actually been damaged in his business as a
result of the editorials. Boone said the editorial was a matter of public interest and his
free speech and press rights were clearly protected by the First Amendment. In his
original complaint, Shelton did not use the words “actual malice,” in spite of the fact that
the new Sullivan doctrine required that the plaintiff prove such. Boone’s attorney was
448
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sure to address it, however, arguing that Shelton did not “sufficiently allege” that Boone
published the editorial with reckless disregard for the truth.452 Also, Boone said his words
were fair comment or criticism in the form of an editorial. 453
Meanwhile, Shelton filed a second $500,000 libel suit against Boone in 1965 in
circuit court in Tuscaloosa, also for an editorial that ran in July 1964.454 He complained
that the second editorial was false and defamatory, noting that Boone called him “a threat
to the general public” and “a leader of ‘gorillas’ uncaged but waiting to bite, as one who
‘crawls’ out at night to use the cover of darkness to defy and disobey the law and to lead
others to do so…”455
At his October 14, 1964 deposition, Shelton refused to answer 139 of the 210
questions posed by McEachin, mostly queries related to Klan activities and his work as
Klan leader. It was as if Boone was putting Shelton on trial. For example, McEachin
asked Shelton details of his whereabouts and activities relating to the 1961 Mother’s Day
beatings of the Freedom Riders in Birmingham. Shelton argued he was protected by his
First Amendment right of association. Circuit Court Judge Walter B. Henley ordered
Shelton to answer 64 of the 139 questions the Imperial Wizard originally refused to
answer.456 He did not, however, require Shelton to hand over membership lists or photos
taken during Klan rallies, meetings or cross burnings. Judge Henley said it would first
have to be proven that the group was engaged in or sanctioning illegal activities before it
could be compelled to reveal members’ names. He did require that Shelton provide
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copies of all editions of the Fiery Cross. Boone appealed the judge’s ruling to the
Supreme Court of Alabama. 457 He argued that he sought to prove Shelton’s bad
reputation existed before Boone’s editorials ran.458
Ironically, in appeal documents, Shelton’s attorney relied on NAACP v. Alabama,
where the United States Supreme Court ruled that Alabama officials could not require the
NAACP to hand over its membership lists.459 In this case, Shelton argued, the court
recognized “the vital relationship between freedom to associate and privacy in one’s
association,” and that to turn over the Klan roster would “affect adversely” the group’s
efforts “to foster beliefs which they have a right to advocate.”460 Also, Shelton argued,
the Klan was not party to the suit – he was suing as an individual. In Shelton’s second
case, Alabama’s high court refused to hear Boone’s appeal to require the Klan leader to
answer the questions posed to him in his deposition. Once again, Boone wanted
membership lists and answers to specific questions about Klan activities.461
Since Shelton alleged that he had been harmed financially from Boone’s
editorials, the judge agreed that he should hand over his tax returns from 1963 through
1966, along with all accounting records showing his income. Those records reflect a
steady increase in his paycheck as Shelton became more involved in the Klan. In 1963,
Shelton reported to the Internal Revenue Service that he earned $1,875 as a salesman, and
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listed his wife, Betty, as a housewife on their joint return.462 In 1964, the year Shelton
filed suit, he reported to the IRS that he earned $3,576, a third of that income from his
public relations work for the United Klans of America. In 1965, his income continued to
increase steadily. Shelton listed his only occupation as president of the United Klans of
America, with all of his wages – $4,663.23 – coming from that group. He reported an
incredible income jump in 1966 in the same occupation as Klan leader –
$18,061.21.Clearly, Boone’s attorney argued, Shelton had not suffered in his business as
a result of the editorials.
At his lawyer’s suggestion, Boone even thought about throwing a libel suit back
at Shelton and the Klan after the Imperial Wizard called the publisher either a
“rattlesnake” or a “rat-snake” during an April 1966 Klan meeting. However, he later
discarded the notion. 463 Throughout the lengthy court battle, Boone kept tabs on
Shelton’s activities, receiving memos from his reporters that read like FBI reports. At an
April 17, 1965 rally, according to reporter Jimmy Mizell’s memo to Boone, Shelton told
members he would fight to protect Klan membership rosters just as the courts protected
those of black organizations. Shelton also told the crowd that members of the media were
welcome at the rally and that he had just talked to a reporter and photographer from the
News before coming on stage. He got plenty of laughs and applause when he said in his
microphone: “The only thing I ask is if you bring Buford with you, leave him in the
middle of the highway.”464
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Boone, meanwhile, tried to maintain a good relationship with the White Citizens’
Council that was active in Tuscaloosa.465 He also kept FBI-like files on the group’s leader
Leonard R. Wilson. When Boone was asked to speak about desegregation issues at the
organization’s regular meeting, he agreed and did not back down from his moderate
stance. Though there were a few hecklers who vowed to kill the next black person who
stepped on the Alabama campus, Boone was treated cordially at the meeting. During his
speech, he told the audience he supported the Supreme Court’s desegregation ruling in
Brown v. Board of Education (1954). “I believe the Supreme Court decision had to come
and that it was morally right… But we have been telling the rest of the country to go to
hell and we can’t do that and get away with it.”466 After the meeting Boone wrote a note
to himself and put it in his files: “[Reporter] Bob Kyle told me that I looked like I was
scared to death when I started speaking and that if I had been any worse I would have had
to sit down. I told him that this was one time that he was wrong, that I was terribly
nervous but I wasn’t scared.”467
Boone also worked with the U.S. House of Representatives Committee on UnAmerican Activities in its investigation of Shelton. 468 He agreed to mail committee
members a photo of Shelton at an August 1965 rally where he is pictured with the three
men accused of the murder of civil rights demonstrator Viola Liuzzo.469 Boone wrote
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Donald Appell, a member of the committee: “I have been astonished at the Klan’s
parading of the three accused of the [Liuzzo] murder at weekend meetings. And they may
be planning to keep on presenting them as the Klan’s current heroes. I think it is good
that they are doing this, for it is proof through Klan action of how extreme, how
unreasonable they are and of how much they approve of violence for their cause.”470
Further, Boone staked out his reporters at a KKK meeting at Tuscaloosa’s Stafford Hotel
in August 1967 on the advice of his lawyer. It would help to know who was coming and
going when it came time to select a jury in the libel trial. 471
At trial in 1968, McEachin argued that Shelton was a public figure and must
prove actual malice, citing A.P. v. Walker, which had been decided in July 1967.472 He
argued that Klan activity was a matter of public interest, and Boone’s editorials had
focused on concerns about mob violence in the streets of Tuscaloosa. McEachin also
argued that Shelton had received so much publicity, it was impossible to tell which (if
any) news stories actually damaged his reputation. The Tuscaloosa jury awarded Shelton
a measly $500 in punitive damages, refusing to award compensatory damages.473 The
segregationist Clarion-Ledger in Jackson, Mississippi speculated that white southerners
were turning on the Klan, and that moderates, angry with the Klan for civil rights
murders, church bombings and other violence, used the suit to expose some of the inner
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workings of the secret organization. 474 Members of the jury later said they thought Boone
“overstepped his bounds” in the editorial about Shelton and agreed he should “be paddled
a little.”475 “The fact that none appeared to want to burn Boone up with a big verdict
against him was … the most significant development, particularly as regards [to] future
litigation.”476 Shelton later dropped the second case.
Throughout the legal battle and his coverage of civil rights issues, Boone
managed to keep his sense of humor in the face of a steady stream of hate mail. One of
the more civil letter writers from out of town, C.A. Hull, asked Boone: “Are you white or
black? You may plead the Fifth Amendment if you wish.”477 To which the editor
answered: “Dear Mr. Hull, In answer to your question, the Tuscaloosa News is black and
white and read all over. Yours truly, Buford Boone.”478
Boone, an unassuming lifelong southerner, had stared down one of the most
notorious Klansmen in the country. To the white supremacists in his community, Boone
aided and abetted those who would threaten their core beliefs and their way of life. He
had called a race-making icon “a pitiable little man” and a “jackel” and lived to talk about
it. Though middle class support of the Klan was beginning to wane, clearly Boone was
ahead of his time. Most moderates like Boone were afraid to say what they were thinking,
that separate may not really be equal, but Boone had his newspaper and his conscience
and enough guts to use them. He could have censored himself or failed to fight Shelton’s
libel suits so ardently. As Justice William Brennan Jr. wrote in his opinion in New York
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Times v. Sullivan, First Amendment freedoms must take into account self censorship.
Journalists like Boone should feel free to speak their minds on controversial public issues
without the fear of libel suit-induced bankruptcy.

Hodding Carter Jr. and the “seditious psychopat h”
Hodding Carter Jr. was a royal pain to white supremacists in Greenville,
Mississippi long before the modern civil rights movement took hold. In his Delta
Democrat-Times, Carter was running photos of Jesse Owens, winner of four gold medals
in the Olympics in Berlin, in the 1930s at a time when no southern newspaper ran any
photos of blacks, much less one who shattered Aryan claims of superiority. 479 Since
African Americans did not exist in mainstream newspapers in the South, he was
challenging the existence of a parallel but invisible society living and working under the
white man. Carter was a moderate, a dirty word among southerners at the time. But that
moderation came later in life. A native of Hammond, Louisiana, Carter bought into the
cult of whiteness so thoroughly steeped in society. As a 17-year-old, he shocked his
classmates with his racism when he entered Bowdoin College in Brunswick, Maine,
refusing to speak to the only black student at the school. Both his grandfathers fought for
the Confederacy, one riding with General Nathan Bedford Forrest and who was later
founder of the Klan. But as the stamps on his passport multiplied – he traveled to Egypt
and India as a public relations officer for the U.S. Army in the 1940s – he became more
open-minded. The more he traveled, the less prejudiced he became.
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The cultural climate of Greenville, a river town with a large Syrian and Chinese
population, was more progressive than most southern cities. By the 1930s, it was
becoming somewhat of a gathering spot for the state’s best known writers. The cultural
paragon of Greenville was William Alexander Percy, a cotton planter, lawyer and banker
who had a national reputation after publishing four books of poetry. Percy was a magnet
for visitors such as Carl Sandburg, William Faulkner and Shelby Foote. The country club
even had a Jewish president when other towns refused to admit Jews. But blacks
remained in their customary place, the lowest class, poorly paid and working mostly as
manual labor or as maids.
In his editorials, Carter regularly ridiculed the Klan and tackled issues of race and
prejudice. He spent his summers in Maine, writing novels that were for the most part
widely acclaimed, such as Where Main Street Meets the River.480 And he earned
thousands of dollars writing for national magazines such as Life and Look. As Carter
became more famous, not just in Greenville or in Mississippi, he was in high demand as a
speaker, most often in the North. He spoke progressively about race but also became a
noted defender of the South and the importance of slow change in his home state. Some
city leaders tried to get merchants to stop advertising with the paper, but business owners
resisted and circulation held steady. In 1950, a third of the newspaper’s 12,000
subscribers were black. 481 The Carters also were bombarded with insulting letters and
telephone calls. He hid an iron bar under the front office counter after some particularly
vile threats. Another time, Carter huddled in the bushes in his driveway with a shotgun,
waiting for a man who had threatened to kill him.
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Carter’s troubles with libel came after he gave a talk as part of the University of
New Hampshire’s Distinguished Lecture Series in October 1962. As was customary for
him, Carter attempted to explain the causes of the Mississippi mindset, both defending
and criticizing the state in his lecture, “The Why of Mississippi,” to approximately 1,500
students, faculty and guests.482 Carter had originally planned to discuss President Andrew
Johnson as “a moderate and defier of the bigots and extremists of his own time,” but the
Ole Miss riots were still fresh and stinging. Carter said: “The University of Mississippi
has suffered a cruel and undeserved blow. There were but a minority of students who
took part in the rioting. The troublemakers were mostly hoodlums, crackpots, and racists
from the outside.” He also told the audience “we can be comforted and reassured” by
certain “evident truths.” Among them, “General Edwin Walker, who personally led the
insurrectionists on the Ole Miss campus, has been exposed once and for all for what he
is: A seditious psychopath.”483
Carter’s speech was covered by the Union Leader in Manchester, though that
article did not include his remarks about Walker.484 However, the university’s student
newspaper, The New Hampshire, printed much of Carter’s talk verbatim, including the
section referring to Walker.485 Thus, Carter joined the multitude of journalists in libel
actions against the Texas general. 486 Walker filed the slander suit in Washington County
Circuit Court in Greenville, seeking $2 million in damages.487 Carter’s attorney
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interviewed a wide range of audience members in New Hampshire, trying to build an
argument that they were already aware of Walker’s role in the Ole Miss riots and his
resulting arrest thanks to widespread news reports.488 Lawyers around the country who
were fighting libel suits from the General formed the “Walker Suit Club” and included
Carter’s counsel along with those for Newsweek, the Associated Press, St. Louis PostDispatch, Denver Post, Louisville Courier Journal, Atlanta Constitution and the Fort
Worth Star- Telegram. The idea was to share information that might help in their
defenses. Carter once quipped: “It is very flattering to be sued for two million dollars
when the Times Picayune has been asked for only three million.”489
Timing helped Carter in this particular instance. A Washington County circuit
judge dismissed the case in December 1967, citing Sullivan and a case decided earlier in
the year, Walker’s own suit against the Associated Press, which extended the actual
malice standard to public figures.490 The judge pointed out that when Carter made his
statements, Walker was under arrest for charges of sedition and had been taken to a
Springfield, Missouri mental hospital to determine if he was mentally capable of standing
trial. Also, his actions at Ole Miss had been widely reported, that he personally led a
charge of students against federal marshals. Most notably, the judge said Carter did not
act with malice, that the statements “were made with a reasonable belief in their truth”
and that there was a legitimate public interest in the issue being discussed.491 The First
Amendment once again trumped the cult of whiteness. Carter had become a big target in
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Mississippi, ostracized, threatened with death and sued for libel. Still he published. White
supremacists were starting to run out of ideas.

Hazel Brannon Smith: Southern Belle versus the Sheriff
Hazel Brannon rolled into Holmes County, Mississippi in 1936, fresh from the
University of Alabama, a stereotypical Southern Belle, a gregarious sorority girl and self
-confident beauty queen. She had borrowed $3,000 and wanted her own newspaper,
settling on the struggling Durant News with its circulation of 600.492 A few of the men in
town took bets on how long the little lady would last, giving her six months at the most.
But Brannon had been a journalist since she graduated from high school in 1930, selling
ads on commission and reporting for her hometown newspaper, the Etowah Observer in
Gadsden, Alabama. In college, she worked her way up to managing editor for the student
newspaper and graduated with a degree in journalism. She paid off her Durant News loan
in four years and bought the more established Lexington Advertiser, the Holmes County
seat’s 1,800-circulation weekly, in 1943. Brannon’s newspapers prospered with their
small-town recording of births, deaths, wedding and anniversaries. In her column,
“Through Hazel Eyes,” she supported the racial status quo, imagining a Jim Crow world
where whites and blacks lived happily and peacefully, each knowing his place.493 Holmes
County, 60 miles north of the state capital, Jackson, had a population of about 27,000 at
the time, nearly two-thirds black.
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A crusader from the start, Brannon took on illegal bootlegging and gambling,
calling on local law enforcement to clean up the county, hounding them in her editorials
for months. She challenged Sheriff Walter L. Murtagh to enforce gambling laws or
resign. “The only way our officials can prove they are not being paid off, in our opinion,
is to start enforcing the law now and continue to enforce it until this county is rid of the
bootlegging joints that line our public highways throughout the county.”494 After the
sheriff executed search warrants and began confiscating cases of liquor, Brannon
continued her prodding under the headline: “What About the Slot Machines?”495 Later
that spring, a grand jury returned 52 indictments for gambling and prohibition violations
and Brannon was feeling triumphant. “…the bootlegger is definitely on the run.”496
Brannon’s newspapers prospered and enabled her to buy a white Cadillac
convertible every other year or so, kept her in stylish clothes and allowed her such
luxuries as a cruise around the world. In 1949, the town’s most desirable catch returned
home with her cruise ship’s purser, Walter Smith, whom she called “Smitty.” He became
the administrator of the Holmes County Community Hospital after they married, and her
newspapers’ mastheads listed her as “Hazel Brannon Smith, (Mrs. Walter D.) – Editor
and Publisher.”
After the United States Supreme Court’s unanimous Brown v. Board of Education
ruling in 1954, Smith defended segregation but wrote the court was “morally right” that
separate schools are inherently unequal. “But we know, for practical purposes, that
separate educational facilities are highly desirable in the South and other places where the
two races live and work side by side. We know that it is to the best interest of both races
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that segregation be maintained in theory and in fact…”497 Early in life, like Hodding
Carter, she had bought into the notion of racial otherness, of popular culture’s boilerplate
images of blackness. All she knew was a culture built on maintaining distinct racial
identities and segregation, yet a sense of right and wrong began to form.
In Indianola, less than 50 miles from Lexington, the first White Citizens’ Council
was created in response to Brown and chapters began springing up around the state. They
billed themselves as law-abiding citizens who opposed segregation, but Smith eyed them
warily, editorializing in 1954: “They appeal to prejudice and to ignorance – and their
religion is the doctrine of hatred and greed implemented by the weapons of fear and
distrust.”498 She was no longer in lockstep with her community on the issue of race, most
notably on the issue of fair and equal treatment under the law. And for that she became a
lightening rod, antagonizing a community bent on ruining her. Smith later traced a run-in
with the local sheriff over his treatment of blacks – and his resulting libel suit against her
– as the turning point in her newspaper career. Though she was able to buy two more
newspapers, the Banner County Outlook in Flora in 1955 and the Northside Reporter in
Jackson in 1956, a steady barrage of harassment by white supremacists would cripple her
financially for decades, make her a legend in national newspaper circles and leave her
virtually friendless in her own community.
It all started with a front page story, “Negro Man Shot in Leg Saturday in Tchula;
Witness Reports He Was Told to “Get Goin’ by Holmes County Sheriff.”499 Smith
reported in July 1954 that Sheriff Richard F. Byrd “came driving up where a group of
Negroes were congregated and asked one of them what he meant by ‘whooping.’ When
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the Negro replied that he had not whooped, Sheriff Byrd was reported to have cursed and
struck the Negro on the head. When the Negro raised his hand to ward off further blows
Sheriff Byrd was reported to have pulled out his gun and told the Negro to ‘get goin’
whereupon the man started running. At this time, Sheriff Byrd was reported to have fired
his gun several times, one of the bullets entering the left thigh of the victim from the rear
and passing through the leg to the front…No charges have yet been filed against Sheriff
Byrd in the shooting.”500
In an editorial the next week titled “The Law Should Be for All,” Smith called for
Byrd’s resignation for this and his overall treatment of black citizens, of “shocking
reports too numerous to ignore.”501 Further, Smith wrote: “This kind of thing cannot go
on any longer. It must be stopped. The vast majority of Holmes county people are not red
necks who look with favor on the abuse of people because their skins are black…In our
opinion, Mr. Byrd as Sheriff has violated every concept of justice, decency and right in
his treatment of some people in Holmes county. He has shown us without question that
he is not fit to occupy that high office.” She was defending a black man over a white, and
this type of editorial stance was virtually unheard of at the time. It had long been
established that justice was doled out differently and depended on race. Smith defended
the wounded black man, 27-year-old Henry Randle, writing that, “He had not violated
any law – the Sheriff was not trying to arrest him for any offense. He just made the one
mistake of being around when the Sheriff drove up.”502
Byrd denied that the man was ever shot and sued Smith for $57,500 in damages in
Holmes County Circuit Court, to which Smith replied in print: “This newspaper has in
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the past, and will continue in the future to print the truth as we know it to be…No
damage suit can shut us up so easily.”503 Byrd won $10,000 at trial in October 1954, and
Smith appealed to the Mississippi Supreme Court.504 She said the libel verdict was
“punishment for daring to criticize a white man for abusing a Negro.”505 In October 1955,
the state’s high court reversed and rebuked Byrd in an opinion written by Justice Percy
Lee: “Under the facts of this record, there was no justification whatever for hitting the
Negro with the blackjack or shooting him...it follows that the Negro was unlawfully
assaulted in both instances.” The court held “proof of the substantial truth of a
publication, made with good motives and for justifiable ends, is defense to an action of
libel” under Mississippi law.506 The court also praised Smith’s work, pointing out that she
had tried to reach Byrd multiple times before running the story and that several witnesses
said Byrd fired the shots. “As a newspaper woman, she conceived that it was her duty,
through her papers, to give the public the news, and this she did in the utmost good faith.
After the news item was published and the Sheriff made no complaint about it, she
assumed that it accorded with his version of the facts, and she thereafter made the
editorial comment on July 15.” Addressing First Amendment rights, Lee wrote that “the
freedom of speech and of the press shall be held sacred…and if it shall appear to the jury
that the matter charged as libelous is true, and was published with good motives and for
justifiable ends, the party shall be acquitted.” Lee was also ahead of his time, defending
press rights in a civil rights-related case almost 10 years before the Supreme Court would
do so in Sullivan.
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In a November 1955 editorial headlined “Freedom’s Safeguard,” Smith said of
her libel case essentially what Justice Brennan would say nine years later in the Sullivan
ruling. “The real point at issue was the right of an editor to criticize a public official in
the performance of his official duties. If that right is abridged, the opportunity for people
to know and to understand the actions of public officeholders will be seriously weakened,
for it is the alert newspaper and the courageous editor who keeps the people informed.”507
Holmes County residents were unimpressed, and their retaliation came kudzuquick. Smith had long agitated the establishment with her controversial editorials, and
after the libel decision, the fight then moved from the courts to the pocketbook. Smith’s
husband was fired as administrator of the local hospital, advertisers pulled out and her
printing business shrank. 508 “Sometimes I feel like just going on and selling out…but if I
did I feel that I would be compromising everything I have ever stood for and believed in
and I can’t do it,” Smith wrote her friend, Hodding Carter.509 As Smith’s debts began
piling up, Carter and several other mostly moderate Southern editors organized a
committee to raise money to help keep her in business.510 “The gal is too courageous to
be destroyed,” Carter wrote Norman Isaacs of the Louisville Times.511 They appealed to
virtually every editor in the country, and thousands of dollars were donated by scores of
newspaper men, from media baron Roy Howard to editors from the Chicago Tribune, the
Boston Herald, the St. Petersburg Times, even the Honolulu Advertiser. Smith was to use
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the money to pay for ad space at $164 a page, and editors could pick a non-profit
organization to promote, such as the American Heart Association. Carter also co-signed
on a loan from a Greenville bank.512 The National Council of Churches contributed
$3,000, earmarking the money for lawyers fees related to the sheriff’s libel suit.513
Failing to run her out of business, a group of community leaders started the
Holmes County Herald in 1958 with Citizens’ Council backers that included public
officials, lawyers and prominent Lexington businessmen. Smith challenged them in an
editorial. “There is not enough business in Lexington for two newspapers…Somebody is
going broke.”514 While Smith picked up state and national journalism awards, the
harassment and intimidation continued at home. In 1960, she wrote about an eight-foot
cross burning in her yard and how she chased the “culprits” and got the tag number off
their Chevrolet station wagon. She identified the owner as Holmes County lawyer Pat
Barrett, who later said his son was merely taking part in a high school prank. Undeterred,
she continued to use her column to cajole advertisers to come back to her newspapers,
pointing out in July 1961 that the Herald was late getting its edition on the streets for the
fifth week in a row, and lamenting that the crusade against her was a “continuing
campaign that has been waged without letup since Richard Byrd filed a libel suit against
me in July of 1954 – seven long years ago.”515 An anonymous leaflet, “The Nocturnal
Messenger,” thrown like a newspaper in driveways throughout Holmes County, railed
against blacks, Smith and other “leeches,” and encouraged whites to join a “local civic
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group.”516 “We want the Smith woman to know that her Communist financed holiday in
Holmes County is just about over. The negro agitators had better hear and head this
message too.”
For her editorials condemning the White Citizens’ Council, Smith won the
Pulitzer Prize in 1964, the first woman to do so. Her Northside Reporter was bombed that
year, and her competition, The Herald, had more than a foothold in the circulation war in
Holmes County. Though she struggled financially, Smith remained flamboyant and
stubborn, and with that, persona non grata in Lexington. In October 1963, law
enforcement officers sued her again for libel. This time two Lexington policemen, W.M.
McNeer and Frank Davis sought $50,000 each in actual and punitive damages for a news
story and editorial in the June 13 editions of the Advertiser and Durant News. The
officers shot and killed Alfred Brown, 38, a black World War II veteran who had recently
been released from a veterans’ hospital where he was a mental patient.517 The officers
said they tried to arrest him for public intoxication, and had hit him over the head with a
blackjack when Brown pulled a knife. Davis suffered a deep cut on his neck and Brown
was shot twice.
Using eyewitness reports, Smith’s story “Negro Veteran Killed by Officers” ran
in all her papers. In an accompanying editorial, she wrote that “from all accounts of
reliable eyewitnesses the killing was senseless and could have been avoided ... If we are
to continue to have racial peace here the present situation needs a great deal of
improvement from the standpoint of law enforcement – and spirit and attitude as well.”
Echoing her statements about Sheriff Byrd that prompted the earlier libel suit, Smith
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suggested that the Lexington police officers be ordered to treat both blacks and whites
with respect or be fired.518
At trial in Holmes County Circuit Court, Smith’s attorney Robert H. Weaver said
the officers never complained about the story or said it contained errors. Judge Arthur
Clark Jr. ruled that Smith should publish a statement by the officers, giving them a
chance to refute the story. The police officer’s reply in her newspaper tried to debunk her
story line after line.519 Smith said in an accompanying article that the “written statement
of the police officers was much different than witnesses to the scene.”520 But surprisingly,
she backed down. She published a retraction to any “erroneous portions” of the story,
writing “it was not our intention to impugn either their character or reputation, or to
imply they were guilty of unlawful acts.”521 The case ended as a win for Smith, though,
with the judge ruling against the plaintiffs for failure to establish a case. The officers
reinstituted their libel suits in January 1964, but the actions languished in court on routine
continuances until they were dismissed at the cost of the plaintiffs in 1967. 522
By 1968, some 14 years after Sheriff Byrd’s libel suit, Smith said she was more
than $200,000 in debt, but promised not to quit.523 “When are they (the white people)
going to find out that what I am trying to do is help ALL PEOPLE, white and black, so
that we may work together and try to understand each other in order to build a better
community and county?”524 The bank foreclosed on her home, Hazelwood, and its
accompanying 135 acres in 1985. Suffering from Alzheimer’s, the widowed Smith closed
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the Durant News and the Lexington Advertiser, and died forgotten in a nursing home run
by her niece in Cleveland, Tennessee in 1989.525 Perhaps the actions of these southern
editors were more offensive than those of their northern counterparts. Boone, Carter and
Smith were betraying their own culture, and to members of the white community, they
should have known better.
When studying reporters’ attempts to cover the civil rights movement, it is
important to include the work of southern journalists who stuck their necks out in the
name of truth. It is arguable that southern public officials felt even more threatened by
newspaper coverage critical of them in their hometown newspapers. Smith, Carter and
Boone lived, worked and went to church in these communities. Local readers subscribed
to their newspapers and read them regularly. The hometown folk would not read a
publication like the New York Times unless somebody showed it to them. L.B. Sullivan
knew about the “Heed Their Rising Voices” ad only because someone gave him a copy
of the newspaper. At trial, most of Sullivan’s witnesses testified that they first saw the ad
when the police commissioner’s attorney showed it to them in his Montgomery law
office.
In a column about Sheriff Byrd’s libel suit, Smith insisted that her words were
protected by the First Amendment. A Mississippi judge agreed with her, even though her
speech was so unpopular at the time. This does not change the fact, however, that
journalists like Smith still had much to fear by being hauled into court in an expensive
libel case. In his Sullivan opinion, Justice Brennan would worry about this “chilling
effect” that might retard public dialogue on issues of public interest. And as was the case
in the Sullivan suit, Smith was analyzing and criticizing an officer of the law in his public
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duties. The Supreme Court would leave no doubt that this is the kind of speech the First
Amendment was designed to secure.
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Chapter Six
Conclusion

Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of
religion, or prohibiting the free exercise thereof; or abridging the
freedom of speech, or of the press; or the right of the people
peaceably to assemble, and to petition the government for a
redress of grievances. – First Amendment

Throughout the civil rights movement, southern officials typically silenced civil
rights advocates using breach of the peace and disorderly conduct charges.526 Close-tothe-ground civil rights demonstrators and their lawyers came to expect these garden
variety tactics. It took a little more ingenuity to develop legal weapons to punish the press
and keep them out of the South. Among the many rights trampled during the movement
were freedom of speech and press, assembly, and their less noted First Amendment
cousin, the petitioning of the government. African Americans were trying to exercise
their constitutional rights. Journalists were trying to cover the story. But in a practical
sense, blacks had no such rights in the South, and so the First Amendment did not apply
to them. To southern leaders like L.B. Sullivan and Bull Connor, African Americans
were not full-fledged citizens like their white counterparts. And the meddling northern
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journalists were merely outsiders, foreigners even. The South represented a world that
depended on systematic denial of citizenship, and noncitizens and outsiders had no right
to tell the South how their society should function.
Facing the ruins of their social order, the use of libel was a logical next step for
southerners desperate to keep their equilibrium. Offended and threatened officials were
able to proceed with these frivolous cases for years because the southern lawyers who
represented them were equally offended and threatened by increasing press coverage. The
big fees would roll in only if they won their cases. As such, some of the biggest losers in
these suits were the southern lawyers. They were working on faith that southern judges
and juries would remain sympathetic to the cause, and their appetites were whetted by
their early successes. Those cases dragged on for years in many instances and were a
huge economic threat to some of the most respected media outlets in the country. The
latest case studied here, Rainey v. Orion Pictures, was not dismissed until 1990. 527
Neshoba County, Mississippi Sheriff Lawrence Rainey sued the California film company
claiming that he was identifiable as the sheriff in the movie “Mississippi Burning,” which
told the true story of three civil rights workers who were murdered and buried during the
Freedom Summer.
After the nation’s high court created the actual malice standard in 1964, public
officials and their attorneys still refused to relent. They did not realize the ruling’s true
impact. Even when their losses started stacking up, when it became clear that the courts
really were applying the actual malice standard to public officials in their public actions,
still the libel suits came. Rainey was able to sue again and again using the same lawyer,
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James McIntyre, a man always willing to take the cases since he also was also threatened
by the very coverage. The same goes for James Simpson, long-time attorney for Bull
Connor. Simpson was a powerful member of the Alabama legislature and represented
Birmingham’s powerbrokers in his law practice. Simpson had installed Connor in his
position as a Birmingham city leader, so it was as if Simpson himself had been libeled.
He became the driving force behind several of the longest lasting suits arising out of the
Alabama coverage. Further, confessed assassin James Earl Ray did not need a lawyer to
tie up several writers, newspapers and news magazines in court for years. Clearly these
men were not getting good legal advice – their advisers were blinded by their prejudices.
Further, the new actual malice standard was not fully understood. After the
doctrine was announced, some plaintiffs merely amended their original complaints to add
the language the high court used, that the defendant “acted with knowledge of falsity or
reckless disregard for the truth.” Nothing else about the complaint was different. For
example, in July 1964, three months after the New York Times v. Sullivan verdict was
announced, Bull Connor did nothing more than amend one sentence in the fifth paragraph
of his initial complaint “to bring himself within the ruling in the Sullivan case.”528 It was
as if changing a few words in the complaint could change the facts. The transcript from
Connor v. New York Times reflects some of the confusion surrounding the Sullivan
verdict. After the jury was excused one particular day late in the trial, attorneys for both
sides huddled with U.S. District Court Judge H.H. Grooms, pondering the Sullivan
decision and what the Supreme Court meant by “actual malice.” One of those attorneys
was T. Eric Embry, who represented the Times in the Sullivan case. The question: Was
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Bull Connor a public official when he was running for Birmingham commissioner? If
Times reporter Harrison Salisbury wrote that Connor had run on a platform of “race
hate,” would actual malice have to be proven since he was a candidate? He had long been
in the public eye as a member of the Alabama legislature. And most of the article in
question referred to Connor in his official duties as police commissioner.
Grooms: Now, I think definitely the article refers to Mr. Connor, and then there is
a question for the jury to say, under the proper instructions of the Court, whether this was
done maliciously within the framework of the Sullivan case.
Times attorney Embry: I don’t think it refers to him any other way than as a public
official, and therefore, whatever was said is said of him as a public official, and therefore
not libelous of him.
Grooms: He wasn’t a public official when he was running for that office.
Connor’s attorney James Simpson: That would not be true anyway. You can libel
a public official if you do it maliciously.
Grooms: Yes, they haven’t said you can’t libel one. They have laid down the rules
you have to go by if you are going to recover. They have said the ground rules are broad,
and it has got to be the right to comment on its activities, and all of that, but if you get
into the field where there is malice, he has maliciously done this thing, as I see it, the
action is not precluded by the Sullivan case. I may be wrong, but that is my view.529
Further, southern attorneys and judges did not want to understand the new
doctrine. Southerners’ attempts to disregard it were no different than their attempts to
disregard the court’s desegregation orders and the host of other civil rights laws being
added to the books. If they did not like the law of the land, they could just ignore it. The
most obvious case is Brown v. Board of Education. Ten years after Brown, a mere 1.2
percent of black children in the South attended schools with white children.530 In the libel
arena, cases continued for decades. Rainey, the former Neshoba, Mississippi sheriff, was
still suing almost 25 years after the Sullivan doctrine was created, even though the court
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held again and again that he was a public figure, a central character in one of the most
noted events of the modern civil rights era, the Freedom Summer disappearance of three
civil rights workers.531 But Rainey was not just spinning his own wheels. The expense to
the media outlets, hauled into southern courts to answer to public officials for decades
after Sullivan, is inestimable. The media was being stifled just as the public conversation
about race that was starting to take off in the United States. This squelching of speech has
been compared to the work of President John Adams’ Federalists with their Alien and
Sedition Acts of 1798, as it was comparable to the country’s second round of such laws,
the Espionage Act of 1917 and the Sedition Act of 1918.
When faced with criticism, government officials for the first 150 years of the
country’s history somehow found a way to silence their critics. At least until Justice
William Brennan, an unheralded Eisenhower appointee, convinced his colleagues on the
liberal Warren Court, of “the central meaning of the First Amendment.” Drawing his
inspiration from the writings of James Madison, Brennan wrote: “The censorial power is
in the people over the government and not in the government over the people.”532

A More Subtle Form of Maintaining Racial Otherness
Hazel Brannon Smith’s Holmes County provides an interesting case study in
whiteness versus blackness in modern time. After whites finally realized they had lost the
battle to desegregate public schools, they began creating private academies for their
children. Such schools sprouted up in former cotton fields across the South, the land
donated by local planters. There are two such schools in Holmes County, Mississippi,
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with about 400 students combined. Central Holmes Christian School’s class of 2008 had
18 graduates, all white. As recently as 1989, East Holmes Academy threatened to cancel
a football game with a school that had a black player.533 The school’s headmaster and the
football coach changed their minds only after the Mississippi Private School Association
said it would expel the school from the organization if it forfeited the game.
In contrast, there are two public school systems in Holmes County with about
4,000 students combined. The Durant Public School district is 95 percent black. The
Holmes County School District is 99 percent black. So how much has Mississippi society
changed? It has been argued that a more subtle form of racism exists in parts of the
South. Yet the racial makeup of Holmes County Schools shows it is anything but subtle.
No wonder Hazel Brannon Smith died forgotten and penniless in 1989.
The economic statistics of the county also tell the story. Of Holmes’ 21,000
residents, 80 percent are black, according to the U.S. Census. It has the third lowest
annual per capita income in Mississippi at $10,683. And of course, blacks bear the brunt
of that poverty, with about 90 percent of public school students eligible to receive free
lunch. It is as if the plantation system is alive and well. Look at the Holmes County
Herald on any given day. This is the newspaper that was started by white leaders to drive
Smith’s Lexington Advertiser out of business. In this, the only newspaper in town today,
the separation of the races is glaring. On the front page, photos of Central Holmes
Christian School students run above the fold.534 Rows of smiling white faces are pictured.
Everyone is holding an award plaque, all dressed up for the spring athletic banquet. On
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the back page of the community newspaper, an all black Girl Scout troop is pictured for
participating in Lexington’s annual cleanup day.

Contributions to Research and Theory
The use of libel law to squelch the civil rights movement has been a largely
unexplored area of legal history, with the exception of Sullivan. Prior to this study, little
extensive research existed on the supporting cast of cases. By drawing on the cultural
history of race making, the researcher sought to provide a framework through which to
study the use and abuse of libel during this turbulent period. Grace Elizabeth Hale’s
“making whiteness” construct provides a basis for explaining how libel became yet
another tool in the southern arsenal to shut up those who threatened their way of life. The
researcher sought to further Hale’s scholarship, which focused primarily on pop culture
artifacts such as literature, films, advertising and other media representations from postReconstruction through the first half of the twentieth century. Similarly, what was
happening in the courts was not occurring in a test tube. What was happening in the
courts was a direct reflection of what was occurring in society. The two are inseparable.
White southerners did everything they could think of to maintain “whiteness” as a
societal ideal in opposition to “blackness” in order to maintain the status quo and any
semblance of the antebellum order.
And perhaps most notable from a First Amendment perspective, race making and
maintaining whiteness trumped newspaper editors’ strong sense of press freedom. The
Montgomery Advertiser’s Grover Hall, for example, appeared to encourage southern
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public officials in their filing of libel suits, even testifying for L.B. Sullivan at trial. 535
Plaintiffs taking on the Times, including Alabama Governor John Patterson, would never
have known about the advertisement had journalists like Hall not ranted about it
editorially. Hall complained that the people of Alabama had been “painfully and savagely
injured by the New York Times,” and that the Times was “misleading the United States
and much of the civilized world.”536 In his study of Hall’s influence, Cumming aptly
posits that the editor seemed to approve of the chilling effect the libel suits had brought
about.537 For example, Hall wrote: “The Advertiser has no doubt the recent checkmating
of the Times in Alabama will impose a restraint upon other publications which have
hitherto printed [stories] about the South...”538 Hall contributed to the shackling of some
of the country’s leading journalists. Perhaps it is because Hall, blinded by the power of
the whiteness myth, saw a truth other than the one the New York Times was reporting. As
Lippmann famously argued, “the pictures in our heads” do not precisely reflect “the
world outside.”539 Hall’s reality was much different, then, than that of New York reporter
Harrison Salisbury. The world as Hall knew it – or as he imagined it to be – provided his
own truth.
Hall was not the only southern journalist anxious to silence the northern press.
E.L. Holland Jr., editorial page editor of the Birmingham News, was glad to see the
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Alabama attorney general and the secretary of state go after the Times. In an editorial
headlined “That New York Advertisement,” the News scorned “Heed Their Rising
Voices,” which sought funds and support for the Committee to Defend Martin Luther
King Jr. and the Struggle for Freedom in the South.540
“It may be that there is basis for legal action. The attorney general is certainly
performing his duty in checking the possibility,” Holland wrote.541 Further, the News
complained that the ad was “a solicitation of funds intended to be used to support direct
frontal assault, across state lines, against specific public establishments of law and order.”
The News even called on the FBI to investigate the tax-exempt status of the
Committee.542
The media had begun to change the national conversation about race, and
southern officials – and even journalists – wanted to change the subject. The tools of
popular culture aided the white establishment in maintaining the status quo for the first
half of the century. The ever-increasing use of libel was temporarily added to the racists’
arsenal early in the second half. The era’s leading journalists were attacked as libel
plaintiffs sought to take their work out of the public eye and smother it in the court
system. The end result, instead, brought about one of the most important press freedom
cases in United States history and insured that reporters would be free to write the truth.
This study provides yet another way of looking at the civil rights movement. It does so by
looking at what was festering in the shadow of Sullivan.
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Limitations of the Study
This dissertation further reveals the determination and desperation of white
supremacists faced with a changing world order. Yet there is a major difficulty in
researching this area of legal history. In order to gauge efforts to stop coverage and
discussion of the civil rights movement, trial-level cases must be identified and studied.
These decisions, however, are not published in any legal reporter, so they are difficult to
find. In many instances, the cases included in this study were located through local
newspaper coverage, newspapers like the tiny Lexington Advertiser in Mississippi. It
might be worthwhile, therefore, to spend more time reading southern newspapers during
the 1960s, scouring them for any news items about local public officials suing civil rights
leaders for their speech or journalists for their coverage. This lack of a central repository
for trial-level cases can leave the researcher with the feeling that she is searching for a
needle in a haystack. As such, it may never be known exactly how many libel cases were
filed for media coverage of expression relating to the civil rights movement. It is
worthwhile, however, to study more than state Supreme Court, courts of appeals and U.S.
Supreme Court cases. It is worthwhile to have a picture of this legal phenomenon that is
larger and more encompassing than what is provided by Sullivan. This was simply the
first case to make it to the nation’s high court.
Caution is also needed here in discussing the plaintiffs’ intent. Once can only go
so far in describing what each was thinking. In some instances, surely some plaintiffs felt
they were libeled, that the cases were not just about silencing the press. They wanted to
punish them. From outward appearances, it certainly had that effect.
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Suggestions for Further Research
There were countless ways southerners were able to circumvent the law or bend it
to suit their own needs during this era. More study is needed on other ways southern
officials sought to punish civil rights-related speech. Additional research should focus on
the variety of techniques southern officials used to silence such expression through the
courts. An interesting example is provided by a case against Medgar Evers, the NAACP
field secretary in Mississippi who was assassinated in 1963. Two years before his death,
Evers was convicted of constructive contempt of court for criticizing the burglary
conviction of a black man, Clyde Kennard, by an all-white jury. Kennard had tried
unsuccessfully to desegregate Mississippi Southern College in 1959. A student at the
University of Chicago, he had moved home to help out on the family’s chicken farm after
his father became ill. He sought to finish his last year of college in Mississippi. For that,
he was arrested on trumped up charges of illegal possession of whisky and reckless
driving. 543 When he prepared to enroll again, Kennard, a World War II veteran, was
arrested for stealing five bags of chicken feed and sentenced to seven years in prison.544
Evers told the Associated Press that Kennard’s trial and sentence were “the greatest
mockery to justice…when despite the overwhelming evidence in [his] favor…a court
room of segregationists apparently resolved to put Kennard ‘legally away.’”545 Judge
Stanton Hall of the Circuit Court of Forrest County, the judge in the Kennard trial, read
the story in the Hattiesburg American and said Evers’ remarks were intemperate and
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false, finding him in contempt of court and sentencing him to 30 days in the county jail
and a $100 fine.
Peterson noted that because Evers was so universally hated by the white
establishment, newspapers devoted many more inches of copy to his contempt of court
case than they did to Kennard’s case.546 However, in 1961, the Mississippi Supreme
Court overturned Evers’ conviction, holding that the Forrest County district attorney
failed to prove that Evers’ remarks “hindered the administration of justice” in Kennard’s
case.547 His quote was published after the verdict was read, the court pointed out, holding
that Evers’ comments were protected by the First Amendment. The court held that though
his words did not qualify as contempt of court, the judge or some other officer of the
court may want to file a libel suit. 548 There is no evidence, however, that Judge Hall
made any move to take Evers to court for libel. In a concurring opinion Justice C.J.
McGehee said he was most reluctant to overturn Evers’ conviction, noting that there are
times when public welfare should overrule a citizen’s right to speak. Evers wanted to
embarrass the Forrest County judge, McGehee opined, adding that it was unwise to
“encourage such agitators as Medgar Evers to unjustly criticize our courts at will…” 549
Public outcry to the Supreme Court’s reversal was instantaneous, according to the
widespread coverage of Evers’ case.550 The white population wanted Evers in jail, free
speech be damned. It is a citizen’s duty to question and criticize his government, but
Evers was not a true citizen to a racist public bent on punishing unpopular speech. And
Evers’ speech was certainly that.
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